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The study addresses the question of how the recently released

FTC Line of Business data can improve or extend the results of the

statistical and/or economic results obtained with the structure-profit

model using Census data alone.

A variation of the generalized F test with interaction terms was

used to compare model formulations which differed only in the

source of the data for one or more of the independent variables. The

comparisons indicated there may be few differences between the data

supplied in the FTC and Census data bases. However, comparisons of

the coefficients between regressions run with Census data and

regressions run with some FTC data indicate economic interpretation

of the results could be ambiguous. Specifically, the Capital-Output

variable computed from the FTC data was very seldom significant

and often times possessed the wrong sign. The use of an FTC

Price-Cost-Margin caused a similar problem with the Capital-Output

ratio computed from all Census data.

The results of the aforementioned F test comparisons suggested

that pooling of the data was possible. Doing so resulted in very

robust coefficients for the regressions using a Census derived

Price-Cost-Margin but not for those using an FTC derived

Price-Cost-Margin. The fit of the model to the data in these regres-

sions as expressed in terms of the adjusted R square was as high as

0.43 when using a Cost Advantage efficiency variable in the model.
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h.

PROFITABILITY ANALYSIS WITH FTC
LINE OF BUSINESS AND CENSUS

ESTABLISHMENT DATA: AN
EVALUATION OF DATA BASES

1. unerErew

Resacha Problem

General lasu/ackround.

The industrial organization economist concentrates much of his

thinking and research in three basic areas: the structure, behavior,

and performance of markets (32:3). Statistical analysis is the basic

tool the economist uses to further his understanding of these areas.

But the quality of a statistical analysis is ultimately contingent upon

the quality of the data upon which it is based. This thesis will look

at a new set of Line of Business data which has only recently been

made available to the Public by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC).

The collection of this data, as first proposed in 1970, was in

response to a rowing concern that as United States (U.S.)

corporations became more diversified, the ability to capture and

analyze the structure, behavior, and performance of many markets
%- AJ
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was becoming suspect (28:270). This situation creates a great

problem for those governmental organizations, specifically the FTC

and the Department of Justice's Antitrust Division (32:423), whose-RT

purpose is to encourage competition in the economy through the I
enforcement of the Sherman Act of 1890, the Clayton Act of 1914, and

others (32:421).

Most of the groundwork for the data collection effort was.J
accomplished in 1973. The General Accounting Office (GAO) received

the FTC proposal in March of 1973. The GAO's task was to ensure _

that the data the FTC was seeking was not already available through

other sources, (e.g. the Internal Revenue Service or the Bureau of

the Census), and that the proposed collection "imposed the minimum

burden" (16:2) on the participants consistent with the needs of the

FTC. The GAO approved the FTC plan in May of 1973. The first set of

forms to be filed by the individual businesses, covering their 1973

business activity, were sent out soon after (17:1-2).

The program was not well received by the business community.

Of the 345 corporations to which the forms were sent, 120 of them

refused to comply. The FTC took legal action to enforce compliance.

In the meantime the FTC began preparation of the 1974 report form.

Many suggestions made by corporations participating in the 1973 :
survey were incorporated in the new format. Additional changes "-"

were made as the result of lessons learned by the commission itself.

The new program was approved by the GAO in August of 1975. This

time the response of 440 companies was solicited but 170 of them ..'

O-
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time the response of 440 companies was solicited but 170 of them

refused to comply. The FTC dropped its legal actions against the 1973

noncompliants in April of 1984 in order to concentrate on the 1974

group (17:3) given the richer content of that years survey.

Many of the noncompliant companies filed a suit against the FTC

in 1976 to seek the curtailment of the data collection. The principle

arguments of these companies against the FTC consisted of the

following (16:367-372):

1. There was little evidence to support the FTCs

contention that there was a definable

relationship between the structure of an

industry and the tendency for the leading firms

of the industry to raise prices above cost

through either tacit or expressed collusion.

2. Line of Business categories did not describe

economically meaningful markets (see Shepherd

(29:175] for a discussion of economic

markets) which could be used in ascertaining the

infringement of antitrust laws.

3. Because different companies used different

accounting methods, meaningful comparisons

could not be made.

4. Accounting data is insufficient by itself to allow

for "meaningful economic analysis and inference"

(16:372).

,;. -. ..., ..- ., -.. .- .. .... ..,. .-, .:. - ., . ... .,,. . -o., . . ,. : ,,,,.. , . , ..,,, , . ..3•°



5. Contamination of "Sales" data (i.e, all revenues
accruing to the activities of a particular line of

business within a company (14:257D by

revenues actually belonging to another line of

business would be as high as between 333 and

603 of the total reported.

6. The burden of cost for data collection to be

borne by the participating corporations would be

excessive.

All of these issues were addressed in a Bureau of Economics Staff

Memorandum (16:358). While the Bureau agreed to the possibility of

the first assertion, it stated the determination of nonexistence of

such relationships would in itself prove useful. To the second charge,

the Bureau responded that even though "many of the industry

categories are broader than might be adopted in a specific antitrust

case" (16:368) the LOB data could aid in the search for potential

violators of the Sherman Act.

The bureau's response to the third charge was that even though

different accounting procedures would be used, the systematic or

unsystematic (random) proliferation of accounting procedures could

be accounted for statistically. Random errors would tend to cancel

each other out by the law of large numbers (see Mendenhall [18:277]

for an indepth discussion of this property). Systematic differences

could be detected and accounted for by using the techniques of

statistical analysis (16:370).

4"-"



The bureau addressed the fourth charge by citing the obvious

fact that it is accounting data upon which much of the decision

making by management in corporations is based. Analysis of this

data could possibly help to reveal the impact of industry structure

on the decision making process. ..

The issue of sales contamination, though not addressed until

average sales contamination of less than 5.7 percent (16:370).

The FTC addressed the question of cost burden by recognizing

that the cost of compliance would "rise more than linearly with

greater diversity due to increased complexity and decentralization of

record-keeping In larger companies" (16:366). This seems to have

been borne out by the cost figures issued by the Du Pont company

which had 21 LOBs. Their estimate, the highest in the study, was

that between 1.2 and 1.8 million dollars would be required the first

year, with annual expenses running several hundreds of thousands

of dollars (16:364). By comparison, the average cost for all reporting

companies was about 24,000 dollars.

To help lessen the costs of reporting, the FTC allowed companies

a great deal of latitude in identifying their lines of business, shifting

the emphasis of the reporting from an establishment orientation to

one of product lines (5:119). A given company could combine

"establishments, product centers, or other organizational units"

(16:348) in a manner consistent with providing the most detailed

information at the lowest cost.

4! !e- IL



Given these arguments and explanations, the court decided in

favor of the FTC in 1978 (14:38). As a result, 1974 Line of Business

data was submitted by all of the plaintiffs by December of 1978

(14:38).

DL%& Collcted.

Data was collected on individual Lines of Business (LOBs)

associated with a given company as mentioned above.

For 1973, the FTC established coded LOB categories in accordance

with 3 digit standard industrial classification (SIC) codes as used in

the Census of Manufacturers. When filling out an LOB report for a

specific LOB code, a company had to ensure that at least 853 of the

activity it was describing could in fact be attributed to that FTC code

* (16:305). If this criteria could not be achieved then further

segmentation of the activity into additional LOBs would have to take

place.

SIC codes first appeared in 1939 and are today maintained by the

Bureau of the Budget (22:119). The codes representing the

manufacturing sector of the economy were based on a system

already in use by the Census Bureau. However, revisions to many of

the codes in the years 1957 and 1972 each rendered comparisons to

the data in prior Census years virtually impossible (6:X). The
current system divides the US economy Into 99 Major groups. Eachj

major group is represented by a two digit code. For example, code I

20 encompasses all Food and kindred products while code 75

encompasses automotive repair, services, and garages. Three digit

6 A



codes identify industry groupings which are roughly similar to IRS

"minor* industries (29:49) while four digit codes identify individual

industries (22:116). The Census Bureau has added additional digits to

the code corresponding to additional degrees of refinement of the

data. For example, the Census Bureau has established approximately

13,000 seven digit codes which each identify an individual product.

Each series of codes can be used In different types of investigations.

Shepherd, for example, argues that the Census five digit codes

which correspond to product classes come closest to fitting the

average scope of markets (32:1"9).

By 1974, the commission had segmented many of 1973's LOBS into

smaller LOBS corresponding to 4 digit and even in some cases 5 digit

SIC code equivalents. This resulted in 275 LOBS of which 144 closely

approximated a single four-digt SIC code.

The FTC sought data which would provide adequate coverage for

most Census industrial categories (27:24). Adequate coverage was

attained by adherence to the following criteria (16:340-341):

1. All corporations which primarily engaged in

manufacturing and which possessed at least

one billion dollars in assets would be included.

2. The top 250 Fortune 500 companies including

those described by (2) above would be included.

3. At least five companies had to report in each

category.



4. At least 203 of total national sales for eachL

category had to be represented by the sample.

The FTC geared its information gathering to address several basic

relationships of interest to students of industrial organization. For

example, market conduct and strategy can be inferred from Media

Advertising expenditures (25:26) and from other selling expenses

which have traditionally never been reported. The dynamism of the

economy can be anticipated by moneys spent on research and

development. Measures of capital intensity (26:54) and cash flows

(26:59) can be inferred from asset data and depreciation allowances -

respectively. And finally the impact of differing reported accounting

practices on performance measures can be assessed (16:338).

Ravenscraft said the following of the results of the FTC effort:

When combined with Census and input-output data, the FTC

line of business data allow the estimation of a

structure-performance equation of unprecedented richness

(27:22).

The improvement over previously available Census data is

thought to be twofold. First, because the level of aggregation is at

the LOB level, the shortcomings of second product contamination

which is inherent In the Census's primary industry data can be

greatly reduced. Second, a few types of information are not
gathered by the Census or at least not at the level of detail available

in the FTC data. One such item Is the selling expenses incurred by a

firm which are not related to advertising (14:272). The upkeep of a



saleso rc. would be one such expense. It has been argued that

these "Other Selling Expensese may be as great in magnitude for

some companies as "Media Advertising Expenses" (16:338).

~k~Aggregated Data?
FTC confidentiality rules specify "no data may be published that

would result in the disclosure of individual company data" (14:40).

Hence aggregated data f or individual lines of business was published

only if four or more firms in that line were included in the survey.

The FTC believes the aggregated data will provide some benefit to

the public. They cite the following possible uses:

1. Any company in a particular line of business

will have some measure by which it can2

evaluate its performance as compared to other

companies.

2. Competitive market entry may be encouraged

for high profit industries.

3. Better investment decisions will be made.

4. "Like economists within the FTC, outside scholars

will use the LOB reports as a basic source f or

advancing the frontiers of industrial

organization knowledge (16:339).*

These benefits rest on the presumption that the aggregate FTC LOB

data refines and/or extends the census industry data in some useful

ways. It is this presumption which will be examined in this thesis.



The census 4-digit SIC industry data has been used extensively

* to examine the relationship between net profitability and industry

concentration (28:270-272). This data is gathered on an establishment

(plant) basis and aggregated into the 4-digit SIC "industries". Some of

these "industries", as noted above, may depart significantly from

true economic markets (see Shepherd (29:175] for a discussion of

economic markets). The FTC categories are comprised of data ~

aggregated from LOB definitions which are thought to be an

improvement over the Census definitions (27:22). This may seem

surprising since 442 of the FTC categories correspond more closely to

3-digit SIC codes which are more aggregated than the 4-digit codes

which the Census uses in compiling its industry statistics. Some

economic markets may best be captured by the three digit codes

however. This thesis will analyze the Census windustryu data and

the FTC LOB aggregated data to determine the extent to which the

latter differs and/or improves upon the former for purposes of

studying the question of how market structure relates to industry

profitability. This question has been explored extensively by

industrial organization economists over the last thirty years and the

need to gain further insights into this relationship was a major

factor in the FTC's data Initiative.

How does the FTC data extend and/or improve upon the

10~



statistical and/or economic results obtained with the structure-profit

model using census industry data alone?

Susidix Questins.
1. What factors are available in each data base?

2. How comparable are similarly defined factors in the two

data bases?

3. How robust, both economically and statistically, is the basic

S. structural model in each data base?

4. How effectively does the FTC data base allow one to extend

the basic structural model?

Resarh Mto

Overview 2[ Metho.
Specific items of information from both the FTC and Census data

bases were entered into separate files on the UNIX VAX computer.

The FTC data base was actually composed of two distinct data sets

containing information for the years 1975 and 1976 respectively.

Two other years worth of FTC data (1973 and 1974) exist but were not

used since they represented a period of time when government

imposed wage and price controls were in effect (1). A single set of

data was constructed using primarily Annual Survey of

Manufacturers (ASM) data. Additional data items were drawn from

the 1972 and 1977 Censuses of Manufacturers and the 1977

Input-Output Tables either because some data was contained in the



LOB data base but not available in the ASM data or was not

contained in the LOB or ASM data but which would allow further

expansion of the basic model.

A pairwise correlation matrix was created to ascertain the

degree to which similarly defined data from each of the two data

bases were comparable. Other variable pairs showing a strong

correlation with one another were studied to ensure the relationships

could be explained economically.

The following profit-structure model was taken from Allen (2:934)

and served as a standard against which the models developed for

this research effort and the results of this thesis were compared:

PCM f (C4iNCOKOISPCDUMGROW)

where:

C4 is the four firm concentration ratio and is measured as the

market share of the four largest firms in any one industry

(32:188),

KO Is the capital-output ratio and is defined as "the gross book

value of fixed assets divided by the value of shipments" (2:934),

NCO is the number of companies represented in each Census

industry category for 1977,

DISP is a measure of the tendency for a particular industry to

be concentrated in a relatively small geographic region of the

country (11:286). It is calculated as follows.

12
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mn VAddij VAdd i
Disp: .

i:lj:t VAdd i  VAdd

where: "

"1" represents the region number,

"J" represents an industry identifier,

"m is the total number of Industries, and

on* is the total number of regions.

Since VAdd by region does not appear in the 1977 Census (6:XV),

this information is extracted from the 1972 Census.

CDUM is a dummy variable which Is used to account for possible

differences in total advertising expenditures between the consumer

and producer goods markets (25:44). Olt is equal to one for consumer

goods Industries and zero for producer goods Industries- (2:934).

GROW is an Indicator of the change in size of a particular

industry over the period between the Census years, 1972 and 1977.

It is calculated according to the following equation:

YShip119 7 7  - YShip, 197 2

GROW1 =

VShiPj,1972

and the Price Cost Margin (PCM) as explained by Shepherd (32:269) Is

defined as:

13
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Price-cost margin = Value-added - PayrollValue of shipments

Value of shipments (VShip) is essentially what an industry

receives in payment for all products shipped in a given year. This
includes the value of materials which were transferred between

companies in a single organization (6:A-2). Value added (VAdd) as

explained by Shepherd (32:269) is contained in the Census data. It

can be derived from the FTC data as follows:

q4.

VAdd = VShip - Cost of Materials

+ (End of Year Inventory - Beginning of Year Inventory)

I,.*

The Biomedical Data Programs (BMDP) were used to estimate

least squares regressions of the basic model expressed in a linear
form using the two data bases (13:237). Comparisons were made of

the resulting adjusted R squared (R2) values (23:424); the F test for a

regression relation (23:240), and the t test for testing the significance

of individual variables (23:243).

The basic model was extended to allow for the addition of

several other variables which are available from the Census and FTC

LOB data bases.

14
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As indicated in the previous chapter, this thesis will concentrate

on the profitability model. The pioneering efforts in the use of this

model can be traced back to Joe Bain's 1951 effort which considered

the relationship between rate of return on equity after tax (34:196)

and the eight firm concentration ratio. Bain's work indicated that

increased concentration does Increase profitability for leading firms

in a given industry. Many studies have followed, but not all have

shown this relationship to be a strong one. (34:196-209).

The issue which has developed since Bain published his paper

concerns his interpretation of the concentration coefficient. There

are those like Bain who believe the more concentrated are the

leading firms in an industry, the more likely those firms are to

collude either tacitly or implicitly to control prices. On the other

hand, there are those who believe higher profitability accrues to

larger firms because of Increased efficiency (12:1).

The proponents of efficiency argue that the anti-trust legislation,

which is designed to prevent resource misallocation, as currently

written does more harm than good when it leads to the breaking up

of large efficient firms just because they hold a dominant position in

their market (18:83). Harold Demsetz, a leading proponent of this

viewpoint, believes Market Share is a stronger indicator of

profitability than is concentration (12:1). The greater the Market



share of the firm, the greater is the economy of scales which are
possible. This in turn, reduces cost and increases profits (18:83).

Dernsetz has offered evidence which indicates that concentration is

positively related to profits for only the largest firms of an industry,

but that similar levels of concentration in firms of smaller size

indicate no increases in profitability (2:933). This analysis would

tend to support Market Share as the primary relationship. Gale and

Branch (18) used a supposedly more accurate set of data collected

over several years by the Strategic Planning Institute (30:109) and

arrived at the same conclusion. Unfortunately this data, like the

individual firm FTC data, is not available for public scrutiny, which

leads to the point of this thesis. Given the independent researcher

has no access to much of the supposedly better data sets, is it still

possible to do meaningful work with the data that is available?

The remainder of this chapter is divided into two sections. The

first section will concentrate on studies of the profit-structure

relationship which used predominantly Census data. The second

section will consider some of the results offered by researchers who

had access to either the confidential PIMs or FTC data bases. The

emphasis in both sections will be on data bases. Specific questions

considered include:
1. What available data was used?

2. What was the period covered by the data?

3. What was the motivation for including a specific data item

in the first place?.CA
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4. What variables shed additional light on the profit-structure

relationship?

The chapter will begin with the work of Bain who used

predominantly Census data in his studies, and will end with the

work of Ravenscraft who was among the first researchers to add FTC

data to the profitability model. The reader should keep in mind that

not all the variables discussed were included in the data base used in

this thesis since many of them were created from information not

available to the public.

Census Data Studies

Researchers, beginning with Bain, have relied heavily upon

Census data for their studies. This is because the Census data is the

most comprehensive source of concentration values which is publicly

available. The need for this information is made evident by Bain's

major hypothesis (3:294):

the average profit rate of firms in oligopolistic industries of
a high concentration will tend to be significantly larger
than that of firms in less concentrated oligopolies or in
industries of atomistic structure.

Bain drew his concentration data from the 1935 Census of

Manufacturers (3:298). This Census reported on 340 manufacturing

industries in all. His profit data was derived from Security and

Exchange Commission (SEC) publications, covering the years 1936 to

1940 (3:303).

17
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The SEC publications provided data on only 152 Census industries

which meant the remaining 188 industries were eliminated. Three of

the remaining industries lacked the necessary concentration data

and so they were also eliminated leaving 149. In 34 cases, the SEC

profit data represented three or fewer firms in the industry and

hence did not cover a large enough proportion of industry output to

be kept in the study. Six more industries were eliminated because

their Census concentrations did not correspond closely enough to data

available from another source (3:304). These actions left 109

industries for further consideration.

Unfortunately, Census industries do not always correspond to

true economic markets. In such a market, it is assumed that all

included goods are substitutable for one another and hence compete

directly with each other for sales. Examples include Cane and Beet

sugar; margarine and butter; cassette, 8-track, and open reel tape

recorders among others. Definitional problems and the fact that

Census data represents the sum of national sales for each industry

often causes the data to fail to represent true markets on at least

three counts (3:299):

I. Census industries may contain products which

though similar in material content are not truly

substitutable for one another. An example of such

products include armor plate, ball bearings, and

construction I beams which are all produced by the

10--
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steel industry but which obviously have totally

diverse and noncompatible uses.

2. At the other extreme, Census industries may be too

narrow in scope, not including all products which

may be close substitutes for one another. Canned

Fruits and Vegetables (SIC 2033) and Frozen Fruits

and Vegetables (SIC 2037) are but one example of this

problem The Census, under such circumstances,

would overstate the concentration of these

industries. A similar effect can be observed when

a large quantity of imports forms a substantial

segment of overall sales in a particular market. But

these imports are not recorded in the Census.

Therefore, the Census concentration ratio will again

overstate concentration in the industry for failing to

consider all competitors. Bain rejected 3 industries

because they were too segmented and 1 industry

because it failed to consider imports.

3. Finally, because of the national perspective of the

Census industry data, local market influences are not

drawn out. The baking of bread, for example, is

conducted on a local enterprise basis given the time

constraint of freshness and transportation costs.

Total production costs will differ between regions

based upon the costs of flour and labor. Unions will

19
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be strong in some areas, flour may be more or less

costly amongst other things. This local effect will

generally be misrepresented in the national figures

by concentration ratios lower than would be

revealed by individual local market concentration

indices (11:273). Using the geographical market

segmentations outlined in the publication, Structure

of the American Economy (3:303), Bain reduced

the number of industries by 66, all of which he

found susceptible to regional effects. Later

investigation (3:304) revealed some of the

publication's information was in error which resulted

in three of the previously rejected industries being

added back to the list.

Bain was left with 42 industries after performing the elimination

process described above.

Bain established a profitability measure for testing his hypothesis

as follows (3:310):
%%

PAnnual net profit after income taxesProfit = (2.1)
Net worth at beginning of year

This was the profit for each firm. He calculated this value for each

firm for each of the five years covering the period 1936 to 1940,

inclusive. He then calculated an industry average profit rate for

20



each of these five years as follows:

Zfirm profits
Industry overage profit rate f firm net worths (2.2) ll

Number of f irms in Industry

Bain chose the eight firm concentration (CS) measure (3:3 11) for

his calculations. This lead to the following basic model:

Industry average profit rate h + ic (2.3) .,

Considering only the firms with net worths of 5 million or more

dollars, Bain found that a significant increase in profitability existed

f or firms which were part of industries with Ce above 70 percent

(see Table 2.1). Bain also divded the firms into different size classes

* (3:322). He was not able to find any relationship between firm size

and profitability. He also reported no significant correlations

between profitability and the *ratio of capital to total assets, the

ratio of overhead to total costs, the ratio of net worth to sales," and

a measure of the number of consumers as opposed to producers who

would be purchasing the product (3:323).

Dain's results supported his hypothesis but he cautioned that

studies would have to be conducted for periods outside of the 1936 to

'I 1940 time frame to see how robust these findings really were. Many

21



Table 2.1

Prof ltability - Concentration Categories

(Per Cent f Yel Preduct Avere. of luiutrgSuppltW bg EIM Firm) Nmber of IWiutrik Average Pratlt Ilue-

90-100 a 12.7
so- 89.9 1 10.5
70- 79.9 3 16.3
60- 69.9 5 5.8
50- 59.9 4 5.6
40- 49.9 2 3.8
30- 39.9 5 6.3
20- 29.9 2 10.1
10- 19.9 1 17.0

0- 9.9 1 9.1

t Averse of mt prsfit sier 1mm turns. eMague St et vortL

Source: Adapted from Joe Bain, "Relationship of Profit Rate to Industry
Concentration, American Manufacturing, 1936-1940,0 gjIg"ri"
Jou 2 Economics fa (3. 313 (August 1951).
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such works did follow including another one by Bain (3:3). Perhaps

the most intensive study was that of Collins and Preston in 1968 (11).

Collins and Preston concentrated on data contained in the 1963

Census (11:274). Like Bain, they viewed any positive relationship

between profitability and concentration as an indication of collusion

amongst the leading firms.

These authors attempted to use control variables to adjust for

the deficiencies of the data rather than eliminate observations as

Bain had done. They also grouped industries according to three

characteristics, type of purchaser, product differentiation, and

increasing or decreasing levels of concentration. Each of the total

417 4-digit industries were classified as either consumer or producer

oriented according to an unpublished 1%3 FTC classification guide

(11:278). From this process, 141 industries were found to belong to the

former group and 276 belonged to the latter. A similar process was

undertaken to divide the identified consumer goods industries into

those which actively pursued product differentiation and those

which did less so. Product differentiation is normally attained via

advertising and is viewed by some as a barrier to market entry

(25:6). Division was again accomplished using an unpublished FTC

document. The FTC apparently made its determinations based on

the advertising expenditure to sales ratio for the industry. Generally

industries classified as undifferentiated showed ratios of less than I

percent, those moderately differentiated between I and 10 percent,

and those highly differentiated over 10 percent. Of the industries

23
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considered, 93 were classified as highly or moderately differentiated.

The final groupings involved the division of both the producer and

consumer groups into those industries whose concentration ratio

increased since the previous Census year, 1958, those whose

concentration decreased, and those whose concentration remained

relatively stable.

Having grouped their data, Collins and Preston then performed

the following regression on each of these subgroupings as well as all

417 industries:

PCM O PlC4 Disp p3KO. (2.4)

C4 , Disp, and KO are as defined in Chapter 1. Disp is used to help

control for geographic influences on concentration. The capital

intensity measure, KO, controls for the winter-industry differences in

capital intensity, and hence in implicit capital costs (19:102) which

are not incorporated in the price cost margin. Under competitive

conditions, "margins over variable costs should be higher In

industries' for which KO is large since management must attempt to

recover the cost of capital investment in the long run (11:272).

Collins and Preston use the Price-Cost margin also defined in

Chapter 1. They feel this measure is appropriate because the rate of

return on assets used by Bain and others cannot be directly

computed using Census data and the "relationship between prices

24
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arnd costs, and with the discrepancy between them that gives rise to

* profits" (11:272) is not as visible.

* Like Bain, the authors feel their analysis generally supports their

theory. Their results are contained in Table 2.2. The coefficient of

the concentration ratio was significant in all their regressions.

Generally concentration had a greater bearing on consumer industry

profits, differentiation had little bearing at all, and consumer

industry profits were favored in industries where concentration -

remained stable between Census years. This latter result is not

unexpected given that changes in concentration for an industry

indicate that the industry is undergoing a period of disequilibrium.

During such times many forces could act to dilute any

profit-concentration relationship (11:279). Such forces could include

price-cutting by an established firm in the face of new competition

or shifts in consumer tastes among other things.

The authors made further investigations to see if the positive

concentration-profit association resulted mostly from a relationship

between the concentration ratios and profit margins of the largest

firms in an industry. They made further regressions of the same

model used before, but this time used Census data which considered

the top four firms in an industry. This type of data was unavailable

for 11 of the previously considered 417 industries. This time, the

results were not so pronounced; however, the concentration-profit

relationship was again stronger in consumer rather than producer

goods industries.
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Leonard W. Weiss wrote a paper (34) in 1974 which summarized

the research on the concentration-profit relationship up to that

time, including the two papers already discussed. He also extended

some of the work of Collins and Preston.

Weiss corrected for what he thought were the major defects of

the Collins and Preston studies (34:227). Though he developed several

variables, the following model includes his most significant:

PCM - I 1C4  P 2Dlsp "KO " 4A/S P5COE (2.5)

where:

A/S was an advertising to sale ratio calculated from data "-

contained in 1%3 Input-Output Tables. This data was available le

for only 227 of Collins and Preston's original set of 406 industries

because not all input-output categories corresponded to Census
ML.o

4-digit industries,

Disp and KO are defined in Chapter 1, and

COE represents central office employment divided by total

employment.

Weiss used the same 1%3 Census data set which Collins and Preston

used for his calculations of the dependent and independent variables
I..

(34:227).
r.

Weiss found the addition of the A/S and COE variables did not

significantly affect the results of Collins and Preston. Weiss, like

Bain, then added several more variables. These included the ratio of

27
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the output of the mid size plant in an industry to that industry's

total sales and a measure of industry growth, and a ratio of

consumer demand to total demand multiplied by the concentration

ratio. (34:229). Like Bain, Weiss found none of these variables to

have a significant impact in the model. Some of these variables will

be discussed later in this thesis. One is worth discussing at this point.

The consumer demand variable was an attempt to capture the

percentage of total shipments which were destined for consumers.

To Weiss, this represented an improvement over the division of

industries into consumer and producer groups accomplished by

Collins and Preston. The argument seems reasonable given that

many industries (e.g., chemicals and electronic components ) engage

in both consumer and producer shipments. The data for this

calculation was obtained from the 1963 Input-Output Tables.

Caves, Shirazi, and Porter (10) addressed the hypothesis that

scale economies can be used to erect barriers to entry. These

barriers are created in a particular market if the minimum plant

size which will insure efficiency and hence competitiveness in

production is quite large. The firms already in such an industry can

collude together and raise their prices above the competitive rate as

long as they do not exceed the threshold which would attract new

entrants in spite of the large entry expense. The authors use 1965

and 1958 Census data combined with IRS minor industry data. Their

profitability measure was similar to that used by Bain:

28
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Gross income - taxes

Stockh~olders equity

Ce + R/S + GR + KR +REG + RI +GR*C 8 + flESCA (2.6)

A/S is the industries advertising to sales ratio for firms with

K assets less than 500,000 dollars as averaged over the years 1963 to

1965, inclusive. This information was extracted from IRS data.

GR was the ratio of11965 industry shipments to 1958 industry

shipments as taken from the appropriate Censuses.

KR was the product of the plant minimum efficient scale (MES)

for the industry and the industry assets to sales ratio. These

authors defined MES as Othe average size of the largest plants

accounting for 503 of industry output, expressed as a percentage of

industry sales" (10:137). It is assumed this data was derived from the

Census. XR is an attempt to measure the capital requirements of a

particular industry and hence is similar to the capital-output ratio

discussed earlier.

REG was an indicator variable which attempted to control for

the regional market effects on concentration discussed earlier. This

variable was set equal to 111f the industry was considered regional

and to 0 otherwise.

Al was the product of A/S and advertising per firm for the

largest firms accounting for at least 303 of industry shipments. No

theoretical explanation of this variable was offered nor was it

considered in the authors' subsequent analysis.

-~ . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . -. . . . . . . .



GRSCR8 was the product of the growth variable arnd

concentration ratio already discussed. Like Al, the authors offer rno

specific theoretical justification for its inclusion. One possible

* explanation, offered by Collins and Preston (11:282), says that the

concentration of industries will grow over time assuming the largest

firms in those industries had margin advantages to begin with.

MESCA was the quotient of MES and the cost disadvantage ratio

(CDR). CDR was defined to be the *average value-added per worker in
plants supplying approximately the bottom 503 of industry

value-added divided by average value-added per worker in plants

supplying the top 503" (10:135). This interaction term reflected the

possibility that even with modest cost disadvantages some potential

competitors may decide to enter the market anyway because the

entry barriers are actually lower than implied by the minimum

efficient scales measure alone (19:102). The ratio was found to vary

between less than unity and slightly above unity for the industries -

considered. The authors constrained the values above unity to be

equal to one since their interest was in industries for which this

value would be considerably less than unity. A variety of similar

variables were constructed by taking the product of MES and a

dummy variable. For example, the dummy variable in MESDIO was

set equal to one if the value of CDR was less than I and to 0

otherwise. Similarly MESD15 included a dummy variable set equal

to 1 if CDR was less than .85.
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Running their basic regression, but taking into account different

MESD variables, the authors concluded that entry barriers are

created only when the CDR is large, in the neighborhood of between

10 and 20 percent. Table 2.3 lists several of their results. Note the

entry barrier variable was significant for all four regressions.

In 1979, John Kwoka submitted a paper to the economic

community (19) which suggested the four-firm concentration ratio

was too broad in scope to detect the existence of collusion on the

part of the leading firms. He based this assertion on studies he was

able to perform using an independent data set which allowed for the

determination of market share for each of the largest individual

firms in an industry.

Kwoka's model is not unlike the ones previously described in this

paper. It essentially summarizes the work in the area by the

previous authors.

PCM FSD KO DISP GROW CDUM MID MCDR (2.7)

PCM, KO, and DISP are defined as described in chapter 1.

GROW, as explained in Chapter 1, represents the percentage change

in industry shipments between 1967 and 1972 (19:102). This

measure differs from the GR variable used by Caves, Shirazi, and

Porter which takes the simple ratio of these two values,

MID (mid-point plant scale) as mentioned previously was used

by Weiss. He found it to be of little significance in his study (34:229).

Again, MID is defined as the value of shipments produced by a
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fictitious plant located in the center of the plant size distribution for

a partiular industry (34:230). The size of this plant is estimated

from the employment size classes in the Census (19:102).

Unfortunately, this variable tends to be highly correlated with the

concentration ratio.

Caves, Porter, and Shirazi had broken a similar correlation

problem which existed between C4 and MES when they multiplied

MES by the Cost Disadvantage Ratio (CDR). Kwoka performed a

similar alteration of MID to accomplish the same objective. In

addition to a reduction of collinearity in the model, [woka also found

that the use of MCDR improved the overall fit for the model (19:103).
The variable CDUM attempts to capture the advertising effect

discussed earlier. It is set equal to I if the industry is consumer

oriented and to 0 otherwise. The determinations were based in part

on a 1967 article published by the FTC (19:102) which in turn were

based on industry advertising to sales ratios. The origin of this data

is indeterminate. [woka infers that input-output data would have

been preferable but was not available for the 1972 Census year at the

time this article was published (19:102).

FSD (Firm Size Distribution) refers to the several possible

methods employed by the author in capturing industry

concentration. These include the standard Census C4 calculation, the

Herfindahl index, and one which the author derived using the

Economic Information Systems (EIS) data base.
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The Census definition was discussed in Chapter 1. Shepherd

believes this is Othe best all-purpose measure of the degree of

competition" (32:190). a ~

The Herfindahi index is defined as:

H = p. (2.8)

where

pj is the market share of the ith firm (26:186).

This tends to give greater weight to the larger firms in an industry

(32:189) because of the squaring of the market share. The upper

bound of this index is unity and the lower bound is unity divided by

the number of firms in the industry (22:125). The lower bound is

approached when all the firms in an industry are of approximately

equal size. The principle difficulty in the use of this index is the

inaccessibility of market share data due to disclosure regulations.
These were discussed in Chapter 1.

Kwoka tried to mimic the Census concentration ratio by

obtaining market share data from a source other than the Census.

This data set was put together by Economic Information Systems,

Inc. and contained information on over 120,000 manufacturing

establishments in the United States, each with 20 or more employees

(19:109). Employment for an individual plant was determined by
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reference to a mailing originally sent out to 300,000 establishments.

EIS matched this information to the County Business Patterns

statistics which contained employment figures by SIC, and then

calculated a productivity factor derived from the Census.

VShip (for a specific plant size)
Productivity =(2.9)

Number of employees in such a plant

EIS then multiplied this factor by the number of employees In each

plant. This yielded a value of shipment figure for the plant

corresponding to a Census 4-digit industry which was then divided

by the total shipments for that industry to arrive at approximate

market share. The FTC took the work of EIS and aggregated the

plant data into firm data. Kwoka then added the market shares for

the four largest firms in the industry to arrive at a proxy for four

firm concentration.

The ES concentration ratio Is very comparable to that contained

in Census data (19:109). For example, the mean 4-firm, concentration

ratio for ES Industries was 0.398 compared to 0.409 for the Census.

The correlation coefficient between the two sets was 0.922.

Unfortunately, these comparisons could not be made for all 417

Census industries. Non-compatibility between Industry definitions

and the before mentioned failure of some Census industries to

capture true economic markets reduced the sample for comparison

to 314 Industries.
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In running his model with the different concentration measures

(see Table 2.4), Kwoka found the EIS based concentration measure to

be "the more consistent standard against which to judge later

results." (19:103). He found the Herfindahl index to give better results

in the form of higher R2 values and larger t-statistics over both the

Census ratio and his ratio only when using MID instead of MCDR.

But when using MCDR, which always provided better results, his

ratio outperformed the Herfindahl index which in turn outperformed

the Census ratio.

These findings are important in the development of this thesis

because they point out the effect the use of different data can have

on only a single variable which in turn can have a large impact on

the outcome of an economic investigation. Kwoka builds upon these

results by questioning the use of four firms for building the

concentration ratio in the first place.

By adding market shares one at a time to the model in lieu of

the FSD, Kwoka builds a strong case that really only two firms have

a real impact on profitability. This is strongly indicated by the

significance of the concentration coefficients of the regressions shown

in Table 2.5. The third market share when added has an

indeterminate sign which leads Kwoka to believe that if the third

firm is very strong in an industry it is more likely to become a rival

of the two larger ones rather than to enter any form of price

collusion. The fourth share, when added, gives only a very small
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improvement in R2 and therefore plays no systematic part in

industry performance (19:108).

The last article to be reviewed in this section is the most recent

in the genre of those which have proceeded it. It was written by

Robert Allen and as mentioned in the first chapter will serve as the

standard against which much of the empirical work of this thesis

will be measured. Allen's model was.

PCM - P 1I P2CAR P 3 NCO. P4rO  P 5 CDUM . {6DISP [7 ROW

.- (2.10)

KO and DISP are as defined in Chapter 1.

CDUM and GROW are as defined by Xwoka, though the source of

selection for CDUM comes from Ornstein (25) rather than an FTC

publication.

NCO is the number of companies in any given Industry. As the

number of companies increase in an industry it is to be expected

their ability to collude will decrease. A large number may also be

indicative of relatively low capital requirements, which means that

even if collusion to maintain prices above costs were to occur it

would not take long before new entrants would again force prices

down.

CAR (Cost Advantage Ratio) is calculated as follows:
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XVAdd1

NEmpi
CAR -(2.11)

VAddi

NEmpi

where N nEmp represents the number of employees in the ith firm.

This is a measure of relative efficiency between the top firms of an .*.

Industry and the next four largest.

I (Strategic Group Concentration) is defined as:

4
VShip1

= 1=1 t(2.12)
B

VShip-

where the index (I) represents a specific firm in an industry ordered

in size from the largest to the smallest in value of shipments. The

Strategic Group Concentration will increase in value as the market

power of the top four firms of an industry increases.

Allen deleted 70 industries from the 451 available in the 1972

Census because they failed to coincide with well defined economic

markets (2:937). Eighty additional Industries were disqualified

because they lacked either capital intensity, margin, or
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concentration data. This left 297 industries for the analysis. Allen

created an additional sub-grouping of 130 industries by finding the

critical value of CAR at which significant scale economies were

realized in the industry under consideration.

Some of Allen's results can be seen in Table 2.6. Both variables, 41

I and CAR were statistically significant (2:938). NCO was less so.

Allens results indicate strategic group concentration to be a better iL

measure of the market power wielded by the top firms in the

industry rather than the Census concentration ratio.

Thus far, this chapter has considered the profitability industrial

structure question from the viewpoint of Census data and those who

feel concentration may play a major role in determining the

profitability of a firm. Another school of thought as briefly described

in the introduction does exits. But more importantly to this thesis,

so do other sets of data exist which can have a bearing on this issue.

These include the Profit Impact of Market Strategies (PIS) data set

as well as the FTC LOB data set which was outlined in the first

chapter.

The PIMS program had its origins in the early sixties. It started

as out as an internal planning study conducted by the General

electric company (30:108). The program was eventually adopted by

the Harvard Business School and grew to encompass many
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companies. In the beginning of 1975, program administration was

turned over to a non-profit organization called the Strategic Planning

Institute. The data is collected on a business basis. A business is

defined to be "a company component that competes in a well-defined

... market containing that component's relevant competitors" (18:87).

As of 1982, over 200 companies were participating in the program

which represented over 2000 separate businesses. Over 100 pieces of

information are reported for each business (18:88). The institute

takes this data and through empirical research develops models.

* These models attempt to capture the relationships of performance to

structure and strategy. In return for providing information to the

institute, the participating companies receive reports detailing the

findings of the institute as well as individual analyses on the

businesses they reported on (30:109).

Generally the institute focuses on relationships and not on

theory. Outliers are either eliminated or their information

compressed to fall within the limits of variation established for the

program. Patterns are identified based upon three criteria (30:111):

1. They are significant at the 952 level or better.

2. They conform to theory. Theories may arise from the

literature or from the empirical findings of the institute.

3. They make sense to business people who are knowledgeable

of the experiences the findings are attempting to describe.

Multicollinearity, the correlation of independent variables used in a

model to one another (23:272), was not originally a concern of the
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Institute planners (30:112). They did not hesitate to complicate their
M4

models whenever significant gains in statistical fit were brought

about by the inclusion of a new variable (30:115).

Two individuals, Bradley Gale and Ben Branch, did undertake an

investigation which concentrated on the more traditional

profit-structure model using entirely P1MB data. Their results were

published in 1982 (18).

Initially Gale and Branch focused on a very simple model which

was reminiscent of Bain's.

ROI 00 * 2C4  0 3 MS (2.13)

MS is the market share of a firm in a particular industry and

was calculated as the percentage of an industry's sales accounted for

by that particular firm. The authors followed the 4-digit SIC

classification of industries "where appropriate, but more relevant

industry or market definitions are employed when the SIC data do

not accurately reflect competitive conditions in the market* (18:89).

Unfortunately, the authors do not elaborate on the type of

adjustments they made to the SIC industry definitions.

They began by averaging the market share and concentration

variable of their model over a four year period (18:88). Generally this

encompassed the years 1976 to 1979, inclusive. Where data for

certain businesses was incomplete for these years, they would

* include data from other years until their requisite four year
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averages could be attained. The concept of averaging was discussed

by Weiss (34:199). He and these authors both feel that doing so

will smooth out short run disequilibrium effects in the different

markets.

The authors used Return On Investment (RO) for each business

as their dependent variable. j
Profits (before taxes) ()R01 (2.14) "-

Invested capital

The results of performing the regression can be seen in Table 2.7.

The authors' results differed from the work previously discussed in

this paper because they found concentration to have little if any

significance when compared to market share. Of course most of the

previous work in this area, with the exception of Kwoka, did not

have market share data to draw on. These findings tend to coincide

with the work of Harold Demsetz. He questioned, in a paper

published in 1973, the tendency of modern economists to look first for

the evidence of monopoly in the economy rather than for other

equally plausible explanations for the positive concentration profit

relationship (12:1). Other possibilities, he contended, were lower costs

incurred by large scale operations, the quality of management, or

perhaps Just blind luck.

Gale and Branch checked the possibility that their results were

based upon a misspecified concentration ratio as had been put forth
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Table 2.7

Regressions Using ROI

Share Concentration
Equation Constant coefficient coeff icient RZ DF -

1 16.6 0.10 0.017 1404
(1.2) (0.02)

2 11.5 0.499 -0.020 0.199 1403
(1.2) (0.027) (0.019)

3 10.5 0.492 0. 190 1404
(0.0) (0.026)

Source: Adapted from Bradleyj T. Gale and Ben S. Branch, Otoncentration
Versus Market Share- Which Determines Performance end Why
Does It Matter?," Antitrust Blulletin. 2Z. 90 (Spring 1982).
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by Kwoka. First they divided their data into two groups (18:97). The

first group was comprised of businesses ranked as first or second in

their respective industries. The second group consisted of all the

remaining businesses in each industry. Their results, shown in

Table 2.8, continue to indicate market share and not concentration

to be the prevailing influence in both groups.

The last paper to be reviewed in this chapter concerns non

aggregated FTC data. The paper was written by David Ravenscraft.

The origins of this data set and its content were reviewed in some

detail in Chapter 1.

Ravenscraft included up to 23 variables in his models (27:30).

The author looks at both Census and LOB data, sometimes combining

them in a single model.

The major components of the LOB model include the following

elements:

LBOPI is the LOB dependent variable. It is calculated as follows.

LBOPI Operating income (2.15)

Soles

Sales - Materials - Pay - Adver - OSE - 6&AE - Depr

Soles

where Pay Is the LOB payroll, Adver Is advertising outlays for the

LOB, and OBE are Other Selling Expenses. G&AE are general and

administrative expenses allocated by some method to each LOB
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Table 2.a

Regressions of Market Share by Rank

Market share rank I or 2

ROB: 21.66 * 9.350' Share Index -0.04 Concentration
(0.72) (0.54)

R2 =0. 160
DF z 950

Market share rank 3 or lower

ROB: 20. 10 a 6.a3'* Share Index -0.05 Concentration
(1.63) (0.76)

R2 0.033
DF: 530

Source: Adapted from Bradley T. Gale and Don S. Branch, "oncentration
Versus Market Share: Which Determines Performance and Why
Does It Matter?,* Antts BUIiiain 2Z: 100 (Spring 1 962).
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which the office services in a company (14:258), and Depr represents

depreciation on company assets which are specifically used in the

LOB or which can be allocated among several LOBs on a reasonable

basis (14:258). Pay does not include the salaries of central

administrative offices but is intended to capture the whole

sum of monies payed out by the company to produce in a particular 1A

LOB (14:272). Other Selling Expenses includes all expenses incurred in

promoting a product but which are not directly related to

advertising. The biggest contributor would be the maintenance of

company sale forces who make direct contact with potential

customers (14:8).

To render the Census data more comparable to LOB data,

Ravenscraft suggests subtracting the ratios of industry advertising to

sales, RLD to sales, and depreciation to sales from the price cost

margin as defined in Chapter 1 (27:22).

Ravenscraft claims there are crucial definitional differences

between Census value of shipments and LOB sales. Unfortunately,

the paper to which he refers the reader for an explanation of these

adjustments is not available from the FTC. These calculations are

crucial in determining useful market share values of each of the

LOBS. The Market Share variable was obtained by dividing the

adjusted LOB saes figures by the adjusted Census Value of Shipment

figures (27:31).

Three market share interaction terms were included In the
model to help determine the source of market share's positive
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relationship with profits (27:23). The first, LBASSMS, includes the

LOB advertising to sale ratio. A positive coefficient here would

support the contention that firms with greater market share have

more marketing power, and hence are able to attain a higher price

for their products. The second, LZAS, includes the total assets to

sales ratio and would indicate the presence of scale economies if its

coefficient were positive. The last interaction variable, LBRDMS,

includes the ratio of R&D expenditures to sales. A positive

relationship here would lend credence to the theory that larger

firms, because they have more money to spend on research and

development, also take industry leadership In product innovation and

hence can charge higher prices because of their premium quality

products.

The author again uses the same three basic variables in forming

a check for the effects that different investment strategies might

have on a firm's profitability. From the three variables he develops

both an industry and LOB measure, as well a set of interaction

terms with market share. The industry data variables are

aggregated from LOB data. They are formed by dividing LOB market

share by the percentage of an industry covered by the LOB sample L

to obtain a relative weight, and then multiplying the weight by the

LOB values for the industry. Ravenscraft, states that the industry

variables may offer some measure of entry barriers existing in a

particular market (27:23). A positive relationship between

profitability and the LOB variables may be an indication of
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efficiencies in the firm. Should these efficiencies be attributed to

scaled economies or be persistent in time, the interaction terms

should show a positive relationship.

The Input-Output Tables of 1972 were used extensively. The

variable, IMP was obtained by dividing the import figures in the

tables by the VShip in the Census (27:30). A measure of exports,

EXP, was obtained in a similar manner. The variables were

apparently included as a control for the US trade imbalance (27:25).

Buyer and seller concentration ratios (BCR and SCR) as well as

dispersion indices (BDSP and SDSP) were also obtained (27:30). The

buyer ratio attempts to capture the amount of industry output

taken by the four largest purchasers (20:477). Similarly the seller

concentration ratio captures the amount of industry output sold by

the four largest firms. High concentration on the part of the buyers

may infer to them an ability to name their price. High

concentration for sellers will make it possible for them to sustain a

certain price. Martin's paper (27:25) which discussed the effects of

buyer and seller dispersion could not be traced. Mere conjecture

would indicate that the more geographically dispersed are the sellers

or buyers of different products, the less able will they be to

effectively steer prices away from their competitive values. The

data for two variables were based on work by Weiss. One considered

the distance in which 803 of the output of an industry was shipped

(DS). The other (CR4 ) was an adjusted concentration ratio. Weiss's
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paper could not be obtained and so the exact calculations involved

are unknown for the purposes of this thesis.

One of Ravenscraft's more intriguing variables (LBCU) attempted

to measure the utilization of capital assets over a given year. This

knowledge can be of use to macroeconomists as they attempt to

predict the ability of the economy to grow in a future period

(4:115-116). The variable is formed by taking the ratio of the current

year's sales to the previous year's. Values greater than one are set

equal to one, in effect saying an increase in capital usage occurred.

Firm assets are then multiplied by this ratio to get the percentage of

utilization.

Vertical integration describes the extent to which a single firm

controls the migration of a product from the initial use of raw

materials to the output of a final good (22:187). A firm can gain

some cost advantage if it possesses the manufacturing capability to
produce a product and not have to deal with other firms to

complete intermediate stages. Ravenscraft measures this capability

with a dummy variable (LBVI) (27:24). The variable was set equal to

one if the FTC felt that several LOBs of a firms were sufficiently tied

together to allow them to report on a combined basis. Generally this

occurred if total sales or costs of an LOB could be traced to another

LOB in the same firm and thew sales or costs exceeded 501 of the

LOB's totals. A similar aggregated industry measure (INDVI) was also

calculated using the weighting techniques described above. LBVI will

have a positive effect on profitability if a reduction In transaction
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costs actually occur, while INDVI will have a similar effect if vertical

ilntegation creates an entry barrier or makes collusion more viable

(27:24).

Ravenscraft also attempted to measure for possible effects of

diversification on competition using ideas originally established by

John Scott (31:368). Scott believed that as more firms become

diversified they would begin to meet in more markets and hence

their opportunity to collude would increase. He hypothesized this

phenomena would be more likely to occur in markets where both

seller concentration and multimarket contact are high. Firms in

this situation would recognize their interdependence on one another

and hence seek to not compete away their potential profits (31:372).

Ravenscraft's measure of these tendencies was as follows (27:24):

D SLS"
L2DIV (2.16)

rxSLS.

SLS i represents sales of a firm in its ith LOB. %1

n is the number of LOBs in which the firm participates.

This might be recognized as a form of the Herfindahl index (see

above). Generally, the greater the value of LBDIV, the more

diversified the firm. A weighted industry measure (INDIV) was also

devised. ....
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The measure of minimum efficient scales was identical to the

one used by Caves, Shirazi, and Porter with the exception that data

was drawn from the 1972 Census. We

A growth variable (GRO) was included which coincided with the

definition in Chapter 1. Although, the author used 1976 ASM data

instead of 1977 Census data.

The final variable discussed by the author, but not part of the

model, was a measure of the coverage of a given industry by those

included in the LOB data. It was calculated as the sum of market

shares for a particular industry included in the LOB data probably

divided by VShip for that industry as reported in the Census (27:30).

The author made no mention of the division; however, he did refer

to the variable as a ratio. The 3,186 LOBS represented in the FTC

data covered about 47.5 2 of total sales for each Industry on average

(27:24).

Ravenscraft found it necessary to eliminate certain LOB data

just as other authors discussed in this chapter found it necessary to

eliminate certain industries from the Census data. The reasons

though were somewhat different. Originally the 1975 LOB data set

contained 3,548 LOBs coinciding with 261 4-digit FTC categories. The

author eliminated 363 LOBs because they were not reported on in

either the 1974 or 1976 LOB data sets. Additional LOBs were dropped

because they contained data from firms which recently started

activity in the LOB or they contained data from firms which went

out of business. After these births and deaths* were eliminated, 258
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FTC categories still contained data from at least one firm. %

Some comparisons showed the 1975 FTC data set to be somewhat

reliable. The correlation of fixed capital asset figures between this

data set and the 1975 Survey of Manufacturers was 0.9 (27:24). The

correlation was 0.8 when the advertising figures from the LOB dataW

were compared to similar data available in the Input-output Tables.

Ravenscraft discusses two models and the results they give.

Table 2.9 shows the model without interaction terms. Note the signs

on the concentration ratio (C4), the advertising to saes ratio

(LSADVR), and the capital output measure (LBASS) are all negative.

Theory would predict a positive relationship for all three. Table 2.10

shows the model with interaction terms, thoughx most of the linear

terms were omitted that were affected insignificantly by the

additional variables (27:28). This time the sign for C4 19 Positive

while the other two mentioned previously continue to show the

wrong negative sign. The three major findings were that increased

capacity utilization, industry growth, and market share all had a

positive effect on profits. Concentration played apparently no part in

the equation, even when the author divided the data into producer

and consumer categories in the spirit of Collins and Preston or when

he divided the data into convenience versus nonconvenience items.

No mention is made of the particular method he used in doing

either.

This chapter has summarized some of the ways in which

previous authors have used available data in order to ascertain the
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Table 2.9- Results without InteatIon Terms .t .

LIM of Betms I trV
(N - 3186) (N - 258)

Variable LeOPI INDUPCH
Nom 01S 6l3 01S 61s
Immerapt -0.2227 -0.1985 -0.0046 0.0334

(-5.2?) (-6.05) (-0.00) (0.70)
CR4 -0.0218 -0.0222 0.0322 0.0375

(-1.34) (-1.77) (1.31) (1.67)
MB 0.1833 0.1476 ..

(4.90) (5.51)
"lES 0.2142 0.1761 0.1932 0.0703

(1.94) (2.05) (1.51) (0.56)
OCR 0.0544 O.OSS2 -0.0311 -0.0184

(3.25) (4.46) (-1.15) (-0.62)
BoSP -0.0066 -0.0046 -0.0177 -0.0314 '1

(-0.67) (-0.64) (-1.16) (-2.16)
SCR -0.0394 -0.0314 -0.1651 -0.1808

(-1.27) (-1.39) (-3.70) (-4.26)
SOSP -0.0503 -0.0459 -0.1669 -O.1520

(-2.53) (-2.66) (-5.14) (-4.41)
Go 0.0520 0.0384 0.0197 0.0213

(7.21) (6.70) (1.69) (1.99)
IMP -0.0637 -0.0401 -0.0097 -0.0270

(-5.06) (-2.23) (-0.58) (-1.54)
EXP 0.0299 0.0651 -0.0121 -0.0487

(0.65) (1.73) (-0.17) (-0.66)
M -0.0157 -0.0127 -0.0208 -0.0002

(-2.36) (-2.52) (-1.93) (-0.02)
LaI 0.0133 0.0101

(1.52) (f.55)
INOVI -0.0310 -0.0326 -0.0472 -0.0604

(-2.49) (-3.39) (-2.66) (-3.44)
LiDIV 0.0205 0.0143

(1.70) (1.65)
INDDiV -0.0177 -0.0283 0.0174 0.0199

(-o.ee) (-1.07) (0.60) (0.76)
LNiA -0.0268 -0.0249

(-0.30) (-0.35)
1DV 0.2473 0.2204 0.3174 0.2457

(2.04) (2.29) (2.02) (1.49)
LORD - 1.0339 -0.4746

(- 2.oo) (-3.6)
INDRD 0.2564 -0.246 -0.6187 -0.6672

(1.55) (-1.51) (-2.33) (-2.44)
LM-0.0820 -0.0240

(-13.72) (-2.02)
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Table 2.9 (con't)
Liiie of Blausl hIiitrg

4

(N a 3186) (N 258)
Mortodle LOPI INDPCM

1k. 01LS GLS 0us

INOMS 0.0776 0.0600 0.0667 0.1094
(5.69) (4.96) (4.54) (4.92)

LOCU 0.2342 0.1919II•(12.97) (1 1.44)
INIDCU 0.0197 0.0410 0.2242 0.1623

(0.46) (1.25) (4.00) (3.64)
024 0.2081 0.1280 0.4310 0.4296

Nub: t-tmstl s re In prakuow.
a R2 in the GLS rormon is compiud frm thM F- ntletic eimi h

constraining all thu mefflcioatIst be arn, mept the h teruem4-0 odjutud
comamt term. TMs miure ef R2 lo appliestb tie OLS oqtloe ml thu
prmits the fit of the two quitms he m" In -om geurd um.

Source: Adapted from David J. Ravenscraft, "Structure-Prof it
Relationships at the Line of Business and Industry Level,"
Review Al Eomics Od Statsics. f5 (1): 26
(February 1963).
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Table 2.10: Results with Interaction Terms

Yulsbl. L8PI 6.

CR4 0.006 -0.0139
(0.04) (-0.95)

115S -0.1110 -0.0086
MES(-0.84) (-0.09)
M 0.0629 0.1115

(0.57) (0.94)
LOADY -0.1213 -0.1554

(-1.25) (-2.00)
INDADY 0.2006 0.146

(1.64) (1.45)
LORD -1.0390 -0.4772

(-11.80) (-3.49)
INDED 0.2776 -0.2129

(1.62) (1.2a)
LOM -0.0910 -0.0314

(-14.57) (-3.41)
IND#M 0.0529 0.0524

(3.64) (4.22)
LOCR4IIS -0.4276 -0.1046

(-2.24) (-0.72)
LBIIES?1 1.196 0.3105

(0.17) (0.42)
LOADVIIS 2.6604 3.2375

(2.22) (4.16)
LBRDMI 1.2121 0.2953

(0.88) (0.24)
LBWSMS 0.6096 0.2220

(5.15) (2.11)
R2  0.2191 0.1352
Semple Siun 3,186 3,186

MNts: t-sMtstice are In psrenthus.

Source- Adopted from David J. Ravenscraft, OStructuru-Prof It
Relationships at the Line of Business and Industrg Level,
"Rve LEoois WSaitc QM 27 (Feb 1963)
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relationship between market structure and profitability. Because the

emphasis was on data, much of the finer detail of the results found

by these authors were excluded. The interested reader is referred to

the extensive bibliography if greater knowledge is desired. The

model which is developed in the following chapter is derived wholly

from the definitions contained in this chapter. Generally, only

variables found to be significant in the work of these authors were

considered for inclusion. J:
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- ~ ~ ~ ~ Il Methodology- ~~ -n-

The project was accomplished In three distinct phases: data

entry, creation of the appropriate data bases, arnd the analysis

conducted using these data bases.

n~f& Entr 1

The Data Entry phase consisted of manually entering all the

required data with the aid of an Apple Macintosh computer.

Fortran programs were devised to direct the sequence of entry and

to help assure the quality of the data being entered. The first

program, CENSUS ENTER (see Appendix A) was used to form the

Initial data base of raw Census data. Various utility programs were

K created and used to add other Census data elements to this data

base as they were required. Similarly, program FTC ENTER (see .

Appendix B) allowed for the precise entry of raw FTC data Into either

one of two other data bases. One of these data bases was for 1975

Line of Business (LOB) raw data and the other one was for 1976 LOB

raw data. Both programs queried the user to enter values for either

an Industry or LOB entry. The programs would then cisplay all the .-

entered data for each industry or LOB and ask the user if all of the

displayed values were correct. If the answer was no, the program

would then ask for the line number of the item in error. Based

upon the user response, the program then displayed the name of
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this data Item and asked the user to enter its new value. The

program then redisplayed the data values for the industry or LOB

and again asked if all values were correct. This process continued

until the user verified all the displayed values were correct at which

point the program wrote the entry into the appropriate raw data

base file.

The data entered into the Census raw data base came

predominantly from the Annual Survey of Manufactures

information which i contained in the Historical Statistics Tables of

the Census (6). Some data elements had to be taken from the 1977

(6) and 1972 (7) Censuses of Manufactures if these were the only

known sources.

Line of Business data from the FTC was available for four years:

1973, 1974, 1975, and 1976. The 1973 data set was experimental and

hence provided only a limited number of data items on a relatively

small sample size. Data from 1974 was considered suspect since this

was the last year of wage and price controls. However, inventories

reported for this year for each line of business were included in the

FTC 1975 raw data base to make certain computations possible. This

left 1975 and 1976 data for use in the bulk of the analysis. A 1977

set has purportedly been printed but was not available for this effort

(1). Only those FTC LOBs corresponding to Census four digit industrial -

codes were included in the data bases. This was because the

concentration ratio (C4) and the Strategic Group Concentration ratio

(1) were available only in the Census industry statistics Table 8 (6)
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which is compiled at the four digit level for a Census year. This

eliminated 150 LOBs from inclusion in the data base.

Dala Ba Construction

The data entry provided three raw data bases to work with.

Both an FTC and Census data base suitable for economic analysis

were constructed from thes data bases. Two additional programs,

CENSUS BUILD and FTC BUILD were written In Fortran to accomplish

this task (see Appendices C and D).

The CENSUS BUILD program calculated a Price-cost margin

(CPCM), a concentration measure (1), five control variables (Dlsp,

GROW, ImportsToSales, ExportsToSales, and KO), an efficiency measure
(CAR), and six barrier to entry measures (MID, MES, CDR, MCDR,

MESD20, and AdvrToSales). Six additional variables were passed

without further enhancement to the final Census data base from the

raw Census data base (SIC, C4, NCO, VShip, VAdd, and Payroll).

Calculated values for CPCM and KO, in addition to the passed

variables VShip, VAdd, and Payroll were included In the Census data

base for both the years 1975 and 1976. The simple averages for KO

and CPCM also were computed by CENSUS BUILD and placed in the

data base.

The Census Price-Cost-Margin (CPCM) was identical to that used

by Collins and Preston (11:285), and Allen (2:934). See Chapter I for .

the calculation. Three margins were derived for three distinct
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periods. One each for 1975 (CPCM75), 1976 (CPCM76), and the average

of the CPCM (CPCM7576) for the two years. The information for

payroll, Value Added (VAdd), and Value of Shipments (VShip) for the

years 1975 and 1976 was taken from the Historical Statistics for the

Industry of the 1977 Census (6).

The Strategic Group Concentration ratio (I) was identical in

derivation to that used by Allen (see Chapter 2 for the calculation).

The Value of Shipment figures for the four largest and eight largest

companies were obtained from the Concentration in Manufacturing

Tables of the 1977 Census (6).

The Control variables were included to correct for some of the

previously mentioned deficiencies of the Census Price-Cost-Margin.

The dispersion ratio (Disp) was defined in Chapter 1. The Value Added

per region (Northeast, North Central, South, and West) as well as the

total Value Added by US manufacturing were obtained from the 1972

Census (7:XX). Regional figures for Value Added by a particular four

digit industry came from the Census General Statistics by Geographic

Area Table (7). The 1972 Census was used since this type of data was

excluded from public release in the 1977 Census (6:XV). The industry

growth measure (GROW) was defined in Chapter 1. Data for Value of

Shipments 1972 and 1977 for each industry came from *Historical

Statistics for the Industry: 1977 and Earlier Years" (6). Imports to
Sales and Exports to Sales were identical in definition and source to

those used by Ravenscraft and are defined in Chapter 2. The dollar

amount of exports and imports for each industry was taken from
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columns 94 and 95 respectively of the 1977 Input-Output Table

entitled, "The Use of Commodities by Industries" (8:77). The

calculation of KO was based on the division of "Gross value of fixed

assets* as contained in the "Historical Statistics for the Industry:

1977 and Earlier Years' Table (6) by the Value of Shipments figure

found in the same table.

The lone efficiency measure, the Cost Advantage Ratio (CAR), was

defined in Chapter 2. The Value Added and Number of Employees for

the top four and next four companies was obtained from the

Concentration in Manufacturing Tables of the 1977 Census (6).

Five of the six barrier to entry calculations (minimum Efficient

Scales [MES], Midpoint Plant Size [MID]. Adjusted Midpoint Plant Size

[MCDR], Adjusted Minimum Efficient Scales [MESD20]. and Cost

Disadvantage Ratio [CDRD were based upon the "Industry Statistics by

Employment Size of Establishment: 19770 Table (6). All these

calculations required the determination of a mid point for either the

Value of Shipments distribution for an industry or the Value Added

distribution.

MID represents the approximate output of a hypothetical plant

located in the center of the Value of Shipments versus Employment

class distribution. MES, on the other hand, is the average size of all

plants in the top fifty percent of the Value of Shipments versus

Employment class distribution. The calculations performed to

determine both MID and MES began by dividing the total Value of

Shipments for each industry by two. The program, CENSUS BUILD,
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then started adding the Value of Shipments for each employment

class beginning with the smallest until the accumulated total equaled

or exceeded the computed 50 percent of the total Value of Shipments

figure. The value of MID was then calculated by dividing the Value

of Shipments for the employment class in which the fifty percent

level was exceeded by the number of establishments in that class.

The derivation of MES followed by first accumulating both the

Value of Shipments and number of establishments for each of the

employment classes preceding the one in which the fifty percent of

total Value of Shipments for the industry was exceeded. The

calculated value of MID was used as an increment representing the

Value of Shipments for a single establishment. The accumulated

Value of Shipments figure was then increased by MID until the fifty

percent level was again exceeded. The number of times this

occurred represented the number of establishments within the class

to the midpoint. The calculation of MES proceeded according to the

following equation:

(VShip77 - RunVShip)

MES u (TtlEstablishments - IncrementEst)

VShip77 . -" -

where:

VShip 77 is the total industry shipments for 1977,
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RunVShip is the accumulated Value of Shipments to the

midpoint,

TtlEstablishments is the total number of establishments I
represented in the Census f or the industry under

consideration, and

IncrementEst is the total number of establishments accumulated

up to the midpoint of the distribution.

The Cost Disadvantage ratio (CDR) was calculated in a similar

manner to MES. CDR is the ratio of the average productivity of a

worker in a plant occupying a position in the lower fifty percent of

r the Value Added versus Employment class distribution to the
average productivity of a worker in a plant occupying a position in

the upper fifty percent of the Value Added versus Employment class

distribution. Values of CDR close to one infer there are no apparent

advantages associated with economy of scales in the industry.

Values considerably leas than one imply such economies do exist and

may present a barrier to entry. The center of the Value Added

distribution was found and the Value Added for each employment

size class accumulated, beginning with the first, until the fiftyA

percent industry Value Added figure was exceeded. An increment

was then established by dividing the Value Added of the employment
class where the fifty percent level was exceeded by the number of

employees In the same class. The increment was continually

summed to the Value Added, which was accumulated up to the

midpoint class, until the fifty percent level was again exceeded. This
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marked the midpoint of the Value Added versus employment class

distribution. The fraction of Value Added for the midpoint

employment class which is less than the midpoint was calculated as

Fraction = RunVAdd/ClassVAdd

where:

RunVAdd was the Value Added of the midpoint employment

class accumulated to the actual industry Value Added

midpoint contained in that class, and

ClassVAdd was the value added by the midpoint class.

This fraction was then multiplied by the number of employees in the

midpoint class to obtain the number of employees in the class

represented up to the industry Value Added midpoint. This number

was then added to the accumulated number of employees in the

previous employment classes, if any. This value becomes the

employment figure for the bottom fifty percent of the Value Added

distribution. The upper value is simply the difference between the

lower value and the total number of employees represented in the

industry. The value of CDR is then calculated as follows:

(LowerVAdd/LowerEmp)CDR z

(UpperVAdd/UpperEmp)
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where:

LowerVAdd is the Value Added by the bottom fifty percent of

the Value Added distribution (note this does not necessarily

equal fifty percent of total Value Added for the industry),

UpperVAdd Is the Value Added by the top fifty percent of the

Value Added distribution,

LowerEmp is the number of employees in the bottom fifty

percent of the Value Added distribution and,

UpperEmp is the number of employees in the top fifty percent

of the Value Added distribution.

The values MCDR and MESD20 were each calculated as the

product of MID or MES respectively and an indicator variable

determined by the value of CDR. For MCDR, if CDR was less than

0.75, the indicator variable was set to one. For MESD20, if CDR was

less than 0.80, the indicator variable was set to one. Thes critical

values are taken from the works of Kwoka and Caves respectively

and were discussed in Chapter 2.

The Census Advertising to Sales ratio was calculated by dividing

the dollar value of advertising consumed by each industry (row item

73.02 of the Input-Output Tables [IOD by the total value of shipments

for the industry as taken from Table la of the 1977 Census (6).

The calculations made by the FTC BUILD program, see Appendix D,

were less sophisticated but many times more numerous than those

of CENSUS BUILD. Three representations of each variable were

created covering the years 1975, 1976, and the average of the two.
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FTC BUILD used only FTC LOB data derived from the Aggregate

Financial and Statistical Data Table, hereafter referred to as the FTC

Master Table, from the FTC Line of Business Reports of 1975 and 1976.

The item number which uniquely identifies each type of data in this

table will be provided in parenthees in the following narrative when

first mentioned.

Calculations involving the FTC categories Media Advertising

Expenses (item numbers 9 and 14)% General and Administrative

Expenses (item numbers 11 and 16Y, Gross Plant, Property and

Equipment (item numbers 19 and 25, and All Other Assets (item

numbers 23 and 29) consist of both a traceable and non-traceable
component. Traceable expenses and assets are defined as those "

*which a company can directly attribute to a line of business or

which can be assigned to a line of business by use of a reasonable

allocation method developed on the basis of operating level realities'

(14:272). Non-traceable expenses were assigned by a company using

whatever basis it felt to be most appropriate. The only requirement

was that the exact method of allocation be spelled out (14:258). This

study made the assumption that the allocation of non-traceable

expenses by the companies were accurately assigned to the proper

LOB. Hence the traceable and non-traceable expenses and assets for

all the variables listed above were added together to form a single

value for the respective LOBs.

One Price-Cost-Margin was calculated in FTC BUILD (Line of

Business Operating Income to Sales [LBOPID, four control variables
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(Capital Output to Sales [KOftcJ, Depreciation to Sales (DeprToSales,

Capital Utilization ratio [LBCUJ, and Asset to Sales ratio [LBASSD, and

two barrier to entry variables (Advertising to Sales ratio [LBADVI

and company invested Research and Development to Sales [LBRDD.

Each of these variables were, as their name implies, obtained by

taking one data element of the FTC Master Table and dividing it by

that Line of Busines's total sales (item number 6).

It is worth noting that the only three variables directly

comparable between the two data bases, FTC and Census, are the

Price-Cost-Margins, Advertising to Sales ratios, and the Capital output

measures. The Price-Cost-Margin was one suggested by Ravenscraft

(27:22) and was discussed in Chapter 2.

Another FORTRAN program, MASTER BUILD (see Appendix E),

combined the elements of the FTC and Census data bases into a single

integrated data base (see Appendix F) upon which actual statistical '

analysis was performed. The program also computed Ravencraft's

Industrial Price-Cost-Margin (INDPCM) since this margin is derived

from both types of data. The calculation of this margin proceeded

as follows:

INDPCM * CPCM - LBADV - DeprToSales - LBRD

where all the variables have been previously identified. This

variable was not used in the analysis conducted for this thesis but is
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contained in the master data base and may be of use to future

researchers.

The analysis pursued in this thesis can be divided Into four

parts. First, a very general test for the differences in the variability

and comparability of the two data sets was conducted. Second, the

pairwise correlation matrix was obtained and analyzed for significant

interactions. Third, a general statistical approach was used to detect

differences arising between linear regressions of the same model but

Interchangably using elements of both the FTC and Census data sets

where possible. Finally, some individual regression results were

considered in view of the economic phenomena the different models

were trying to capture.

DL& bliy d Comprability.

Only the following three variables were comparable between the

two data base the Price-Co3t-Margin, the Advertising to Sales Ratio,

and the Capital-Output ratio. Some general population statistics are

contained in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Data Variability

Variable N m An G-enmu M T I-FT-

PCM .2894 .0740 .0862 .0498
Advr .0106 .0212 .0158 .0230
O .3493 .1919 .4761 .3086
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A statistical test (21:400) was used to compare the variability of

each of these items in the two data bases. The variability of the

Price-Cost-Margin was found to be greater in the Census data base Rt

than in the FTC data base. The variability of the Capital-Output

ratio was found to be greater in the FTC data base. And finally the

variability of the Advertising to Sales ratio was equivalent between

the two data bases. Other tests which compared the means for the

three variables in the two data bases provided identical results.

A pairwise correlation matrix was derived using BMDP (13) and is

shown in Table 3.2. The program was executed in such a way that

as long as both pairs of variables were included in a specific case,

that case was included for the correlation calculation. Generally any

interaction exceeding 0.20 was considered significant at the a 52Z

level (see Neter [20:5031 for a method to determine the critical

value).

Variables which should have been highly correlated and were

included the following pairs: I and C4 (0.84), [07576 and KOftc7576

(0.76), AdvrToales and LBADV7576 (0.83). The correlation between I

and C4 compares well with Allen's result of 0.80 (2:937). The variable

I is generally less correlated to the other variables in the model than

is C4. Regressions which were alike in every aspect except for their

use of I and C4 generally performed slightly better (gave higher

values of R2) when the variable I was used. For these reasons all
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regressions carried out in the course of this analysis used I instead of

C4. The correlation of the advertising to sales measures of the two

data bases compared favorably with that found by Ravenscraft

(27:24), but the two capital intensity measures were shown by the

study to have a correlation coefficient of only 0.76, whereas

Ravenscraft showed a much higher correlation coefficient of 0.9

(27:24).

The Price-Cost-Margins should have all been highly correlated.

CPCM7576 and INDPCM7576 were (0.86), however the correlation of

LBOPI with both CPCM7576 and INDPCM7576 was only moderate, as

can be seen in the table.

CAR was slightly to moderately correlated with 1, C4, and both

advertising to sales ratios. This is not unreasonable given the

possibility that scale efficiencies and concentration can be realized

simultaneously, and that for the firms which have them, the

presence of scale economies which lead to higher profit margins can

lead to higher advertising expenditures.

The possibility of using different data sources for specific

independent variables to help break up collinearity is suggested In

the table. Two such combinations are noted here. The dispersion

index (Disp) is slightly correlated with both the FTC capital intensity

measure (KOftc7576) and the Census advertising intensity measure

(AdvrToSales). But Disp is not correlated with either the FTC

advertising intensity measure (LBADV7576) or with the Census capital

*,- intensity measure (M07576). Regressions 5e and 5f of Table 3.5 do
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involve these particular data base specifications for the independent

variables mentioned. Note the large improvement in R2 for both

regressions.

General e In .

Both portions of the analysis were conducted on four models.

The first model was:

Margin - f(lDispKOAdvrGROW)

which is very similar to Allen's basic model discussed in Chapter 1.

The two notable differences are that an advertising to sales ratio

(Advr) is used in place of CDUM as a perhaps more precise estimate

of the effect of advertising intensity on profitability, and NCO, the

number of companies is excluded in view of Allen's regressions which

showed the variable to have little influence (2:938).

The next three models added a different variable to the basic
model. Model two added the interaction effect of the Mid point
plant size (MID) and the Cost Disadvantage Ratio (CDR) as suggested by

Kwoka (19:102). Model three added the Cost Advantage Ratio as

suggested by Allen (2:935). Model four added the FTC measure of

company incurred Research and Development costs as suggested by

Ravenscraft (27:23). Each of these variables are discussed in

Chapter 2. Both the FTC and Census price-cost margins were used as

dependent variables in regressing the equations. The Ravenscraft

margin (JNDPCM) was not used in this study.
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The general F test (23:290) was employed to detect any

differences arising between two regressions. The only difference in 06

the composition of the regressions was in the source of data for one

or two of the independent variables. One regression might use, for

example, the Census values for the capital-output and advertising to

sales ratios, while the second regression involved the use of the FTC

values for the same variable.

The general F test itself is derived from the basic assumption

that as variables are added to a model, the Sum of Squares Error

(SSE) for the model should decrease as more of the total error (SSE.

Sum of Squares Regression [SSR] ) is explained by the regression.

The F statistic itself is calculated from the following equation:

SSE(R) - SSE(F) SSE(F)F * - :( .
(n- p)- (n- p) (n- p)

where:

SSE(R) is the sum of square errors for the reduced model (i.e.,

the SSE from the model run without the additional

variables),

SSE(F) is the sum of square errors for the full model (i.e., the

SSE of the model run with the additional variable or

variables),

n is the number of observations included in the regression,

q is the number of variables in the reduced model, and
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is the number of variables in the full model (23:291,292).

Small values of F* indicate that the additional variables offer little..

increase in the models ability to explain the dependent variable., "

This is because the difference in the SSEs of the two models is small

when their respective degrees of freedom are taken into account. -

Large values of 1 , generally g~reater than four (9), indicate the -.

additional variables are of some value in the model. L

The use of the general F test in this thesis closely parallels an ":}

example described in Netr, Wasserman, and Kutner (23:344).:<

Consider the following linear representations of model one: -

-PC P 2is P3 77 +PdvrToS&les P.."O"

:% ..

where:-,.•

1, Disp, and GROW are as explained in Chapter 1, ,7

h g .A

p07576 is the Census representation of the averae Capital-

output ratio for the years 1975 and 197 , and vaiale
AdvrToSales is the Census Advertisin to sales ratio s sal

and .

CPCM =PO + PI + P DisP 3X$Oftc7576 P41.BADV7576 + P5GROW-'' :

where i rrou

L Oftc7576 is the averale of the FT Capital-output rati for the

years 1975 and 197 , and m a un (3

77 ::i
Celef

CPCM= *~Dis* ~O757 .~dvr~~als 4IGRO
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LBADV7576 is the average of the FTC Advertising to sales ratios

for the years 1975 and 1976.

The question to be answered is whether or not the regression

equations which arise from the statistical analysis of these two

representations are equivalent to each another. The data used to

calculate 1P (Eq3.i) comes from the regressions of the following two

representations of the model:

CPCM PO P 'iPh- 4Av O (3.2)

and

CPCM= PO + P IPDisp + P30 P4 Advr+ WOGRW (3.3)

* nd + P7 Ind*K07576. + jnd*LBARD7576

where:

IND is a indicator variable set equal to one if the observation of

the Capital-output ratio and Advertising to Sales ratio for the

industry comes from the FTC data set and is zero if these values

come from the Census set,

KO is the Capital-output ratio from the Census or FTC data base

depending upon the value of IND,

and

Advr is the Advertising to Sales ratio from the Census or FTC

data base depending upon the value of IND.
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Equation (3.2) is referred to as the Reduced form of the model

and equation (3.3) is referred to as the Full form of the model. The

equations obtained by regressing (3.2), and (3.3) are considered

equivalent if the Sum of Square Errors obtained when regressing the

reduced model is not significantly different from the Sum of Square

Errors obtained for the full model. This amounts to the following

test of hypotheses:

H0: P6 P7 " 0

HA: not all three equal zero

for if the null hypothesis is true, then the full form of the model

takes the appearance of the reduced form of the model. After

running the regressions of the two formulations, the following results

were obtained:

SSE(R) - 0.7257618

S-E(F) w 0.7141556

p 9

q,6

n - 197

From this data a value of F9 (Eq3.1) can be calculated as follows:
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F* 0.7257618 - 0.7141556 * 0.7141556 = 1.0184361

9 - 6 197 -9

The F value when testing at the a 52 level is approximately

2.600. Since F' is less than the F value (1.02 c 2.600) the test fails to

reject the null hypotheses that the two regression equations are the

same.

Appendix G contains the results of the same type of

computations for many other potential regressions of the four basic

models. The results for the example can be found by looking for the

paragraph headed by CPCM - f(IDispOAdvrGROW). The pairs of

labels directly beneath this heading further define the regression. .

The occurrence of both a Census and FTC variable name for the two

labels indicates that only one independent variable is being tested for

differences between the two data bases. The first pair of labels in

entry one of the appendix are X07576 and K~ftc7576 for example.

They indicate only the Capital-output values from the Census and

FTC data bases are being tested against one another. The default for

the advertising to sales variable in any of the regressions when not

specifically identified by one of the labels is the Census figure. The

same holds true for the Capital-Output ratio. Hence the two

regressions being compared as indicated by the first pair of labels

are:

CPCM - f(IDispKO7576,AdvrToSales,GROW) and

CPCM - f(IDisp.Oftc7576,AdvrToale,GROW)
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The table value for the F test example computed above then is found

by locating the labels ([Oftc7576 and LBADV7576) which corresponds

to an F* of 1.017766. The F value for the test is located to the right

of this value. The decision to accept or reject the regression is

identified in the fifth column. As for the computations made above,

the test fails to reject the null hypothesis. The difference in the P*
value of 1.0184361 as previously computed and the table value is due

to roundoff error.

In Appendix G, some of the entry headings are followed by

either the words, Case Omitted or Standard vs Omitted. For

example, the heading of entry three is followed by the words Case

Omitted. The reader will note that the basic model representation

for entry three is identical to the identified basic model

representation for entry one, namely:

CPCM f(l)ispXO.AdvrGROW)

The only difference between the two entries is that the series of

regressions performed for entry three omitted the most influential

case identified by their counterparts of entry one. This was done in

order to measure the relative sensitivity for the comparisons of
entry one to the effects of potential outliers. The disagreement..

between the results of the first two F comparisons made for entry

one and the first two of entry three indicate there does exist a
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relative sensitivity to the effects of outliers for the first two

comparisons. The most influential case was identified by use of

Cook's distance (33:108) as computed by the Biomedical Computer

Program (BMDP) 9R (13:271).

In Appendix G, the words, Standard vs Omitted, appearing beside

an entry header indicates all the regressions in the paragraph were

performed using the same data source for each independent variable

in the two regressions compared. The difference is that one

regression included all cases in the model, and the second one

omitted the most influential outlier identified by the first regression

of the model using the procedure described above. Entry five, for

example, uses the same basic model representation as entry one.

The only difference is that for each regression of entry five, the

most influential case identified by the regressions of entry one were

eliminated. None of the comparisons of entry five resulted in the

conclusion that there was any discernible difference between the

regression of a model representation with all cases included, and the

regression of the same representation with the most influential case

omitted. Hence no sensitivity for the model representation to

outliers is identified. The reader is referred to Appendix G for a

more complete set of results.

In summary, sixteen of the 139 comparison tests made have

been excluded from the appendix due to errors made in setting up

the necessary regressions for computer analysis. Very few of the
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comparisons resulted in the rejection of the null hypothesis. In fact

only one other rejection besides the two noted above was noted.

Many comparisons are possible between regressions run with

FTC and Census data. In fact, over 190 regressions were run during

the course of this thesis In order to set up the tests just previously

discussed. These tests addressed the question of differences between

the response equations when using the two data bases to address one

of the four models. The following discussion will center upon a very

small fraction of the regression outcomes to get a flavor of the merit

and potential for FTC data when addressing the profit-structure

questions.

This analysis will be confined to the values of the data bases

which are averaged over the years 1975 and 1976 where possible, In

order to smooth short run fluctuations. AUl regressions will be

derived from the four basic models previously discussed.

The first set of regressions to be discussed are depicted In

Table 3.3. This table compares some of the results of this study to

results from the work of Kwoka (19) and Allen (2). In the three

comparisons shown in the table, the study regressions consistently

indicate a better fit of the data to the model (in the form of a

higher R2) than do the results of the previous works. The study

results; however, indicate the Dispersion index (Dlsp), the
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Capital-Output ratio (K07576), and the measure of the presence of

efficiency barriers (MCDR) to be insignificant, whereas [woka showed

work, the study showed both the four firm concentration ratio (C4)

adthe Strategic Group Concentration ratio (1) to be insignificant,

whereas Allen showed the opposite. In addition, the study showed

the GROW variable to be positive and significant whereas Allen

showed the variable to be negative and insignificant.

Such results do not necessarily indicate the data base for this

study was in error. Both Allen and [woka used 1972 Census data.

This study used 1977 Census data. One possible explanation for the

differences noted above is that wage and price controls which were

in effect in 1972 could have led to severe distortion in the economic

figures. A high rate of inflation occurring during 1977 could have

caused other disruptions in those figures. Both a positive and

negative sign on the GROW variable have economic interpretations d

which are tied closely to either expansions or contractions in the-

economy.

Table 3.4 shows some additional regressions. They were each

run with either all Census data or with as many variables derived

from FTC data as was possible. A regression run with a dependent

variable of CPCM7576 identifies one of the former type, while a

dependent variable of LBOPI7 576 identifies one of the latter type.

Two regressions are displayed for each model definition. The second

regression of the pair differs from the first only in that the most
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influential case, according to Cook's distance, for the first regression

was eliminated from the second.

The definition of Cook's distance coincides most closely to the

definition of a joint confidence region (33:89). The deletion of the case

with the largest Cook's distance will cause a change in the joint

confidence interval for the coefficients. If the edge of this interval,

as represented in two dimensions by an ellipse, changes by more

than 502, the case is considered influential, whereas a movement of

only 203 is considered small (33:108). The percentage~ change is

identifiled for the regressions in Table 3.4 under the column labeled,

Ellipse. The ellipse values for the second entry, for example, are

48.26 and 3.75 corresponding to the first and second regressions in

the pair respectively. The first value, 48.26 is quite large and

indicates deletion of the most influential case will result in some

drastic changes in both the magnitude and significance of one or

more coefficients in the regression. The second value, 3.75, indicates

stability in the regression and that omission of the next most

influential case will result in only small changes in the regression

coefficients and their relative significances.

The values of R2 are consistently higher for the pure Census

based regressions than for those using the FTC variables. The

capital-output measure formed from FTC data (K~ftc7576) provides a

I consistently lower coefficient and significance, usually with the

wrong sign, than when it is formed from Census data.

The addition of MCDR in model two caused the significance and
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contribution of the strategic group concentration to rival that

obtained by Allen (2:938). The significance of MCDR was minute,

though it should be pointed out that MCDR and Disp are moderately

correlated (see Table 3.2) thus confounding their respective

contributions. The significance of this result is lessened in that the

addition of MCDR contributed little to the overall fit of the model to

the data.

The use of CAR in model three brought about a dramatic jump

in R2 which increased from .25 for model one to .34 when the

influential outlier was omitted. It is interesting to note that the

direction of movement in significance and contribution for each of

the common independent variables was the same for this analysis

and that of Allen's regression Id (see Chapter 2, Table 2.6). At the

same time, however, the magnitude of the change for concentration

was much greater for this study leaving it insignificant. Again

collinearity between the independent variables may be responsible.

CAR is highly correlated with both concentration and advertising

intensity. Allen's results agree with the former but not with the -

latter probably because his use of an indicator variable for

advertising intensity broke the correlation. The correlation between I

and CAR exceeds 0.4 for this study while Allen reported a correlation

of about 0.3 (2:937).

The final regressions considered in Table 3.4 capture the effect of
adding information heretofore unavailable for profitability studies.

Namely the amount of out of pocket money which a company
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chooses to spend on research and development for a particular LOB.

This would be another barrier to entry variable. When regressed

against the Census dependent variable, research and development

expense (LBRD) was significant but concentration was not. When

regressed against the FTC dependent variable, LBRD, advertising .KV

intensity, and capital intensity were insignificant but concentration

became significant. Correlation was low between LBRD and all of the n

other variables.

The inconsistent results between the regressions using LBOPI7576

and those using CPCM7576 of Table 3.4 may be indicative of a

specification error in one or more of the variables employed in the

model. Table 3.5 lists a series of regressions for model one in which

only the source of the three common variables are varied. Again,

the coefficient of the Capital-Output variable was usually small

whenever the FTC data base was u-Ar'-d for its derivation (see

regressions 5c, 5k, 51). It also became small using the Census data

base derivation of Capital-Output when using the FTC dependent

variable (see regression 51 and 5j). Given this observation and that

the definitions were consistent for both the capital-output measure

and the advertising to sales measure between the two data bases it

seems possible that the FTC dependent variable definition may have

been in error. Consider again the following definitions of the

dependent variables:

89 1
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Table 3.5: Specification Errors
Redvs ults:

Depeilent KO KOftc Advr/ LBADV

Variable I DOsp 7576 7576 Sue. 7576 ROW R2

5 CPCM7576 .115 2 b -. 0 4 48c .0 8 7 7 b * 1.32618 * .0527 .2450
5b CPCM7576 .1275 b -.056 1b .0 9 4 6 b *** 1.3758a ** .0404b .2432

5c CPCM7576 . 138b -.0390 **** -. 0046 1.1731a **U .05728 .1959
5d CPCM7576 .1217c -.0250 .,0319 1.16018 .' .0' .1891

5e CPCM7576 .0739 -. 0344 .13618 1 -1.5W0. .05180 .3463
f CPa;17576 .0666 -. 04 b .1418 1** * I.6293a .0379b .3:2.

5g CPCM7576 .1060 -.0392 * .0302 * * 1.3262 a .0596' .2185
Sh CPCM7576 .0843 -.0184 **** .0713a I.38728 .0511 .2587

51 LBOP17576 .1286 -.0247 .0120 * .8906' *.' .047r' .2493
5J LBOP17576 .1325' -.03W .0046 * .1755 * .0513 .1916 

5k LBOP17576 . 11980 -.0100 o .0018 * .68548 .0494' .2160
51 LOOP17576 .1300' -.0241 **** -. 0019 " .2098 0516s .1883

AlnsResult:

Dependmt KO KOftc LBADV '.

Variable I Dip 7576 7576 CDUM 7576 GROW R2

PCM .26400 -. 0360  .0880' 2 .5 5 80b 0 -.0110 .1250

CPCM (VAdl - Pa#rll)/Y~ilp

*LBOPI 9(Sae. - mwIteia - puyrolls - advertsing -
Other selling expenmes - & A -dmprecition)

Signiftcnce lvels ar. a. IS, b. 53, c. 10".
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CPCM • (VAdd- Payrol)/VShip (3.4)

LBOPI * (Sales - materials - payrolls - advertising - (3.5)

other selling expenses - G & A - depreciation)

Equation (3.4) is the Census definition and equation (3.5) is the

FTC definition. Note that none of the variables used to construct the

Census definition have been used as independent variables in any of .

the four models. This is not true for the FTC dependent variable for

at least two independent variables have been used in its derivation.

First, advertising to sales is used directly. Second, capital output is

present in the Suise of the depreciation variable since they are

assumed to be highly correlated. This correlation stems from the

fact that as an industry accumulates more capital the total amount

of depreciation it takes on its accumulated capital will also increase.

Besides the possibility of a specification error, it may also be

that some of the inconsistency in results arise from collinearity

between the variables. There appears to be many statistically

significant interactions involving some of the variables as discussed

above. One of the procedures which can be used to break up

collinearity involves increasing the number of observations made on

the population (23:394). The comparisons made using the F test

suggest there is little difference between two regressions when one or

more of their independent variables differ in their data source. This

91 ~.. ' -. . *.. .. .,.5a5% %E.'..,o5. 5 *



result infers that the data from both the Census and TC data base

can be pooled.

The results of some of the possible regressions using this pooling

technique can be seen in Tables 3.6 and 3.7. Table 3.6 regressions use

only the Census dependent variable (CPCM). These regression are

robust in the sense that a majo0rity of the coefficients are significant.

The goodness of fit for regression Qj is one of the best noted in all the

work accomplished for this thesis. The results of Table 3.7 are much

less robust. In fact the Capital-Output ratio is never significant

when using the TC dependent variable. This evidence further

* indicates a need to look carefully at the structure of the TC

dependent variable for possible alterations.
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TV. Results andRecommendations

This chapter is divided into two sections. The first offers the

major findings of this effort. The second offers some suggestions for

further research.

ML~or Findina

The results of the foregoing analysis seem to indicate that the

ability of FTC and Census data to explain the profitability of an I.

industry or LOB are remarkably similar. The general F test

discussed in Chapter 3 showed conclusively that the outcome of a

regression remains relatively stable over a wide range of

adjustments in the four models.

The comparisons drawn between the previous work of Allen (2) -

and a sample of the regressions performed in the course of this

study showed that certain elements of the FTC data set can provide

similar results to those reported In previous work which used Census

data exclusively.

The interpretation of some of the coefficients of the regressions

was made difficult by the presence of slight to moderate collinearity

between the independent variables. This suggested at least one use

of FTC data. Should the correlation between one Census variable and

another be high, and at least one of the variables has an FTC

counterpart, then It may be possible to reduce the overall
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collinearity of the model by using FTC data for the one variable

rather than Census data.

Under certain conditions, the analyst may pool the two data

sets to increase the robustness of the regression results.

The possible misspecification of the FTC dependent variable was .

noted.

Recommendatios Lr Further Stud Wk

1. Testing for the equivalence of regressions which have the

same independent variables but use different dependent variables.

2. The addition of other FTC variables not considered in this

study but which are included in the data base.

3. The use of an alternative Line of Business capital output

measure in lieu of the one used in this study.

4. Conduct similar analyses of the four different models using

either Ravenscraft's Price-Cost-Margin (INDPCM) or some other

specification of the same variable.

5. Combine the forthcoming 1977 FTC database with the current

one and perform a similar analysis of the data with three year

averages.

6. Investigate the results of the model when the data is cut

into declining and increasing cost industries.

• o'.
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APENHDIX AL Census Enter

program CensusData
IMPLICIT NONE
integer SIC,NCO,ESTlto4,ESTto'9EST1Otol9,EST20to49
integer EBTOto99ESTlOOto249,EST25Oto499,ETOOto9
integer ESTIO0to24Y,EST2500orMore~item
double precision Employeeslthru4,Employees5thruB
double precision Payrol75,Payrol76,VAdd75,VAdd76
double precision V~hlp75,V~hp76,GBVFA75,GBVFA76
double precision VShiplthru4,VShip5thru8,Adver
double precision VAdd76,VAdd75,VAddlthru4,VAdd5thru8
double precision Exports,Imports,VShiplto4,Vghip5to9
double precision V~hiplOtol9,VShip2Oto49
double precision V~hip5Oto99,VShip25Oto499,VShip500to999
double precision VShiplOOOto2499VShlp25000rMore
double precision VShipl0Oto249
character Charlxal
OPEN(l,PILE='CKNSS,STATUS=IOLD ,ACCESS='SKQUENTIAL',

PORM-FPORMATTED' POSITION='APPEND'.
ACTION-'WRITE')

SIC 0O
NCO = 0
VShiplthru4 - 0.0
VShip~thru8 - 0.0
VAddlthru4 =0.0

VAdd5thru8 0.0
ESTlto4 = 0
EST5to9 a 0
ESTl~tol9 - 0
EST20to49 = 0
EST5Oto99 a 0
ESTIO0to249 - 0
EST250to499 = 0
EST50to999 a 0
ESTIOO0to2499 a 0
EST2500orMore - 0
VShilto4 -0.0
VShip~to9 = 0.0

* VShlplOtol9 - 0.0
VShip2Oto49 - 0.0

4 VShlp50to9g 0.0
VShipIO0to249 a0.0

VShip25Oto499 a0.0

* V~h~p500to999 - 0.0
VShiplOO0to2499 *0.0

A- I
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VShip2500orMore - 0.0
Imports = 0.0
Exports = 0.0
Adver = 0.0
Payroll76 = 0.0
Payroll75 a 0.0 "".
VAdd76. 0.0
VAdd75 = 0.0
VShip76 - 0.0
VShlp75 = 0.0
GBVFA76 a 0.0
GBVFA75 = 0.0
Item = 0
write(*,*) 'Please enter the four digit SIC code (1):
read(v,*) SIC
write(*,*) 'Please enter Number of Companies:
read(*,*) NCO
write(*,) 'Please enter Payroll for 1976:
read(*,*) Payroll76
write(*,') 'Please enter Payroll for 1975:
read(*,*) Payroll7
write(',*) 'Please enter Value Added by Manufacture for 1976:'
read(*,*) VAdd76
write(*,*) 'Please enter Value Added by Manufacture for 1975:'
read(,*) VAdd75
write(*,*) 'Please enter Value of Shipments for 1976:
read(*,*) VShip76
write(*,*) 'Please enter Value of Shipments for 1975:
read(*,*) VShip75
write(*,*) 'Please enter Gross Value of Fixed Assets for 1976:'
read(x,') GBVPA76
write(*,*) 'Please enter Gross Value of Fixed Assets for 1975:'
read(*,s) GBVFA75
write(*,*) 'Please enter Value of Shipments for the 4'
write(*,*) 'largest companies (2):
read(*,*) VShiplthru4
write(*,*) 'Please enter Value of Shipments for the next 4'
write(*,') 'largest companies:'
read(*,*) VShip5thru8
write(*,*) 'Please enter Number of Employees for the 4'
write(*,*) 'largest companies:
read(*,*) Employeeslthru4
write(*,*) 'Please enter Number of Employees for the next 4'
write(*,*) 'largest companies:
read(S,*) Employees5thru8
write(,) 'Please enter Value Added by manufacture for the 4'
write(*,*) 'largest companies:
read(*,*) VAddlthru4

A - 2 :"
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write(sS) 'Please enter Value Added by manufacture for the,
write(,) 'next 4 largest companies: '

read(*,*) VAdd5thru8
write(s,) 'Please enter Advertising Input into the Industry'
write(*,*) 'located at row 73.0200 of Input-Output Table (4): '

read(,') Adver
write(*,*) 'Please enter Exports for industry located in column'
wrlte( * ) '94.0000 of Input-Output Table (3): ' p
read(*,*) Exports
write(*,*) 'Please enter Imports for industry located in column'
write(*,*) '95.0000 of Input-Output Table (3):
read(*,*) Imports
write(S,*) 'Please enter the following Number of
write(*,*) 'Establishments figures'
write(*,*) 'according to the number of employees (5):
wrte(*,*) 'I to 4 employees:
read(*,*) ESTIto4
write(*,*) '5 to 9 employees: '

read(*,*) ESTsto9
write(*,* ) '10 to 19 employees: '

read(*,*) ESTI0tol9
write(,) '20 to 49 employees:
read(*,*) EST20to49
write(*) '50 to 99 employees:
read(*,*) E&SOto99
write(*,) '100 to 249 employees:
read(*,*) EST100to249
write(*,) '250 to 499 employees:
read(*,*) E1T250to499
write(*,*) '500 to 999 employees:
read(*,*) EST500to999
write(*, ) '1,000 to 2,499 employees:
read(,M) ESTl000to2499
write(*,* ) '2,500 employees or more:
read(*,*) EST2500orMore
write(*,*) 'Please enter the following Value of Shipment'
write(*,w) 'figures according to the number of employees (5):'
write(*,') 'I to 4 employees:
read(*,* ) VShiplto4
write(*,*) '5 to 9 employees:
read(*,*) VShip5to9
write(w, * ) '10 to 19 employees: '

read(*,* ) VShlplOtol9
write(*,*) '20 to 49 employees:
read(*,*) VShip2Oto49
write(w,') '50 to 99 employees: '

read(*,*) VShip5Oto99
wrlte('*,*) '100 to 249 employees: '

A-3
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read(*,*) VShip1OOto249
write(*,* ) 1250 to 499 employees: '

read(*, * ) VShip250to499
write(*,W) '500 to 999 employees:
read(*,*) VShipSOOto999
write(*,") '1,000 to 2,499 employees: '

read(,S) VShiplOOOto2499
write(*,* ) '2,500 employees or more:
read(I,*) VShip2500orMorewrite(3 ,') ,.ssswsmsssnssmsnsssssssssssssssmn s, "" '

write(*,*) 'You are now ready to validate the data.'
10 write(9,1O1) SIC

write(*,102) NCO
write(,103) Payroll76
writ(*,104) Payrol75

wrte(*,105) VAdd76
write(*,106) VAdd75
write(*,107) VShip76
write(*,108) VShp75
write(*,109) GBVFA76
write(*.ll0) GBVFA75 '

101 format('() C code: fr7:)".102 format('(2) Number of Companies:',)"-"
103 format((3) Payroll for 1976: ,F8.2) ..
104 format('(4) Payroll for 1975: ,F8.2)

105 format('(5) Value Added by Manufacture 1976: ',F8.2)
106 format('(6) Value Added by Manufacture 1975: ',F8.2) '..

107 format('(7) Value of Shipments for 1976: ',F8.2)
108 format('(8) Value of Shipments for 1975: ',F8.2)
109 format('(9) Gross Value of Fixed Assets 1976: ',F8.2)
Ito format((lO) Gross Value of Fixed Assets 1975: ',F8.2)

write(',')
write(*,*) 'Are all of these values correct (Enter y or n):
read(','(AI)') Charn-
IF(Charln.ne. 'Y').and.(Charln.ne. 'y') then

wrte(s,*) 'Please enter the number of the item in error:'
read(*,) Item
wrlte(z s ) 'Please enter the new value:
IP(Item.eq.l) then

read(*,*) siC
LSEIP(Item.eq.2) then
read(*,*) NCO

ELBEIP(Item.eq.3) then
read(*,*) Payroll76

MLAEIItem.eq.4) then
read(*,*) Payroll75

EL F(Item.eq.5) then
read(*,*) VAdd76

A-4
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ELSEIF(Item.eq.6) then
read(,*) VAdd75

ELSEIPItem.eq.7) then
read(*,*) VShip76

ELBEIF(Item.eq.8) then
read(,) VShip75

ELSEIPItem.eq.9) then
read(,*) GBVFA76 W

EI.SIF(tem.eq. 10) then
read(,*) GBVFA75

ELS2WPItem.lt. 1).or.(ltem.gt. 10) then
write(*,*) 'Invalid Item Number - Try Again'

ENDIF
goto 10
ENDIF

20 write(,') Value of Shipments'
write(1,I1) Vhiplthru4
write(*112) V~hip~thru8 1

write( 3 ) I Number of Employees'
write(,113) Employeeslthru4
write('114) Employes~thru8
write(*,z) 'Value Added
wrate(S.ll5) VAddlthru4
write(116) VAdd5thru8

ill formnat('(1 4 largest companies: 1,P9.2)
112 format((2) Next 4 largest companies: ',F8.2)
113 format('(3) 4 largest companies: ',F8.2)
114 format('() Next 4 largest companies: 'P9B.2)
115 format('() 4 largest companies: 1,F8.2)
116 format('(6) Next 4 largest companies: 1,F8.2)

write(*,*)
write(,*) 'Are all of thesn values correct (Enter y or n):'
read(''(Al)') Charln
IF(Charln.ne. 'Y').and.(Charln.ne. 'y') then

wrte(* ,) 'Please enter the number of the item in error:'
read(*,*) Item
write(*U 'Please enter the new value:
IP(Item.eq.I) then

read(,*) VShiplthru4
ELSEIF(Item.eq.2) then

read(,) VShip~thru6
ELSEF(Item.eq.3) then

read(*,*) Emnployeeslthru4
ELBEIFItem-eq.4) then

read(,) Employeeslthru8
ELBEI(Item-eq.5) then

read(,) VAddlthru4
ELBEItem-eq.6) then

A-5
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read(,*) VAdd5thruS
EEIPttm.1t.l).or.(1tem.gt.6) then

write(*,*) 'Invalid Item Number - Try Again'
ENDIF

goto 20
ENDIF

*30 write(*,W)
wrlte(,17) Adver
wrte(,118) Exports
wrte(*,119) Imports

117 format((1) Advertising (raw 73.0200): ',PI.2)
119 format('(2) Exports (column 94.0000): %F9.2) C

119 format('(3) Imports (column 95.0000): ,PM.2)
write(',')
write(,) 'Are all of these values correct (Enter y or n):
read(*'(AI)') Charmn
I?(Charln.ne. 'Y').and.(Charln.ne. 'y') then

write(*,) 'Please enter the number of the item in error:*
read(*,*) Item
write(,*) 'Pleas enter the new value:
IF(Item-eq.l) then

read(*,w) Adver
ELSEF(Item-eq.2) then

read(,) Exports
ELSEIP(Item.eq.3) then

read(',' Imports
ELSEIF(Item.lt.I).or.(Item.gt.3) then

write(3 ') 'Invalid Item Number - Try Again'
ENDIF

goto 30
ENDIF
write(,'

40 write(*,) 'Number of Establishments'
write(,120) EST1to4
write(m121) ESTto9
write(,122) ESTlOtoI9
wrlte(*123) CST2Oto49
wrlte(,124) EMTOto99
writeg*,125) EST100to249
wrte( 126) EST250to499
write(', 127) EST50to999
wrte(e,128) ESTIOO0to2499
wrlte('129) EST2500orMore
write(S,*) 'Value of Shipments'
write(*,130) VShipIto4
write(,131) Vshlp~to9
wrlta('132) V~hipIOtol9
write(,133) VShIp2Oto49
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write(*,134) VShip6Oto99
write(*,135) VShiplOOto249
write(*,136) V3hip250to499
write(',137) VShip0ooto999
write(*,138) VShiplOOOto2499
write(,139) VShip2500orMore

120 format('(l) I to 4 employe.: 'I)
121 format('(2) 5 to 9 employees: ',I8)
122 format('(3) 10 to 19 employees: ',IS)
123 format('(4) 20 to 49 employees: ',IS)
124 format('(5) 50 to 99 employees: ',I)
125 format('(6) 100 to 249 employees: ',IS)
126 format('(7) 250 to 499 employees: 'II)
127 format('(8) 500 to 999 employees: ',IS)
128 format('(9) 1000 to 2499 employees: ',Ii)
129 format('(10) 2,500 employees or more: ',18)
130 format('(13) 1 to 4 employees: ,P8.2)
131 format('(12) 5 to 9 employees: ',F8.2)
132 format('(13) 10 to 19 employees: ',16.2)
133 format('(14) 20 to 49 employees: ',P8.2)
134 format('(15) 50 to 99 employees: ',F8.2)
135 format('(16) 100 to 249 employees: ',F8.2) II
136 format('(17) 250 to 499 employees: ',^S.2)
157 format("8) 500 to 999 employees:",
138 format('(19) 1000 to 2499 employees: ',F6.2)
139 format('(20) 2,500 employees or more: ',F8.2)

write(*,O) 'Are all of these values correct (Enter y or n):
read(*,'(A1)') Charn"
IF(Charln.ne.'Y').and.(Charln.ne.'y') then

write(*,8) 'Please enter the number of the item in error:read(*,* ) Item .
write(*,') 'Please enter the new value:

read(,) EItemIl F(Item.eq.) then
read(*,*) KSTlto4

ELsEIF(Item.eq.2) then
read(*,') ESTlIto9

ELSZIXItem.eq.3) then
read(*,*) ESTlOtol9

ELSD(tem.eq.4) then
read(w,w) EMT2Oto49

ELSEll(Item.eq.5) then
read(*,*) Eroto 49

E LSI:le(tem.eq.6) then T
read(S) lT00to249'-._

CLSEIP(tem.eq.7) then
read(*,*) EST250to499

ELSKIPItem.eq.8) then
read(*,*) !.8T00to999
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ELSEH(ltem.eq.9) then
read(,) ESTl000to2499

LL.SEIF(Itexn.eq.lo) then
read('5,8) ZOT2500orMore

ELSEU'(tem-eq11) then
read() Vlhiplto4

ZLSEIF(temn.eq.12) then
read(*,*) VShlp~to9

read(,) VShiplOtol9

ZLSEIItemn.eq.15) te
read(s,3 ) VShip2Oto9

I1lSEW(tem.eq. i5) then
read( 8,) V~hlplOOto9

ELSEU'Item.eq.17i) then
read(*,*) VShipI5Oto49

ELSEIF(tem.eq. is) thenI read(*,*) VShip50to99
ELSEIPltem.eq. 18) then

read(,) VShipiOOOto99

EEI(tem.eq.20) thenKread(,*) hi20o o
ELSEWi~tenz.1t.1.or.(teun.gt .20) then

write(*,*) 'Invalid Item Number - Try Again'
END!?

goto 40
END!?
write(.,) 'Do you suspect an error in the record? (y or n):'
read(,'(Al)') Charmn
IF(Charln.eq. 'Y').or.(Charln.eq. 'y') then

write(*,*) 'Sinoe you are unsure of an item entered'
write(,*) 'previously, you will now go to the top of'
write(*,*) 'this record without losing any of the data you'
write(,*) 'have put In.'
write(8.) 'If you find an error, correct as before.'
gotolo

write(*,*) 'Storing Data'
write(*M'
writ(,OO) SIC,NCO,Payroll76,Payroll75,

- VAdd76,VAdd75,VShip76,Vghip75,GBVA76,GBVA75,
Vlhiplthru4,Vghip~thru,Ernplayeeslthru4,Emplayees5thruS,
VAddlthru4,VAdd5thruS,Exports,Imports,Adver,
EUrlto4,ESTto9,ESTlOtol9,EST2Oto49,ES''5t99,ESTOOto249,

- EST5to49,KS''50to99,ESTl000to2499,IST2SO0orMore,
- VShlplto4 ,Vghlpto9,V~hlplOtol9,V~hip2Oto49,Vfhip5Oto99,
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VghiplOOto249,V~hip25Oto499,VShip6OOto999,Vghip1OOOtoa4",

read(* (Al)') Charmn
IF (Charln.eq.TY).or.(Charln.eq.'y') then

Soto I
ENDIF
stop
and

A-g



APPENDIX, L !IM Enter 'J

program Enter Data 4,
IMPLICIT NONE
double precision FTCCode,ParticipationRatio
double precision CoverageRatloDeclmalValue
double precision Specialisationatio,PPEAcqd 3 PPAqdToO
double precision PPEAcqdIOTo2O,PPEAcqd2OPlus
double precision LeftSide,Rightgide
integer CensusCodel,CensusCode2,CensusCode3,CensusCode4
integer CensusCode5NumberCompanlesTotalSalesAndTransfers
integer MediaAdvertisingExpenseTraceable
integer OthergelllngExpenseTraceable
integer GeneralAndAdminExpenseTraceable
integer MediaAdvertisingExpenseNonTraceable 7
integer OtherSelllngExpenseNonTraceable
integer GeneralAndAdminExpenseNonTraceable
integer GrossPlantPropEquipTraceable

integer InventoriesmlisYearTraceable

inegrpnenraig~incoeaonrcb

character CHARIN1l
OPEN(1,FILE-7FTC75 ,STATUS-IOLD ,ACCESS-'SEQUENTIAL-,

PORM-'FORMATTED,POSITION.'APPEND',
ACTION=WRITE)

FTCCode a 00.00
ParticlpationRatio - 0.0
CoverageRatio -0.0

DecimalValue u0.0

SpeciallzationRatio =0.0

CensusCodel a 0
CensusCode2 - 0
CensusCode3 a 0
CensusCode4 a 0
CensusCodeS - 0
NumberCompanies - 0
TotalgalesAndTransfers u0
MediaAdvertusingExpenseTraceable u0

OtherSellingExpenueTraceable u0
GencralAndkdminExpenseTractable *0
MediaAdvertislngExpenseNonTraceable =0
OtherSellingExpenseNonTraceable u0



p.'
b/i"

OtherSullingExpenseNonTraceable * 0
GeneralAndAdminExpenseNonTractable = 0
GrossPlantPropEquipTraceable -- 0
InventoriesThisYearTraceabe •0

GrossPlantProplquipNonTraceable - 0
InventoriesThisYearNonTraceable - 0
Payrolls z 0
MaterialsUsed - 0
CostOfCompanyRandD = 0
LeftSide = 0
RightSide = 0
PPEAcqd5 a 0
PPEAcqd5TolO a 0
PPEAcqdlOTo2O - 0
PPEAcqd2Olus 0
IntegrValue • 0
InventoriesLastYearTr, eble •0 '
InventoriesLastYear~onTr-aceable •0 "'

OperatingIncome = 0
ItemNumber a 0
write(*,') 'Please enter the 4 digit FTC code (XX.XX):
read(*,*) FTCCode
write(8,') 'Please enter the primary CENSUS code:
read(*,*) CensusCodel
write(*,*) 'Are there any more Census codes to enter (Y or N)'
read(*,'(Al)') CHARIN
if((CHARIN.EQ. 'Y').OR.(CHARIN.EQ.'y')) then

write(*,*) 'Please enter the second code:'
read(*,*) CensusCode2
write(',*) 'Please enter the third code (Return if zero):'
read(*,*) CensusCode3
write(*,*) 'Please enter the fourth code (Return if zero):'
read(*,*) CensusCode4
write(*,*) 'Please enter the fifth code (Return if zero):'
read(*,* ) CensusCod.

endif
write(*,*) 'Please enter the number of companies:'
read(*,') NumberCompanies
write(*,*) 'Please enter the Participation Ratio XX.X'
read(*,*) ParticipaUonRatio
write(*,*) 'Please enter the Specialization Ratio XX.X'
read(*,*) SpecializationRatio
write(*,v) 'Please enter the Coverage Ratio XXXX'
read(*,*) CoverageRatio
write(*,*) 'Please enter Total Sales and Transfers'
write(*,*) '(Data item No.6):'

•-2
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read(,*) TotalSalesAndTransfers
write(,*) 'Please enter Media Advertising Expense -'

write(,*) 'Traceable (Data item No.9):*
read(,) MediaAdvertisingExpenseTraceable
write(s,1) 'Please enter Other Selling Expense - Traceable'
write( ',) '(Data item No.10):'
read(*,*) OtherSellinglxpenseTraceable
write(*,) 'Please enter General And Admin. Expense -

write(,*) 'Traceable (Data item No.10):'
read(*.*) GeneralAndAdminlxpenseTraceable
write(*,*) 'Please enter Media Advertising Expense -,
write(,*) 'Non-Traceable (Data item No.14:
read(*,) MediaAdvertisingExpenseNonTraceable
write(',) 'Please enter Other Selling Expense -'
write(*,*) 'Non-Traceable (Data item No.15):
read(*,*) OtherSellinglxpense~onTraceable
write(*,*) 'Please enter General And Admin. Expense -'

write(,*) 'Non-Traceable (Data item No.16):'
read(,) GeneralAndAdminExpense~onTraceable
write(*,*) 'Please enter OperatingIncome (Data item No.18):'
read(', 3 ) OperatingIncome
write(*,*) 'Please enter Gross Plant Property and Equipment -

write(*,*) 'Traceable (Data item No.19):
read(,) GrossPlantPropEquipTraceable
write(,*) 'Please enter Inventories This Year - Traceable'
write(*,w) '(Data item No.22):'
read(,*) InventoriesmisYearTraceable
write(,*) 'Please enter Gross Plant Property and Equipment -

a write(,*) 'Non-Traceable (Data item No.25):'
read(,*) GrossPlantPropEquipNonTraceable
write(,*) 'Inventories This Year Non-Traceable'
write(,*) '(Data item No.28):'
read(w,*) InventoriesThisYear~onTraceable
write(,*) 'Please enter Payrolls (Data item No.32):'
read(*,*) Payrolls
write(*,*) 'Please enter Materials Used (Data item No.33):'
read(,) MaterialsUsed
write(') 'Please enter the Cost of Company R and D'
write(*,*) '(Data item No.37):'
read(*,*) CostOfCompanyRandD
write(,*) 'Please enter the Plant Prop., and Equipment Acqd'
write(,) 'Last 5 years (Data item No.48) -Left hand value:'
read(*,*) Left~ide
write(*,*) '(Data item No.48) -Right hand value:' ..

read(*,) RightSide
PPEAcqdS (LeftSide +~ RightSide)/2
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* RightSide - 0.0
LeftSide - 0.0
write(,*) 'Please enter the Plant Prop., and Equipment Acqd'

- write(*,*) '5 - 10 years ago (Data item No.49)"
'-Left hand value.'

read(,) LeftSide
write(F,w) '(Data item No.49) -Right hand value.'
read( 8 ) RightSide
PPEAcqdSToIO - (Let tSide + RightSide)/2
RightSide - 0.0
LeftSide a 0.0
w,.rite( 38) 'Please enter the Plant Prop., and Equipment Acqd'
write(*,*) '10 - 20 years ago (Data item No.50) '

'-Left hand value:'
read(*,*) Let tSide
write(*,) '(Data item No.50) -Right hand value:'
read(9,') RightSide
PPEAcqdIOTo2O a (Let tSide + RightSide)/2
RightSide z 0.0
LeftSide - 0.0
write(,*) 'Please enter the Plant Prop., and Equipment Acqd'
write(',8) '20 + years ago (Data item No.51) -Left hand value:'.7
read(,*) Let tSide
write(*,*) '(Data item No.51) -Right hand value:'
read(*,*) RightSide
PPEAcqd2OPlus u(Let tSide + Rightllde)/2
RightSide z 0.0
Left~ide - 0.0
write(,*) 'Please enter Inventories Last Year - Traceable'
write(*,) 'Previous Year (Data item No.22):'
read(,*) InventoriesLastYearTractable
write(*,*) 'Please enter Inventories Last Year -'

write(*,*) 'Non-Traceable Previous Year (Data item No.26):'
read(*,*) InventoriesLastYearNonTraceable

100 write(*,*) '1) FTC Code: ',FTCCode
write(*,*) '(2) Participation Ratio: ',ParticipationRatio
write(,*) '(3) Specialization Ratio: ',Specializationlatio

* write(*,*) '(4) Coverageltatio: ',Coveragelatio
write(,*) '(5) Census Codel: ',CensusCodal
write(,') '(6) Census Code2: ',CensusCode2
write(,*) '(7) Census Code3: ',CensusCode3
writW(,*) '(8) Census Cod@4: ',CensusCode4
write(,) '(9) Census Code6: ',CensusCode5
writW(,*) '(10) Number Companies: ',NumberCompanies
wrlte(g.9) 'III) Total Sales And Transfers: '

TotallalesAndTransfers
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writn(*,s) '(12) Media Advertising Expense - Traceable: '

MediaAdvertisinglxpenseTraceable
write(,*) 1(13) Other Selling Expense - Traceable:,

OtherSellinglxpenseTraceable
write(,*) '(14) General And Admin Expense - Traceable: '

GentralAndAdminExpenseTraceable
write(*,*) '(15) Media Advertising Expense - NonTraceable: '

Mediakilwrising~xpenseNonTraceable
write(F,) '(16) Other Selling Expense - NonTraceable:,

OtherSellinglxpense~onTraceable
write(,*) '(17) General And Adrnin Expense - NonTraceable: '

GeneralAndAdnlxpenseNonTraceable
write(,*) '(18) OperatingIncome: ',Operatinglncome
write(,) 'Are any of these values in error? (Y or N)Y
read(F,'(Al)') CHARIN
if((CHARIN.eq.'Y').or.(CHARtIN.eq. 'y')) then

write(",' 'Please enter the number of the item in error:
read(3 ' ItemNumber
write(,) 'New Data Value:
if(Item~umber.le.4) then

read(*.*) DecimalValue
elseif(ItemNumber.gt.4) then

read(*,*) IntegerValue
endif
if(ItemNumber.eq. 1) then

PTCCode - DecimalValue
elseif(ItemNumber.eq.2) then

ParticipationRatio - DecimalValue
elseif(ItemNumber.eq.3) then

SpecializationRatio a DecimalValue
elseif(ItemNumber.eq.4) then

CoverageRatio z DecimalValue
alseif(ItemNumber.eq.5) then

CensusCodel z IntegerValue
elseif(Item~umber.eq.6) then

CensusCode2 - IntegerValue
elseif(ItemNumber.eq .7) then

CensusCode3 a IntegerValue
alseif(Item~umber eq..) then

CensusCode4 z IntegerValue
elself(ItemNumber.eq.9) then

CensusCode5 a IntegerValue
elseif(Item~umber.eq. 10) then

NumberCompanies - IntegerValue
alseif(ItemNumber.eq. ii) then

TotalBalesAndTransfers - IntegerValue
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elseif(Itemnumber.eq. 12) then
MediaAdvertisingExpenseTraceable = IntegerValue

elseif(ItemNumber.eq. 13) then
OtherSellingExpenseTraceable = IntegerValue

elseif(ItemNumber.eq. 14) then
GeneralAndAdminExpenseTraceable - IntegerValue

elseif(ItemNumber.eq.15) then
MediaAdverUsingFxpenseNonTraceable = IntegerValue

elseif(ItemNumber.eq. 16) then
OtherSellingExpenseNonTraceable = IntegerValue

elseif(ItemNumber.eq. 17) then
GeneralAndAdminExpenseNonTraceable I IntegerValue

elseif(ItemNumber.eq.18) then
OperatingIncome IntegerValue

endif
goto 100

endif
200 write(*,*) '(19) Gross Plant Property and Equipment - ',

- 'Traceable: ',GrossPlantProptquipTraceable
write(*,*) '(20) Inventories This Year: ',

- InventoriesThisYearTraceable
write(*,*) '(21) Gross Plant Property and Equipment - '-

- 'NonTraceable: ',GrossPlantPropEquipNonTraceable
write(*,*) '(22) Inventories This Year - NonTraceable: ',

- lnventoriesThisYearNonTraceable
write(*,*) '(23) Payrolls: ',Payrolls
write(*,*) '(24) Materials Used: ',MaterialsUsed
write(*,S) '(25) Cost Of Company R and D: ',CostOfCompanyRandD
write(*,*) '(26) Plant Prop., and Equipment Acqd',

- 'Last 5 Years: ',PPEAcqd5
write(*s,) '(27) Plant Prop., and Equipment Acqd',

- '5-10 Years Ago: ',PPKAcqd5TolO
write(w,*) '(28) Plant Prop., and Equipment Acqd 10-20 ',

- 'Years Ago: ', PPEAcqdlOTo2O
write(*,*) '(29) Plant Prop., and Equipment Acqd '"

- '20 + Years Ago: ',PPEAcqd20Plus
write(*,) '(30) Inventories Last Year - Traceable',

- InventoriesLastYearTraceable
write(*,*) '(31) Inventories Last Year - Non-Traceable',

- InventoriesLastYearNonTraceable
write(s,*) 'Are any of these values in error? (Y or N)'
read(*,'(Al)') CHARIN
if((CHARIN.eq.'Y').or.(CHARIN.eq.'y')) then

write(*,*) 'Please enter the number of the item in error:
read(*,*) ItemNumber
write(*,*) 'New Data Value:
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if(JtemNumber.le.25) then
read(3,*) IntegerValue

elseif(IternNurnber. gt. 25). and. (ItemNu mber. le .29) then
read(,*) DecimalValue

elseif(IternNumber .gt.29) then
read(*,") IntegerValue

endif
if(Item~unber eq. i9) then

GrossPlantPropEquipTraccable aIntegerValue

elseif(ltemNumber.eq.20) then

InventariesThisYearTraceable = IntegerValue
elseif(ItemNumber.eq.21) then

GrossPlantPropEquipNonTraceable aIntegerValue
elsuif(ItemNumber.eq.22) then

InventoriesThisYear~anTraceable =IntegerValue

elsoif(ItemNurnber .eq.23) then
Payrolls - IntegerValue

elseif(IteinNumber.eq .24) then
MaterialsUsedz IntegerValue

elseif(ltemNumber.eq .25) then
CostOfCompanyRandD a IntegerValue

elstif(ItemNumber.eq .26) then
PPZAcqd5 = DecimalValue

elseif(IternNurnber.eq .27) then
PPEAcqd5ToIO - DecimalValue

elseif(ItemNumber.eq.28) then
K PPEAcqdlOTo2o = DecimalValue

elstif(ItemNumnber eq .29) then
PPE~cqd2oPlus = DecimalValue

elseif (ItemnNumber .eq .30) then
InventoriesLastYearTraceable aIntegerValue

elsoit(ItemiNumber.eq.3l) then
lnventoriesLastYearNonTraceable *IntegerValue

enduf
goto 200

endif
OUTPUT RECORD TO FILE ~

write(',) 'Outputting record to file'
writ(,300) PTCCode,Cmnsus"oel,CensusCode2,CensusCode3,

-CensusCode4 ,CensusCode5,NumberCompanies,ParticipationRatio,
- SpecializationRatio,CaverageRatio,Total~alesAndTransfers,
- MediaAdvertisinglxpenseTraceable,
- MediaAdwertisinglxpenseNonTraceable,

OtherSelling~Zpens.Tractable,
OtherSellingExpenseNonTraceable,

* - GeneralAndAdzninExpenseTraceable,
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- GeneralAndAdminExpenseNonTraceable,
- Operatinglncome,
- GrossPlantPropEquipTraceable,
- GrossPlantPropEquip~onTraceable,
- nventoriesThisYearTraceabe, S
- InventoriesThisYearNonTraceable,
- InventoriesLastY~arTraceable,
- InventoriesLastYearNonTraceable,Payrolls,MaterialsUsed,
- CostOfCornpanyRandD,PPEAcqd,PPEAcqd5ToO,PPEAoqdlQTo2O,
- PPEAcqd2OPlus

300 FORMAT(F5 .2,515,I2,3F5.1 ,19I/,717,/,718,19,18,/,474 .1)
read(*'(A1)') CHARIN
if((CHARIN.eq. Y' ).or.(CHARIN eq. y')) then

goto 1
endif
end



APPENDIX Censusjj

program CensusBuild
IMPLICIT NONE c
integer SIC,NCO,ESTlto4,EST5to9,ESTiOtol9,EST2Oto49
integer EST5Oto99,ESTIO0to249,EST25Oto499,EST500to999
Integer KSTlOO0to499,EST2500orMore,tem,StartNumber
integer FirstPass,TtlEstablishments,IncrementEst,Found
double precision Employeesithru4,Employees5thru8
double precision Payrol75,Payrol76,VAdd75,VAdd76
double precision VShip75,VShip76 ,VShip77 ,VShip72
double precision GBVFA75,GBVPA76,VShiplthru4,VShip5thru8
double precision Adver,VAddlthru4,VAdd5thru8
double precision Exports~lmports,VShiplto4 ,V~hip5to9
double precision VShIpl~tol9,V~hip20to49
double precision VShip5Oto99,VShip25Oto499,VShip500to999
double precision VShipIOO0to2499,VShip2500orMore
double precision VShIplO0to249
double precision VAddlto4,VAdd5to9
double precision VAddlOtol9,VAdd2Oto49
double precision VAdd5Oto99,VAdd250to499,VAdd500to999
double precision VAddlOO0to2499,VAdd2500orMore
double precision VAddlO~to249
double precision TtlVAddTtlNEmp
double precision NEmplto4,NEmp~to9
double precision NEmpl~tol9,NEmp2Oto49
double precision NEmp5Oto99,NEmplQOto249,NEmp25Oto499
double precision NEmp500to999,NEmplQOOto2499,NEmp2500orMore
double precision CtrVShip,RunVShip,RunVAdd,Fraction,Increment
double precision UpperVAdd,LowerVAdd,UpperEmp,LowerEmp
double precision MID,MES,CDR,CAR,I,C4 ,K075 ,KO76 ,KO7576
double precision AdvrTo~ales,GROW
double precision CtrVAdd,Accuml
double precision CPCM7576,CPCM75,CPCM76,Disp
double precision ImportsToSales,ExportsToSales
double precision MCDR,MESD2O

character Charln'l ,InputFILNAM'8
WRITE(*,*) 'ENTER NAME (UP TO 8 CHARS) OF INPUT FILE'2
WRITEr(*,) 'YOU WISH TO BE PROCESSED.
READ(*, '(As)') InputFILNAM
OPEN(1,FILE-InputFILNAM,STATUS='OLD' ,ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL',

FORM='FORMATTED' ,POSITION= IPED'

* - ACTION-'READ')
OPEN(2,FILE't'Data~ase' ,STATUS='NEW' ,ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL',

FORM-'FORMATTED',



RWIND~l)
.E WIND(2)

c ~ 'Initiaization Suction
I SIC aO

NCO -0 *

.ipa0.0
MdCDR - 0.0
MAESD2O - 0.0
V~hlplthru4 - 0.0
VShip5thruO a 0.0
VAddlthru4 - 0.0
VAdd5thru8 a 0.0
Emplayesthru4 - 0.0
Emplaocgsthru a- 0.0
E3Tlto4 - 0
ESTto9 - 0
ESTlOtol9 - 0
EST2Oto49 = 0 3

ESTS~to99 a 0
ESTlOOto249 a 0
EST250to499 - 0
ESTOMM99 - 0
EST1000to2499 -0
UST2500orhfore a0
Vghiplt*4 - 0.0
Vshlp5to9 - 0.0
V~hl0tol9 - 0.0
VShip2Oto49 a 0.0
VShip5Oto99 - 0.0
VShiplO0to249 -0.0
VShip25Oto499 a 0.0
V~hip50Oto9" 0.0
VShipOO0to2499 - 0.0
VShip2500orMore =0.0

VAddlto4 z 0.0
VAdd5to9 2 0.0
VAddlOtol9 - 0.0
VAdd2Oto49 - 0.0
VAdd5Oto99 z 0.0
VAddlOOto249 = 0.0
VAdd25Oto499 - 0.0
VAdd500to999 a 0.0
VAddlOO0to2499 - 0.0
VAdd2500orbdore =0.0

NEmplto4 - 0.0



NExnpIto9 -0.0

N~mp2Oto49 =0.0
N~mp6Oto99 u0.0 -
NEmpIOOto249 a 0.0
NEmp250to499 a 0.0
Nlmp5OOto999 a 0.0
NEmnp1000to2499 0.0
NErnp2500orMore - 0.0
Imports a 0.0
Exports 0.0

Payrol76 - 0.0
PayroI175 -0.0
VAdd76 z 0.0
VAdd75 a 0.0
VSkaip77 - 0.0
VShip76 - 0.0
VShip75 = 0.0
V~hlp72 a 0.0
GBVFA76 - 0.0
WWVA75 - 0.0
Item a 0
CtrVShip z 0.0
CtrVAdd -0.0

TtlVAdd =0.0

Ttl~stablishments =0

Accumi a 0.0
UpperEmp, - 0.0
LowwrEmnp 0.0
UpperVAdd =0.0

LowerVAdd =0.0

Increment = 0.0
Increinentlst a0

MID 0.0
MIS *0

CDR *0

CAR - 0
1=0
C4 a 0
K075 - 0.0
K076 a'0.0
K07576 a 0.0
AdvrToSaln = 0.0
ExportsToSales *0.0

ImportsTolales *0.0
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GROW a0.0j RunVAdd - 0.0
RunVShlp = 0.0
Found z=0
CPCM75 - 0.0 4
CPCM76 m 0.0
CPCM7576 x 0.0

C **Input Data Section
read(1 ,ioo) SICDisp,NCO,Payroll76,PayrolI75,

- VAdd76,VAdd75,VShip77,VShip76,VShip75,VShip72,

- VShiplthru4,VShip~thruB,Kmployueslthru4,Employees5thruS,

p VAddthru4,VAdd5thru,Exports,JmportsAdver,

- EST50to499,ESTSOOto999,EST100to2499,EST2500orMore,
- V~hiplto4VMhp5to9,VShiplOtol9,VSip2Oto49,VShip5Oto99,
- VShiplOOto249,VShip25Oto499,V~hip500to9VShiplOOOto2499,

- VShip2500orMore,I- VAddlto4,VAdd5to9,VAddlOtol9,VAdd2Oto49,VAdd5Oto99,
- VAddlOOto249,VAdd250to499,VAdd500to999,VAddO00to2499,
- VAdd25000rMore,
- NEmplto4,NEmp5to9,NEmplOtol9,N~mp2Oto49,NEmp5Oto99,
- N~mplOOto249,N~mp250to499,NEmp00to99,NEmplOOOto2499,

- NEmp25O0orMore
t00 format(14F9.4,15,4P8. 1/,479.1,278.l,1,27.1,2P5.1,276.1,/,

- 2110.1,F7.1,1015,/I07.1,,IOFS.I,,IF6.1)
IF(SIC.eq.0) goto, 55

C Calculate Price-Cost Margin "

IF(VAdd75 .ne.999 .0).and.(VAdd76.ne.99 .O).and.
- (Vghip75.ne.999.0).and.(Vghip76 .ne.999.0).and.
- (VShip75.ne.0.0).and.(VShip76.ne.0.0).and.
- (Payroll75.ne.999.0).and.
- (Payro1176.ne.999.0) then

CPCM75 a (VAdd75-PayroUl75)IVShip75
CPCM76 a (VAdd76-Payrolu76)/VSh1p76
CPCM7576 - (CPCM75 *CPCM76)I2

CPCM75 - 9999.0
CPM7L a99.
CPCM776 a 9999.0

ENDIP
C "'Concentration 1

IF(VShipthru4 .ne.999.0) then
C4 *VShipthru4.01

ELSE -*

C4 u9999.0



Jp.

ENDIF
C ** Calculate Capital/Output Ratio '

IP(GMVA75. no.999.-0). and. (GBVIA76. ne.999 .0). and.
- (Vghlp7S ne.999.0).and.(VShip76.ne.999.0) then Z

1075 a GBVA75fVShip75 -r
K076 - GBVWA76/Vghip76
K07576 - (1075 + [076)/2

ELSE
K075 - 9999.0
1076 a 9999.0
K07576 =99"9.0

ENDI?
C "~Calculate Advertising/Sales Ratio '

IF(Adver. ne. 999.0). and. (VShip77. ne. 99.0) then
AdvrToSales a AdverlVShip77

ELS
AdvrToSales -9999.0

END!?
C Calculate Exports/Sales Ratio

IP(Exports.ne.999.0).and.(VShip77 .no.999.0) then
ExportsToSales, Exports/VShip77

ELSE
ExportsToSales, - 9999.0

ENDIF
C "'Calculate Imports/Sales Ratio "

Il'(Imports.ne999.0).and.(VShip77.ne.999.0) then
lmportsToSales a Imports/VShip77

ELSE
ImportsToaales a 9999.0

END!?
C ** Calculate Percentage Growth "

!?((V~hip77 .ne.999 .0).and.(vship72.ne.999.0)) then
GROW - (VShip77 - V~hp72)/VShip72

ELSE
GROW z 9999.0

END!?

C *~Calculate Cost Advantage Ratio ~
I?(VAddthru4 .ne.999.0).and.H

(VAdd5thru .ne.999.0). and.
(Employeesthru4.ne.999.0).and.

- (Employves5thruB.ne.999.0).and.
- (Employeeslthru4 .ne.0).and.
- (EmployeessthruB.ne.o) then

CAR a (VAddlthru4/Employoeslthru4)/
- (VAdd5thruB/EmployesthruB)

ELSE
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CAR u9999.0

C - * CDaculate Strategic Group Concentration ~

(Vghip~thruB.ne.999.0) then
I m VShiplthru4/(VShiplthru4 + Vghip5thruB)%

I a 9999.0
ENDIF

C 'Load Dispersion index
IP(Dsp.eq.999.0) then

Dlsp - 9999.0

ENDIF vrals~

IF(KSito4.eq.999.0).and.(ES~to9.eq.999.0).and.
(KSTIOtol9.eq.999 .O).and.(EST2to49.eq.999.0).and.
(E5T5to99.eq.999.o).and.(EST100to249.eq.999.O).and.

- (13T250to499.eq.999.O).and.

- (ESTOOto99.eq.999.0).and.
-(ESTI000to2499 .ne.999 .0).and.

- (EST2500orMore.eq.999.0) then
MID -99"9.0
MES *9999.0

CDR "999.0
MCDR - 9999.0
MEOD20 a 0.0
goto 80

ENDIF
IF((V~ilplto4.eq.999 .0).and.(VShip5to9 .eq.999 .0)).or.

- ((Vghip~to9 .eq.999 .0).and.(VghiplOtol9 .eq.9.0)).or. -

- ((VShipIOtol9 .eq.999 .O).and.(V~hip2Oto49 .eq.9"9.0)).or.
- ((vShip2oto49.eq.999.o).and.(vmuip5oto99.eq.999.o)).or.
- ((V~hip6Oto99 .eq.999 .0).and.(VShlplOOto249.eq.999.0)).or.
- ((V~hiplOOto249.eq.999.0).and.(V~hlp250to4"9.eq.9"9.0)).or.
- ((V~hlp250to499 .eq.999 .0).and.(VShIp500to999.eq.999.0)).or.
- ((VghipSOOto999.eq.9"9.O).and.(VShiplOOOto2499 .eq.9.0)).or.
- ((VftipIO00to2499.eq.99.O).and.

- (V~hip25O0orMore.eq.999.o)) then
Accuini a 0I

* MID* 9999.0
MIS *9999.0
Soto 75

ENDIF
IP(VShip77.eq.999.O) then

MID .9999.0

MIS *9999.0

* C -6



4j.

Soto 75
END!?
CtrVShip =VShip77/2

Ttllstablishments a ESTlto,4 + EST5to9 + EST10tol9.
EST2Oto49 + EST5Oto99 + ESTIO0to249 +
EST250to499 + EST5O0to999 + EST1000to2499 + EST2500orMore

c
IF(VShiplto4.ne.999.0) then

RunV~hip = VShiplto4
IF(CtrVShip.le.RunVShip) then

Found a I
I?(VShip5to9 .eq.999 .0) then

MID z VShiplto4/(ESTlto4 + ESTto9)
ELSE

MID =VShiplto4/ESTlto4

END!?
RunV~hip -0

goto 10
END!?

END!?

I?(VShip5to9.n.99.0) then
RunVShip = RunVShip + VShip~to9
IF(CtrVhip.le.RunVShip) then

Found - 2
IF(VShiplOtol9.eq.999.0) then

MID a V~hip5to9I(EST5to9 + ESTl0to!9)

MID - VShip~to9/EST5to9
END!?
RunVShip =RunVShip - VShip~ta9
Soto 10

END!?
ENDIF

II'(VghiplOtol9.ne.999 .0) then
RunVShip a RunVShip + VShipIOtoI9
IW(CtrVhip. le.RunVShip) then

Found a 3
IF(VShip20to49.eq.999.0) then

MID a V~hiplOtol9/(ESTlOtol9 .EST2Oto49)
ELSE

MID a VShiplOtol9/ESTIOtoI9
END!?
RunVShip =RunVShip - VShipIOtoI9
goto 10
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ENDIF *~*

ENDIF

IF(V~hip2Oto49 .ne.999 .0) then
RunVShip - RunVShip + VShip2Ota,49
IP(CtrVShip.le. RunVahip) then

Found a.4
IP(V~hip5Oto99 .*q.999.0) then

MID -VShip2Oto49/(EST20to49 + ESTOto99)
ELSE

MID = VShip2Oto,49/EST2Oto,49
ENDIF
RunV~hip =RunVShip - VShip2Oto49
Soto 10

ENDIF
JENDIF

C
IF(VShip5Oto99 .ne.999 .0) then

RunV~hip = RunVShip + VShip5Oto99
IF(CtrVShip.le.RunVShip) then

Found - 5
IF(VShiplOOto249.eq.999 .0) then

MID = VShip5Oto99/(ESTOto99 + 13Tl00to249)
ElE

MID -VShzpSOto99IEMTOto99
ENDIP
RunVShip z RunVShip - V~hlp5Oto99
goto 10

ENDIF
ENDIF

* C
IF(VMhlplOOto249 .ne.999.O) then

RunV~hip a RunV~hip + VShiplOOto249
IF(CtrVghip.le.RunV~hip) then

Found = 6
IP(VShip250to499.eq .999.0) then

MID uVShipl00to249I(ESTIOOto249 .EST250to499)
ELSE

MID uVShilOOto24W/EST100to249

ENDIF
* RunVShip *RunVihip - V~hiplOOto249

Soto 10
ENDIF

END!?
c

IF(V~hip250to499 .ne.999 .0) then
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RunVShip. RunVShip + VShip25Oto499
IF(CtrVghip. 1e.RunVShip) then

Founda =7

* IP(VShip500to999.nq.999 .0) then
MID x V~hip25Oto49g/(EST25Oto499 + EST500to999)

ElSE
MID a VShip25Oto499/EST250ta499

ENDIF
RunVhip mRunVShip - VShip250to499
goto 10

ENDIF
ENDIF

C
IF(VShip600to999.ne.999.0) then

RunVShip z RunVShip + VShip500to999
IF(CtrVShip.le.RunVShip) then

Found - 8
IF(VSkaiplOOOto2499.eq.999 .0) then

MID - VShip500to99/(ETOOto999 * Et1000to2499)
ELSE

MID = VShip500to999EST5O0to999
ENDIF
RunVShip =RunVShip - VShip5OOto999
goto 10

ENDIF
ENDIF

C
IP(VShiplOOOto2499.ne.999 .0) then

RunVShip a RunVShip + VShipOOOto2499
IF(CtrV~hip.le.RunVMhip) then

Found u9

IF(V~hipOOOto2499 .*q.999.o) then
MID .V~hip1000to2499(ESTlOOOto2499 *EST25000rMore)

ELSE
MID =Vghipl000ta2499/EST1000to2499

ENDIF
RunVhip *RunVShip - VShipIOOOto2499
goto 10

ENDIF
ENDIF

IP(VShip25O0orMore.ne.999 .0) then
RunVShaip a RunVShip + VShip25O0orMore
IF(CtrVghip. le.RunVShip) then

Found a 10
MID *VShip2500orMare/EST2500orMore
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RunVShip -RunVhip - VShip2500orMare
goto 10

ENDIF

C ENDIF

11 RunVShip a RunVShip + MID

Inreen~s =Icrmet~t
IF(RunV~hip.1t.CtrVghip) goto 11
MUS a ((VShip77 - RunVghip)

- /Ttllstablishments - IncromentEst))VShip77

ELSEIF(Found.eq.2) then
IncrementEst - ESTlto4

Incremet~st aIncrementlst+I
12Rngi.1.tVhp - to 12

MUS a ((VShip77 - RunVShip)
/(TtlEstablishments - Incrernentlst))VShip77

ELSEIP(Pound.eq.5) then
IncrementEst a EBTlto4 + EBT~ta9

13 RunVShip a RunVShip + MID
Incrementlst = Incrementlst* 1
IF(RunVShip.1t.CtrVShip) Soto 13
MUS = ((VShip77 - RunVShip)

- /TtlEstablishments - IncrementEst))IVShlp77

ELSEI(ound.eq.4) then

IncrenientEst - EBTlto4 + ESTt*9 E5T1OtoI9
14 ELShipouz RunV~hip + MID

Incremet~st r-IncremuntEst+I
IF(RnV~ip.t.CrV~ip)gato 14

MUS *(~i7 RunV~hlp)
- /Ttllstablishments -IncromentEst))/V~hIP77

ELSEI(Foun.eq.5) then
IncrementEst - EBTlta4 +E5Ttc9 + EBT1Oto19 + EST2Oto49

15 RunVShip 4~i MID
IncrementEst a IncrementEst + 1
IF(RunVShip.lt.CtrVShip) gato 15
MUS a ((VShip77 - RunV~hip)

- /TtlEstablishrnents - IncrementEst))/VShip77
C

ELBEIF(Pound.eq.6) then
Incrementlst *ESTIto4 + EST5to9 + ESTlOtcl9 + EST2Oto49 +

'- 10*



- EST5Oto99

16 RunVShip uRunVShip + MID
Incrementlst r. Increinentlst + 1
IP(RuxaVShip.1t.CtrVShip) goto 16

- MES - ((VShip77 - RunVShip)

/(Ttlstablishments - Incrernentlst))/VShip77 %4

ELSEIF(Found.eq.7) then
Incrementlst - ESTIto4 + ESTto9 + ESTIOto19 + EST20to49.

- MTOto99 + ESTIOOto249
17 RunVShip a RunVShip + MID

Incrementist - Incrementlst4 1
IF(RunVShip.It.CtrVShip) Sao 17
MUS a ((V~hip77 - RunVShip)

- /Ttlstablishments - Incrementlst))VShip77
C

ELSEIF(Found.eq.S) then
Incrementist a ESTlto4 + EST~to9 + ESTIOtol9 + EST2Oto49 +

- EST5Oto99 + EST1O0to249 + E3T250to499
is RunVShip - RunVShip + MID

Incrementlst - Incrementlst + 1
IF(RunV~hip.lt.CtrV~hip) goto 18
MIS = ((VShip77 - RunVShip)

- /Ttllstablishments - Incrementlst))/VShip77
C

ELSEIP(Found-eq.9) then
Incrernentist z ESTlto4 + EST5to9 + ESTlOtol9 + EST2Oto49 +

- ESTOto99 + EST100to249 + EST50to499 + EST500to999
19 RunVShip z RunVShip + MID

Increnientlst z Incrementlst* 1
IF(RunVShip.lt.CtrVShip) goto 19
MIS z ((V~hip77 - RunVShip)

- /Ttlstablishments - Incrementist))/VShip77

KLSEIF(Found.eq. 10) then
Incrementlst z ESTlto4 + EST5to9 + EST1Otol9 + EST2to49 .k

- EST5Oto99 +ESTlO0to249 + EST250to499 + EST50to999 +
- ES3T1000to24"

20 RunVShip z RunVShip + MID
Incrementist z Incrementlst + 1

-IPRunVShipIt.CtrVShip) goto 2

ENDIF
C Calculate MID

MID z MID/V~hip77

C -11
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C Calculate CDR g£

75 l(Vcdt4.q99O.ri.VdCo e.9.).r
75 I((VAdd Ito9 .eq.999 .0). and .(VAddlto9.eq. 999 .0)).or.

- ((VAddlto9.eq.999 .0).and .(VAddOto9 .eq.999 .)).or.
- ((VAddlOtol9 .eq.999 .0).and .(VAdd2Oto499.eq .999.O)).or.
- ((Vkdd5Oto9.eq999 .0).and .(VkddlOOto29.eq.999 .0)).or.
- ((VAddlOOto9.eq.999 .0).and .(VAddOto49.eq.999 .)).or.

((VAdd20to49eq9990)and.CVAdd50to999eq.999O0)).or.

(Vkdd25O0orMare.eq.999.0)) then
CDR - 9999.0IMCDR - 99".0
MXSD20 9999.0
goto 80

ENDIF
TtlVAdd - 0.0
IF(VAddlto4 .ne.999 .0) TtlVAdd aVAddlto4
lF(VAdd5to9.ne.999.0) TtlVAdd a TtlVAdd + VAdd~to9
IF(VAddl~tol9.ne.999.O) TtlVAdd z TtlVAdd + VAddlOtol9

IF(VAdd2Oto49.ne999.0) TtVAdd - TUVAdd + VAdd20to49 3
lF(VAdd50to99.ne.999.) TtIVAdd = TtIVAdd + VAdd50to999
IF(VAdlOOto249.ne.999.0) TtVAdd - TtVAdd + Vdl~o4

- VAddlOO0to2499
IF(VAdd25000rMore.ne.999.O) TtlVAdd =TtIVAdd +

- VAdd2500orMore
CtrVAdd a TtlVAddI2
IF((NEmplto4 .eq.999 .0).and .(N~znp~to9.eq .999 .0)).or.

- ((N~mp~to9 .eq.999 .0).and.(NErnplOtol9 .eq.999 .0)).or.
- ((NEmplOtol9 .eq.999 .0).and.(NEmp2Oto49 .eq.999 .0)).or.
- ((NEmp20to49-eq.999.0).and.(N~lmp5Oto99.eq.999.0)).or-.
- ((N~mp6Oto99 .eq.999 .0).and.(JErplOOto24g .eq.999 .0)).or.
- ((NEmplOOto249 .eq.999 .O).and .(NErnp25Oto499 .eq.999 .0)).oT.
- ((N~mp250to499 .eq.999 .0).and.(NEmp5OOto999 .eq.999 .0)) .or.
- ((NErnp5OOto999 .eq.999 .0).and.(NEmplOOOto2499.eq .999 .0)).or.

- ((N~mplOOoto2499.eq.999 .0).and.
- (NEmp25O0orMore.eq.999.0)) then

CDR it 9999.0
goto 90

ENDIF
TtlNEmp - 0.0
IF(NErnplto4.ne.999.0) TtlNErp -N~mplto4
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Lr(NEmp5to9.ne.999.0J TtlNEmp TtlNEmp + NEmp~to9
IF(NEmplOtol'?.ne.999.0) TtlNEmp =TtINEmp + NEmplOtol9
IF(NEmp20to49.ne.999.0) TtlNEmp TtlNEmp + NEmnp2Oto,49
IF(NEmp5Oto99.ne9990)TtINEmp TtINEmp + NEmp5Oto99

IF(NEmpl50to49.ne.999.0) TtlNErp - TtlNEmp + NEmpI5Oto49
IP(N~mp250to4999ne.999.0) TtINEmp - TtlN~mp + NEmp50to99

IF(NEmplOOOto2499.ne.999.0) TtINEmp - TtINEmp +
NEmptOOOto2499

IF(NEmp2500orMore.ne.999.0) TtINEmp =TtINEmp +
NEmp25O0orMore

fl?(VAddlto4.ne.999.0) then
RunVAdd = VAddlto4
IF(CtrVAdd.Ie.RunVAdd) then

RunVAdd z 0.0
IF(VAdd~to9 .&.999.0) then

Increment uVAdd5to9/(ESTIto4 +ESTto9)

ELSE
Increment =VAddlto4/EST~to4

ENDIF
30 RunVAdd a RunVAdd + Increment

IF(RunVAdd.lt.CtrVAdd) goto 30
Fraction z RunVAdd/VAddlto4
UpperVAdd =TtlVAdd - RunVAdd
LowerVAdd *RunVAdd

LowerErnp =Fraction'* NEmplto4
UpperEmp =TtINEmp - LowerEmp
goto 45

ENDIF
ENDIF

C
IF(VAdd5to9 .ne.999.O) then

RunVAdd = RunVAdd + VAdd5to9
IF(CtrVAdd.le.RunVAdd) then

RunVAdd a RunVAdd - VAdil5to9
MFVAdd5Oto99 .ge.999 .0) then

Increment -VAdd5to9/(ESTto9 +ESTIOtoI9)

ELSE
Increment =VAdd5to9/EST5to9

ENDIF
31 RunVAdd a RunVAdd + Increment

IF(RunVAdd.It.CtrVAdd) goto 31
Fraction a (RunVAdd-VAddlto4)/(VAdd~to9)
UpperVAdd =TtIVAdd - RuriVAdd
LowerVAdd aRunVAdd

LowerEmp -(Fraction NEmp5to9) + NEmplto4

C -13
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UpperEznp -TtINErnp - LowerEmnp
Soto 45

ENDI?
ENDI?

C
IF(VAddlOtol9.ne.999.0) then

RunVAdd - RunVAdd + VAddlOtol9
IF(CtrVAild.le.RunVAdd) then

RunVAdd - RunVAdd - VAddlOtoI9

IF(VAdd5Oto99.ge .999 .0) then
Increment = VAddlOtol9/(ESTlOtol9 +EST2Oto49) 2
EncSEmet=Vdltl/SIt
EnDreen P~d~o9/SItl

32 R uN VD d u VId + In r m n
32 FRunVAdd t.CRuVAdd +ot 32reen

IF(rain (1tCruVAddV Soto4- 32 o)(Vdl~og
Fprao - TtlVAdd - RunoVAddto/Vdltl9
LowerVAdd = tV RunVAdd
LowerV~dnp =(racn 'Nml~o9e dpto dml
UpperEmp = (Ftion * LoEmpo9 ~pt9Nml
goto~m 45 ~ p owrm
SoND!4

ENDI?
CPDI

IVd2t4 ne99.)te
RuVAdd = RnV.9 . thenOo4
JF(CtVAdd =leRunVAdd) then20o4

RunCtVAdd = .RunVAdd) then2Oo4
R?(VAddt9 =.990 thend-V~d0t4
IncremenOt9=.Ve9dd2O)th4/eTOo9+ETOo
nLSemetzVd2t4/ET0o9+ET0o9

IncEmet-Vd2t4/S2t
EnDrmn!Vd2to9ET2t?

33 RunVDd uVId+Inrmn
53 RAcumi~ = Acumi~d Increment

IF(RunV =A..ctrVmd +goret3
F(rcin -Accuml)(VAdd oto43
Fprcin A cuxl/VAdd2 ton9)
LowerVAdd = UV- RunVAdd
LowerV~mp = (racn 'NmpOo4) drpdtl

NoeEmpo a (Fracto4 ~pOo9)Nmltl
UpeEmp * Tt+NExp - ow4 m

goto~m 45 ~ p owrm
ENDo!4

END?
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C
IF(VAdd5Oto99 .ne.999 .0) then

RunVAdd - RunVAdd + VAdd5Oto99
JF(CtrVAdd .le.RunVAdd) then *-

RunVAdd - RunVhdd - VAdd5Oto99
IF(VAddlOOto249 .ge.999 .0) then

Increment a VAddSOto99/(ESTOto99 + 1Tl00to249)
ELSE

Increment = VAdd5Oto99/ESTOto99
ENDI?

34 RunVAdd = RunVAdd + Increment
Accumi - Accumi + Increment
IF(RunVAdd.lt.CtrVAdd) Loto 34
Fraction a (AccumI)/(VAdd50to99)
UpperVAdd - TtlVAdd - RunVAdd
LowerVAdd = RunVAdd
LowerEmp a (Fraction * NEmp5Oto99) + NEmp2Ot*49 +

NEmplOtoI9 + NEmp5to9 + NEmplto4
UpperEmp =TtlNEmp - LowerEmp
goto 45

ENDIF
ENDIF

C
IF(VAuldlOOto249.ne.999.0) then

RunVAdd - RunVAdd + VAddIOOto249
IF(CtrVAdd.le.RunVAdd) then

RunVAdd = RunVAdd - V~ddlOOto249
IF(VAdd25Oto499 .gv.999 .0) then

Increment = VAddIOOto249/(EST100to249 + EST25Oto49?)
ELSE

Increment = VAdd50to99/EST50to99
ENDIF

35 RunVAdd - RunVAdd + Increment
Accumi a Accurni + Increment
IF(RunVAdd.lt.CtrVAdd) goto 5
Fraction z (AccumI)(VAddlOOto249)
UpperVAdd =TtlVAdd - RunVAdd
LowerVAdd *RunVAdd

LawerErnp *(Fraction * NEmpIOOto249) + Nlmp5Oto99 +
NEmp2Oto49 + NEmpIOtoI9 + NEmp5to9 + N~mpIto4

UpperEmp -TtlNEmp - LowerEmp
goto 45

ENDI?
ENDIP

C
IF(VAdd250to499.ne.999.0) then
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RunVAdd uRunVAdd + VAdd25Ot*499
IF(CtrVAdd .le.RunVAdd) then

RunVAdd z RunVAdd - VAdd250to49
IP(VAdd500to999 .Sw.9"~.0) then

Increment =VAdd250to499I(E3T250to499 + ESTO~to999)
Ef.LSE

Increment *VAdd25Oto499/EST250to,499

ENDIF
36 RunVhdd u RunVAdd + Increment

Accumi z Accuml + Increment

IF(RunVAdd.lt.CtrVAdd) Sato 369
UpperVAdd a TtJVAdd - RunVAdd
LowerVAdd u RunVAdd
Lowerimp a (Fraction 8 NEmnp25Oto499) + NEmplOOto249 +

NEmp5Oto99 + NEmp2Oto49 + Nlmp l~to19 + Nimp 5to9 +

UpperEmp =TtINEmp - LowerEmp
Iota 45

ENDIF
ENDIF

C
IF(VAdd50Oto999.n..999 .0) then

RunVAdd x RunVAdd + VAdd5O~to99
IF(CtrVAdd.le.RuuVAdd) then II

RunVAdd a RunVAdd - VAdd500to9"
IF(VAtdl000to2499.ge.999.O) then

Increment aVAdd500to9"A/EST50to999 + ESTl000ta2499)
ELSE

Increment VAdd5OOto9"ET5OOto99
ENDIF

37 RunVAdd aRunVAdd + Increment
Accumi = Accumi + Increment
IF(RunVAdd.1t.CtrVAdd) Soto 37
Fraction z (Accuml)/(VAdd5OOto999)
UpperVAd TtlVAdd - RunVAdd
LowerVAdd uRunVAdd

LowerEmp -(Fraction *NEmp500to999) + NEmp25Oto499
+ NEmpIOOto249 eNEmp5Oto99 + NEmp2Oto49 +
Nimp l~tol9 + NEmp 5to9 + Nlrnplto,4

Upperimp -TtlNEmp - LowerEmp
Soto 45

ENDIF
ENDIF

C
lF(VAddl00Oto2499.ne.999.0) then

C -16
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RunVAdd =RunVAdd + VAddlOO0to2499
IF(CtrVAdd.le. RunVAdd) then

RunVAdd z RunVAdd - VAddlOO0to2499
IF(VAdd25OOorMore.ge.999 .0) then

Increment z VAddlO00to2499/(ESTIOO0to2499
+ EST2500orMore)

ELSE
Increment a VAddlOO0to2499/EST1OO0to2499

ENDIF
38 RunVAdd a RunVAdct + Increment

Accumi = Accumi.+ Increment
IF(RunVAdd.lt.CtrVAdd) goto 38
Fraction - (Accum)/(VAddIO00to2499)
UpperVAdd *TtIVAdd - RunVAdd
LowerVAdd =RunVAdd

LowerEmp Ps (Fraction * NEmplOOOtoZ499) + NEmp500to999 +
NEmp250to499 + NEmplOOto249 4NEmp5Oto99 +
NEmp2Oto49 4NEmp l~tol9 + NEmp 5to9 + NEmplto4

UpperEmp =TtINEmp - LowerEmp
goto 45

ENDIF
END!!?

C
RunVAdd =RunVAdd + VAdd25O0orMore
IF(CtrVAdd.le. RunVAdd) thenWs

RunVAdd - RunVAdd - VAdd2500orMore
Increment = VAcld2500orMore/EST2500orMore .

39 RunVAdd aRunVAdd + Increment
Accuml = Accurni + Increment
IF(RunVAdd.lt.CtrVAdd) Soto 39
Fraction a (AccumI)/(VAdd25OOorMore)
UpperVAdd =TtlVAdd - RunVAdd
LowerVAdd -RunVAdd

LowerEmp - (Fraction * NEmp25O0orMore) + N~mplOOOto2499 +
NEmp500to999 + NEmp25Oto499 + NEmplOOto249 + NEmp5Oto99 +
NEmp2Oto49 4NEmp l~tol9 + Nimp 5to9 + NEmplto4

UpperErnp - TtlNEmp - LowerErnp
goto 45

ENDIF
C
45 CDR -(LowerVAdd/LowerEmp)/(UpperVAdd/UpperEmp)

IF(CDR.lt.0 .75) then
MCDR = MID

ELSE J
MCDR - 0.0
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ENDI?
ELSE

MCDR =9999.0
* ENDIF

IF(MES.ne.9999.0) then
IF(CDR.lt.0.80) then

MESD20 z MES

% MESD20 0.0
ENDIF

ELSE
MESD20 a 9999.0

ENDIF
so write(2,101) SIC,Disp,CPCM7576,CPCM75,CPCM76,

- C4,MID,MES,CDR,CAR,I,K075,K076,
- K07576,AdvrTo~ales,GROW,NCO,VShip75,VShip76,
- Payroll75,Payrol76,VAdd75,VAdd76,
- ImportsTo~ales,ExportsToSales,MCDR,MS20

101 format(I4,5F10 .4,/,4710 .4,/,6F10 .4,15,/,6F10.2,/,4F10.4)
write(*,*) SIC

* goto I
55 STOP

end
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program rT~bbug

IMPLICIT NONE
double precision PTCCode75,TCCode76,Partlat75,Partftat76
double precision CoverRat75,Covrlat76
double precision Speclzftat75,Speclulat76 E
double precision PPE75Acqd5,PPE75Acqd5ToO
double precision PPE75AcqdlOTo2O,PPE75Acqd2OPlus
double precision PPE76Acqd5,PPEC76Acqd5TolO
double precision PPE76AcqdlOTo2OPPE76Acqd2OPlus
double precision LBADV76,LBADV75,LBADV7576
double precision KOftc75,KOftc76,KOftc7S76
double precision LURD75,LBRD76,LBRD7576
double precision DeprTo~aes75,DeprToSales76,DeprToSales7576
double precision LBOPI75,LD0P176,LB0P17576
double precision LBCU75,LBCU76,LBCU7576
double precision PCM75,PCM76,PCM7576
double precision AEJPCM75AdJPCM476,AdJPCM7576

double precision DerPCM75,DerPCM76,DerPCM7576
double precision LBASS75,LBASS76,LBASS7576
double precision GenAdminToSales76,GenAdminToSales76i
integer SIC
integer CensusCodel,CensusCode2,CensusCode3,CensusCode4
integer CensusCode5 ,NunberCompanies75,NumberCompanes76

integer MedAdvExp75,MedAdvExp76
integer MedAdvlxpNonTrac75,MedAdvlzpNonTrac76
integer OthrSelltxpNonTrac75,OthrSellExpNonTrac76
integer OthrSeULlxpTrac75,Othrell~xpTrac76
integer OthrSelIExp75,OthrSeII~xp76
integer Sales74,Sales75,Sales76
integer GeneralAndAdminTrac75
integer GoneralAndAdminTrac76
integer GeneralAndAdminNonTrac75
integer GeneralAndAdminNonTrac76
integer GeneralAndAdmin75
integer GeneralAndAdmin76
integer GrossPlantPropEquipTrac75,GrossPlantPropEquipTrac76
integer GrossPlantPropEquipNonTrac75
integer GrossPlantProplqupNonTrac76
integer GrossPlan tPropEquip75
integer GrossPlantPropEquip76
integer InvenLastYearTrac75,InvenLastYearTrac76
integer InvenLastYear75,InvenLastYear7fi
integer InvenLastYearNonTrac75,InvenLastYearNonTrac76
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integer InvenLastYear~onTrac75,lnvmnLastYearNonTrac76
integer InvwnThisYearTrac75,InvnThisYearTrac76
integer InvenThisYear75,InvenThisYear76
integer InvwnThisY*arNonTrac75,InvenThisYearNonTrac76
integer PayroII75,Payroll76
integer MaterialsUsed75,MaterialsUsed76
integer RandD75,RandD76
Integer Depr75,Depr76
integer Operatinglncome75,Operatinglncome76
integer AllOtherAssetsTrac75,AllOtherAssetsTrac76
integer AllOtherAssets75,AIlOtkherAssets76
integer AlOthrAssetsNonTrac75,A11OtherAssetsNonTrac76
integer Deltalnventory75,Deltalnventory76
OPEN(1,ILE-'FTC75 ,STATUS-IOLD' ,ACCESS-'SEQUENTIAL',

FORM.A'PORMATTKLD' ,POSITION='APPEND',
ACTIONWREAD)

OPEN(2,PILEu'FTC76 ,STATUS-'OLD' ,ACCESS-'SEQUENTIAL',
PORM='FORMATTED ,POSITION='APPEND',
ACTIONREAD')

OPEN(3,FILE='FTCDataflase' ,STATUS-=NEW' ,ACCESSSEQUENTIALl,
FORM=PFORMATTED',
ACTION-'WRITE')

REWIND (1)
REWIND (2)
REWIND (3)
SIc -O
CensusCodel z 0
ConsusCode2 = 0

Census~de3 a

CensusCode5 - 0
CensusCade4 - 0 *'

CNubCoe5ane7 z
NumberCompanies76 a 0
NMerdoprani7 m 0
MedAdvlxp~Trac75 0

ModAdv~xp75 a 0
MedAdvlxpTrac76 - 0
MedAdvlzpNonTrac76 - 0
MedAdvExp76 a 0
Othr~ell~xpTrac75 a 0
OthrSvIIExpNonTrac75 - 0
OthrSellF~xpNonTrac76 - 0
OthrSel1ExpTrac76 - 0
OthrSvII~xp75 a 0
OthrSulI~xp76 - 0
81les75 *0
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Sales74 - 0
Sales76 a 0
GeneralAndAdminNonTrac7 a 0
GeneralAnd~dminTraM7 a 0

* GoneralAnd~dminTrac76 a 0
GoneralAndAdmin75 a 0
GencralAndAdmin76i a 0
Gencral~nd~dmlnNonTrac76 a 0
GenAdminTolas75 a 0.0
GonAdminToafles76 a 0.0
GenAdminTo~aes7576 a 0.0
GrossPlantPropgquipTrac7s o
GzossPlantProplquipNonTrac75 a 0
GrassPlantProplquipTrac76 -0
GrOss~lantProplquipNonTrac76 a 0
GrossPlantProplquip75 a 0
GrossPlantPropkquip76 - 0
InvenLastyearTrac75 z 0
InvenLastYear~onTrac75 a 0
JnvwnLastY~arTrac76 a 0
InvinLastYear~onTrac76i a 0
JnvenThisYear~onTrac75 a 0
JnvwnThisY~arTrac75 a 0
JnvenThisYearTrac76 - 0
InvfnThisYearNonTrac76 *0

InvwnLastYear75 a 0
InvenLastYear76 = 0
JnvwnThisY~ar76i z 0
InvenThisYear75 a 0
Payro1175 * 0
Payro1I76 a 0
MaterialsUsed76 a 0
MaterialsUsed75 a 0
RandD75 * 0
RandD76 * 0
Depr7S a 0
Depr 76 - 0
Operatingincome75 - 0
Operatinglcom@76 a 0
AlIOtherAssetsTrac75 = 0
AUlOtherAssetsNonTrac75 a 0
AflOtherAsugtsTrac76 - 0
AUlOtIITAssatsNoUTrac76 - 0
AllOtheTAssets76 a 0
AMlOtherAssets75 a 0
Deltalnventory75 0



I..
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Deltalnventory76 = 0
FTCCode75 u 00.00
PartRat75 - 0.0
CoverRat75 a 0.0
SpeclzRat75 - 0.0
FTCCode76 - 0.0
PartRat76 = 0.0
CoverRat76 0.0
SpeclzRat76 a 0.0
PPE75Acqd5 * 0.0
PPE75Acqd5TolO = 0.0
PPr75AcqdOTo2O a 0.0
PPE75Acqd2OPlus a 0.0
PPE76Acqd5 = 0.0
PPE76AcqdSTolO = 0.0

PPE76AcqdlOTo2O = 0.0
PPE76Acqd20Plus a 0.0
LBADV75 = 0.0
LBADV76 = 0.0
LBADV7576 a 0.0
KOftc75 = 0.0
KOftc76 - 0.0
KOftc7576 = 0.0

LBRD75 = 0.0
LBRD76 - 0.0
LBRD7576 = 0.0
DeprToSalesT5 z 0.0
DeprToSales76 = 0.0

DeprToSales7576 0.0
LBOP175 - 0.0
LBOP176 = 0.0
LBOP17576 - 0.0

LBCU75 - 0.0
LBCU76 - 0.0

LBCU7576 = 0.0
LBCU75 a 0.0
LBCU76 - 0.0
LBCU7576 - 0.0

PCM75 a 0.0
PCM76 a 0.0
PCM7576 - 0.0
AdJPCM75 a 0.0
AdJPCM76 z 0.0
AcUPCM7576 a 0.0
DerCM75 a 0.0
DerPCM76 - 0.0 "
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DerPCM7576= 0.0
LBASS75 a 0.0
LBASS76 a 0.0 .~

LBASS7576 a 0.0
read(l.101) PTCCade75.Cnsus~oelCensusCode2,CensusCode3,

-CensusCode4,CensusCode5,NumberCompanies75,PartRat75,

-SpeclzRat75,Cowrlat75S3ales75,

-Sales74,

-MedAdvfxpTrac75,MedAdvExpNonTrac75,

-OthrSellExpTrac75,OthrSeliEXpNonTrac75,

-Gentrai~ndAdminTrac75,

-GeneralAndAdminNonTrac75,

-Operatinglncome75,

-GrossPlantPropgquipTrac75,

-GrossPlantProplquipNonTrac75,

-InvwnThisYearTrac75,InvenmlsYear~onTrac75, -

-InvenLastYearTrac75lnvenLastYear~onTrac75,

-AllOtherAssetsTrac75,AllOtherAssets~onTrac75,

-Payroll75,MaterlalsUsed75,Depr75,

-RandD75,PPIC75Acqd5,PPEC75Acqd5TolO,

-PPE75AcqdlOTo2OPPEC75Acqd2OPlus

101 PORMAT(F5 .2,515,13,316.1,219,/,7I8,/,9I8,I,19,2I8,4F5 .1)
IP(PTCCode75.eq.0.o) goto 150
read(2,102) PTCCoe76CensusCadel,CensusCode2,CensusCode3,

-CensusCode4,CensusCode5,NumberCompanies76,Partflat76,

- SpeciRat76,CoverRat76i,Sales76i,
-MedAdv~xpTrac76,MedAdvlxpNanTrac76,

-Othr~ell~xpTrac76i,OthrgelllxpNonTrac76,

-GeneralAndAdminTrac76,

- GentralAndAdmin~anTrac76,
- Operatinglncome76,
- GrossllantProp~quipTrac76,
- GrossPlantProplquip~onTrac76,
- InvenThisYearTrac76,IvenThisYear~onTrac76,
- Invwn~stYearTrac76,InvenLastYear~onTrac76,

-AllOtherAssetsTrac76,AliOtherAssets~onTrac76,

-PayroIl76,MaterialsUsed76,Depr76,

-RandD76,PPE76Acqd5,PPEC76Acqd5TolO,

- PP76AcqdlOTo2O,PPK76Acqd2OPlus
102 FORMAT(15.2,515,13,3P6. 1 ,19,,7IS,I,9IS/,9,2I8 415.1)

IP(PTCCade75.eq.PTCCade76).and.(CensusCode2.nq.o) then
SIC aCensusCadel

C
C Media Advertising Expense ~

I1((MedAdvlxpTrac76.eq A3W"9).5nd.
- (MedAdv~ZpNonTrac7.eq.99"99)) then
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MedAdv~Zp76 * 9"99
ELSE

1P(MedAdv~xpTrac76.eq.99999) MedAdvlxpTrac76 0
* IP~l(MeAdvEzp~onTrac76.uq999) MedAdv~xpNonTrao76 0 ~

M4edAdv~xp7fi - MedAdvExpTrac76 + MedAdvlxpNonTrac76
END!?

* !PI((MedAdvlXpTrac75 .eq.99999).and.
- (MedAdvzxp~anTrac75.eq.999999)) thien

MedAdvlxp75 * 9999
ELSE

l?(MedAdv~xpTrac75.eq.9""99) MedAdvExpTrac75 *0k. !?(MedAdvlxpNonTrac75.q.9"999) MedAdvExpNonTrac75 =0

MedAdvlxp75 =MedAdvExpTrac75 + MedAdvlxpNonTrac75
END!?

C General and Administrative Expenses
I?((GeneralAndAdminTrac76.eq .999).and.

- (GeneralAndAdmlnNonTrac76 .eq.999999)) then
GeneralAndkdmln76 a 999

I?(GeneralAndAdminTrac76.eq.99999) then
GentralAndAdznlnTrac76 ft0

END!?
IJ'(General And AdminNonTrc76.eq.99""9) then

GencralAndAdinnNonTrac76 - 0
END!?
GeneralAnlAdmnln76 a GentralAndAdmlnTrac76 +

- GeneralAndAdzulnNonTrao76
ENDI?
1P((GeneralAndAdminTrac75 .eq.999999).and.

- (GenaralAndAdmin~onTrac75 .eq.999999)) then
GeneralAndAdznin75 - 9999

ElE
1?(GeneralAndAdminTrac75 .eq.999999) then

GeneralAndAdinnTrac75 a 0
END!?
I?(GeneralAndAdminNonTrac75 .eq.999999) then

GeneralAndAdminfonTraM7 a 0
END!?
GeneralAndAdmln75 a GeneralAndAdminTrac75 +

- GeneralAndAdminNonTrac75
ENDI?

C ' General Administrative To Sales Ratio
I?(Sales75 .ne.9999999) then

GenAdxninToSales75 = DDL(GenralAndAdmin75)/Sales75
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ELSE

GenAdminToSales75 =9999.0

ENDIF
IF(Bales76 .ne.99999999) then

GenAdminToSales76 aDBLE(GeneralAndAdminV6/Sales76
ELSE .

GenAdminToSales76 = 9999.0
ENDIF
IF(GenAdminTo~ales75. ne. 9999. 0). and.

(GenkdminToSales76.ne.9999.0) then
GenAdminTo~ales7576 =(GenAclminToSales75 +
GnAdminToSales76)/2

ELSE
GenAdminTo~ales7576 =9999.0

ENDIF
C
C Gross Plant, Property, and Equipment ~

IF((GrossPlantPropEquipTrac75 .eq.999999).and.
(GrossPlant~ropEquipNonTrac75.eq.9999999)) then
GrossPlantPropEquip75 = 99999

ELSE
IF(GrossPlantPropEquipTrac75 .eq.9999999) then

GrassPlantPropEquipTrac75 a 0
ENDIF

IF(GrossPlantPropEquipNonTrac7l .eq.9999999) then
GrossPlantProplquipNonTrac75 - 0

ENDIF
GrossPlantPropEquip75 = GrossPlantPropEquipTrac75 +

GrossPlantPropEquipNonTrac75
ENDIF
IF((GrossPlantPropEquipTrac76 .eq.9999999).and.

(GrossPlantPropEquipNonTrac76.eq.9999999)) then
GrossPlantPropEquip76 - 9999999

ELSE
IF(GrossPlantPropEqulpTrac76 .eq.9999999) then
GrossPlantPropEquipTrac76 a 0

ENDIF
IF(GrossPlantPropEquipNonTrac76 .eq.9999999) then

GrossPlantPropEquipNonTrac76 = 0
ENDIF
GrassPlantPropEquip76a GrossPlantPropEquipTrac76. +5
GrossPlantPropEquipNonTrac76

ENDIF
c
C ~ Inventories

IF((InvmnThisYearTrac75 .eq.9999999).and.
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(InvenThisYear~onTrac75 .eq.9999999)) then
InvmnThisYear75 - 9999999

Ip(InvenThisYearTrac75 .eq.9999999) InvenThisYearTrac75 0
IF(InvenThisYearNonTrac75 .eq.9999999) then

InvenThisYearNonTrac75 a 0
ENDIF
InvenmlisYcar75 a InvenThisYearTrac75 +

InvenThisYcarNonTrac75
ENDIF
IF((InvenThisYearTrac76 -eq .9""99). and.

(InvwnThisYear~onTrac7.eq.999999)) then
InvenThisYcar76 - "99999

ELSE
IP(InvwnThisYearTrac76 .eq.9999999) InvenThisYearTrac76 =0

IF(InvenThisYearNonTrac76.eq.9999999) then
InvenThisYear~onTrac76 - 0

ENDIP
InvenmisYear76 = InvenThisYearTrac76 +

InvenThisYear~onTrac76
ENDIF
IFl((InvenLastYearTrac75 .eq.9999999).and.

(InvenLastYear~onTrac75 .eq.9999999)) then
InvenLastYear75 = 9999999

ELSE
IF(InvenLastYearTrac75eq.9999999) InvenLastYearTrac75 *0

IFl(InvenLastYear~anTrac75 .eq.9999999) then
InvenLastYeaTNonTrac75 - 0

? ENDIF
InvenLastYear75 - InvenLastYearTrac75 +

InvenLastYearNonTrac75
ENDI?
!F((!nvenLastYearTrac76 .eq.9999999).and.

(InvenLastYearNonTrac76 .eq.9999999)) then
InvenLastYear76 z 9999999

ELSE
IF(InvenLastYearTrac76 .eq.9999999) InvenLastYearTrac76 0
IF(InvenLastYearNonTrac?6 .eq.9999999) then

InvenLastYear~onTrac76 u0

ENDI?
InvenLastYear76 *InvenLastYearTrac76 +

InvenLastYearNonTrac76
ENDIF

C Other Assets
IF((AlOtherAssetsTrac75.eq .9999999).and.
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- (AllOtherAssetsNonTrac75.eq .9999999)) then
All~therAssets75 a9999999

ELSE
IF(AllOtherAssetsTrac75 .eq.9999999) then

AllOtherAssetsTrac75 = 0
ENDIF
IF(AllOtherAssets~onTra75.eq.9999999) then

AllOtherAssetsNonTrac75 =0
* ENDIF

AllOtherAssets75 *All~therAssetsTrac75 +
- AllOtherAssetsNonTrac75

ENDIF
IF(AllOtherAssetsTrac76 .eq.9999999).and.

- (AlUOtherAssetsNonTrac76.eq .9999999) then
AllOtherAssets76 z 9999999

ELSE
IF(All~therAssetsTrac76 .eq.9999999)

- AllOtherAssetsTrac76 - 0
IF(AllOtherAssets~onTrac76 .eq.9999999)

- AllOtherAssetsNonTrac76 a 0
AllOtherAssets76 = All~ttxeTAssetsTrac76 +

AllOtherAssetsNonTrac76
ENDIF

C
C AdvertiainzlSalts Ratio

IF((MedAdvExp76. ne.999999). and.
- (Bales76.ne.99999999)) then

LBADV76 = DBL(MedAdvExp76)/DBLE(Sales76)
ELSE

LBADV76 - 9999.0
ENDIF
IF((MedAdv~xp75 .ne.999999). and.

- (Sales75.ne.99999999)) then
LBADV75 -DDLE(MedAdv~xp75)/DBLE(Sales75)

ELSE
LBADV75 z 9999.0

ENDIF

IF(LDADV75. .n.9999 .0). andi.(LBADV76 .ne.9999 .0) then
LBADV7576 (LBADV75 + LBADV76)/2j

LBADV7576 =9999.0

ENDIF

C ~ Capital Output Ratio ~
IF((GrossPlantPropgquip75.no.9999999).and.

- (Bales75.ne.99999999)) then
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KOftc75 = DBLE(GrossPlantPropEquip75)/DDLE(Sales75)
ELSE

KOftc75 = 9999.0
ENDIF
IF((GrossPlantPropEquip76 .ne.9999999).and.

(Sales76.ne.99999999)) te
KOftc76 = DBLE(GrossPlantPropEquip76i)/DBLE(Sales76)

KOftc76 - 9999.0
ENDIF
IF(KOftc76 .ne.9999 .0).and .(KOftc75.ne.9999 .0) then

K~ftc7576 = (KOftc75 + KOftc76)/2
ELSE

K~ftc7576 - 9999.0
ENDIF

C
C R & DISales Ratio

IP(RandD75. ne. 9999999). and. (Sales75 .ne.99999999) then
LBRD75 -DL(RandD75)/DD3LE(Sales75)

ELSE
LBRD75 =9999.0

ENDIF
1F(RandD76 .n..9999999).and.(Bales76.no.99999999) then

LBRD76 = DDI.E(RandD76)/D9LE(Sales76)
ELSE

LBRD76 - 9999.0
ENDIF
IF(LBRD75.no.9999 .0).and.(LBRD76.no.9999 .o) then

LBRD7576 st (LBRD75 + LBRD76)/2
ELSE

LBRD7576 - 9999.0
ENDIF

C
C ~ DeprToSales

IF(DeprTalales75. ne.9999999). and. (Bales75. ne.99999999) then
DeprTogales75 - DBLE(Depr75)/DDLI(Sales75)

ELSE
DwprToSalws75 - 9999.0

ENDIF
IF(DepTTo~ales76 .ne.9999999).and.(Sales76 .ne.99999999) then

DeprTo~ales76 - DDLE(Depr76)/DBLE(Sales7E.)
ELSE

DeprToSales76 a 9999.0
ENDIF I
IF((DeprTo~ales75. ne. 9999. 0). and.
(DeprTo~ales76.ne.9999.0)) then
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DeprToSales7576 =(DeprToSales75 + DeprToSales76)/2
E 

4

DeprToSales,7576 a9999.0

ENDIF
C .

C' Operating Income/Sales '

IF((Operatinglncome75 .ne.999999).and.
(Bales75.ne.99999999)) then
LBOP175 - DDLE(Operatinglncome75)/DBLE(Sales75)

ELSE
LBOP175 a9999.0

ENDIP
IP((Operatinglncome76 .ne.999999).and.Ii (Sales76.ne.999999)) then

LBOP176 = DBLE(Operatinglncomne76)DDLE(3ales76)
ElSE

LBOP176 - 9999.0
ENDIF
IF(LBOPI75.ne.9999 .0).and.(L30P176 .ne.9999 .0) then

r LBOP17576 a (LBOPI75 + LBOPI70i/2
ELSE

LBOP17576 - 9999.0
ENDIP

C
C *'Capacity Utilization S

IF(Sales75. ne.99999999). and .(Sales74. ne.99999999) then
LBCU75 =DBLE(Sales75)/DBLE(Sales74)

EL.SE
LBCU75 =9999.0

ENDIF
IF(Sales76 .ne.99999999).and.(Sales75 .ne.999999) then

LDCU76 z DBL(Sales76)/DDLE(Sales75)
ELSE

LBCU76 a 99"9.0
ENDIF
I7(LBCU75.ne.9999 .0).anl.(LBCU76.ne.9999.0) then

LBCU7576 =(LDCU75 + LBCU76)/2
ELSE

LBCU7576 =9999.0

ENDIF
IF(LDCU75.gt.I) LDCU75 - 1
I7(LBCU76.gt.1) LBCU76 -
IF(LDCU7576.gt.1) LBCU7576 I

C
C ***Change In Inventories***

IF((InvenThisYear75 .ne.9999999).and.
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(InvenLastYear75.ne.9999999)) then -Innaser7

DeltalnventarV75 = 999
ENDIP

- IP((lnvenThasYear76 .ne.9999999).and.
(InvenLastY~arTra7i.n.999999)) then
Deltalnventory7b a InvenThisYear7b - InvenLastYear76 pIELSE
Deltalnventory76 999

I.ENDIP -

C
C ''Assets/Sales ~

IP((GrossPlantPropEquip75 .ne.9999999).and.
- (Deltalnventory75 .ne.999).and.

(AllOtherAssets75.ne.9999999).and. te

- LBASS75 z DDLE(GrossPlantPropEquip75 +
Deltalnventory75 + AllOtherAssets75)

- (DDLEC(LBCU75)/DBLE(Sales75))p ELSE
LBASS75 - 9999.0

ENDIPL. IF(GrossPlantPropEquip76.ne.9999999).and.
- (Delta~nventory76 .ne.999).and.
- (AliOtherAssets76.ne.9999999).and.
- (LBCU76 .ne.999).and.(Sales76 .ne.99999999)) then

LBASS76 - DDLE(GrossPlantProplquip76 +
- Deltalnventory76 + AllOtherAssets76)
- (DBLE(LDCU76)/DBLE(Sales76))

ELSE

LBASS7 99 .0).n.LAS6n.99.)te

ENDIP

C
C ~ 'Price-Cost Margin ~

lP((Sales76 .ne. 99999999). and.
- (MaterialsUsed76 .ne.99999999).and.
- ~(Payro1176 .ne.9999999).and.(Deltalnventor-y76 .ne.999)
- .and.(Sales76.ne.99999999)) then

PCM76 a DBLE(Sales76 - MaterialsUsed76 - Payroll76 -

- DeltalnventoryV6/DDLE(Sales76)
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PCM76 =9999.0
ENDIF
IP((Sales76 .ne.999"9999).and.

- (MaterialsUsed7l .ne.9999999).and.
- (Payroll7S .ne.9999999).and.(Dltalnventory75 .n..999).and.
-(sals75.n.ww9,,)) the

PCM75 - DDLE(alus75 - MaterialsUsed75 - PayroU75 -

- Deltalnvmntory75)/DDBLE(S1:75) tn

E=S
PCM757 z 9999.0

ENDIF

- (LDR75.ne.9999 .0).and.(Depr6oaaes759. tno.990)t
APCM75 - PCM76 + LDAD75 -LR75-Dp/o2e7

APCM756 9999.0
ENDIF

p F~(PCM75.no.999.0).and.(LDADV76 .nh.9999 .0).and.
- (LBRD76 no.9999.0).and.(DeprTo~alos76 no.9999.0)) then

AdjPCM75 - KM75 - LBADV75 - LBRD75 - DeprToSales75
ELSE

AdjPCM76 a 9999.0
ENDIP
IF((PCM76.n.9999.0).and.(LBADV76n.9999.0).and.
(LBRD76.n.9999.0).and.(DeprTasaes75.n.9999 .0)) then
AdJPCM776 a KM77 - LBADV576 - LBRD77 -ero~lsf

AdjPCM767 - 9999.0

I7((PCM757.ne.9999.0).and.(LADV757no.9999 .0).and.
-(LDRD757in.999.0).and.(DeprToSals75.ne.9999.0))then

AdoPCM757 = KCM757 - LBADV75 - LBRD75 7 - -roae7
- Gonr~aadme~s7575

ELSE1hcJK 7769".
ENDIF

c. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - .
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ELSE
DerPCM75 z99"9.0

END!!?
IF((PCtd76.no.9999 .0).and.(LDADV76. no.9999 .0).and.

- (LBRD76. ne.9999 .0). and .(D~prToSales76.ne99"9.0).and.
- (GeneralAndAdmin76.ne.9999 .0).and.
- (Sales76.ne.9999999)) then

DerPCM76 a PCM76 - LBADV76 - LBRD76 - DeprToSalos7b -

- GonAdxninToSales76
ELSE

DerPCM75 =9999.0

ENDI?
IF((CM7576 .ne .9999 .0).and.(LBADV7576 .ne.9999.O). and.

- (LDRD7576.ne.9999 .O).and.(DeprToales7576.ne.9999.0)) then
DrPCM7576 = PCM7576 - LBADV7576 - LBRD7576 -

- DeprTo~ales7576 - GonAdminTo~ales7576
ELSE

DerPCbM75 z "99.0
END!?

C ''output E
write(3,103) SIC,LBADV76,LDADV75,LBADV7576Koftc75,KOftc76,

- KOftc7576,LDRD75,LBRD76,LBRD7576,DeprToaaes75,
- DeprTo~ales76,DeprTo~aes776,LBOP75,LBOPI76,
- LBOP17576,LBCU75,LBCU76,LDCU7576,
- PCM76,PCM75,PCM7576,LBASS75,LBASS76,LBA8S7576,
- AdJPCM76,Ad.JPCM75,AdJPCM7576,
- DerPCM76,DerPCM75,DerPCM7676,
- GenAdminTolales75,GenAdminToSales76,
- GenAdminToSales7576

103 format(4,6F10.4,/,fiF10.4,/,fP1 4I?O.4,/,6 ?10,6l.4,/,
- 3F1o.4)

ELSE
write(*,*) ?FTCCode75: 'FTCCode75
write(*,*) ?FTCCode7b: ',?TCCode76
PAUSE
iota 150

END!?
write(*M5 SIC
goto 1

150 stop
end
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program Masterbuild
IMPLICIT NONE
integer SIC,NCOCSIC
double precision MID,MES,CDR,CAR,I,C4,KO75,KO76,KO7576
double precision AdvrToSales,ExportsToSales,ImportsToSales
double precision GROW
double precision Payro1l75,PayrIl76,VAdd75,VAdd76
double precision VShip75,VShip76,Disp
double precision ExportsToSales,IznportsTa~ales,AdverTo~ales
double precision FTCCode75,FTCCode76
double precision LBADV76,LBADV75,LBADV7576
double precision KOftc75,KOftc76,XOftc7S76
double precision LBRD75,LBRD76,LDRD7576
double precision DeprTogales75,DeprToaaes76,DeprTo~ales7576
double precision LBOPI75,LBOPI76,LBOPI7576
double precision LBCU75,LBCU76,LBCU7576
double precision PCM75,PCM76,PCM7576
double precision CPCM75,CPCM76,CPCM7576
double precision INDPCM75,INDPCM76,INDPCM7576
double precision LBASS75,LBASS76,L3A397576
double precision GenAdminTolales75,GenAdminTo~ales76
double precision GenAdzuinTo~ales7576
double precision INDPCM75,INDPCM76,INDPCM7576
double precision DerINDPCM75,DerINDPCM76,DerINDPCM7576
double precision AdjPCM75,AdtjPCM76,AdjPCM7576
double precision DerPCM75,DerPCM76,DerPCM7576
double precision MCDR,MESD2O
character Charln'1
OPEN(i ,FILU='DataBase' ,STATUB-'OLD' ,ACCESS-'SEQUENTIAL',

- FORM-FPORMATTED' ,POSITION-'APPEND',
- ACTION- 'READ')

OPEN(2,FILE'FTCData~as. ,STATUSa'OLD' ,ACCESS-'SEQUENTIAL',
- FORM-FPORMATTED',
- ACTION-IREAD')

OPEN(3,FILE'MasterData' ,STATUS-'NEW' 1ACCESS-'SEQUENTIAL',
- FORMs'FORMATTED',
- ACTION-'WRITE#)

REWIND(I)
REWIND(2)
REWINDW3
SIC aO
cSIC a 0
NCO - 0
Disp a 0.0
MCDR - 0.0
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MESD20 -0.0
Payrol76 - 0.0
Payroll75 a 0.0

* VAdd76 a 0.0
VAdd75 = 0.0
V8hip76 - 0.0
VShip75 = 0.0
Payroll75 = 0
Payroll76 = 0
GenAdminToSales75 = 0.0
GenAdminToSales76 = 0.0
GonAdminToSales7576 = 0.0
LBADV75 = 0.0
LBADV76 = 0.0
LBADV7576 a 0.0
KOftc75 - 0.0
KOftc76 - 0.0
KOttc7576 = 0.0
LBRD75 = 0.0
LBRD76 = 0.0
LBRD7576 a 0.0
DeprToSales75 - 0.0
DeprTooales76 a 0.0
DeprTo~ales7576 = 0.0
LBOPI75 - 0.0
LBOPI76 z 0.0
LBOP17576 = 0.0
LBCU75 = 0.0
LBCU76 = 0.0
LBCU7576 a 0.0
LBCU75 - 0.0
LBCU76 a 0.0
LBCU7576 = 0.0
PCM75 a 0.0
PCM76 a 0.0
PCM7576 z 0.0
INDPCM75 a 0.0
INDPCM76 - 0.0
INDPCM7576 = 0.0
DtrINDPCM75 - 0.0
DerINDPCM76 - 0.0
DerINDPCM7576 = 0.0
LBABS75 = 0.0
LBA8S76 - 0.0
LBA87576 "0.0
MID .0.0
MKS .0.0
CDR = 0.0
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r %.

CAR a0.0

C4 a 0.0

K075 a 0.0
K076 a 0.0
K07576 - 0.0
AdvrToSales a0.0

ExportsTo~ales *0.0

ImportsTolales u0.0

GROW a 0.0
CPCM75 a 0.0
CPCM76 z 0.0
CPCM7576 - 0.0
Charm a
read(1 ,ioi) CSIC,DispCPCM7576,CPCM75,CPCM76,C4,MID,MES,

- CDR,CAR,,K75,K076,107576,AdvrTaSales,GROW,NCO,
- VShlp75,VShip76,PayroI75Payrol76,VAdd75,VAdd76,
- ImportsToSalesExportsToSales,MCDR,MSD2O

101 forrnat(14 ,5710 .4,/,4P10.4,/,6FI0.4,15/,6F10.2,/,4F10 .4)
read(2,103) SIC,LBADV76LBADV75,LBADV7576,KOftc75,KOftc76,

- 10tc7576,LBRD75,LBRD76,LBRD7576DeprToSales75,
- DeprTolales76,DeprToSales7576,LBOP75,LBOPI76,
- LB0P17576,LBCU75,LBCU76,LBCU7576,

- PCM76,PCM75,PCM7576,LBA5375,LBASS76,LBASS7576,
- AdjPCM76,AdjPCM75,AdJPCM7576,
- DerPCM76,DerPCM75,DerPCM7576,
- GenAdmlnTo~ales75,GenAdrnlnTa~ales76,
- GenAdrninTaSales7576

103 format(14,6F10 .4,/,6F10.4,/,6Fl.4,/,6710 .4,/,6F10.4 .1,
- F10.4)

IF(SIC.eq.CSIC).and. (SICne. 0). and .(CSIC.ne.0) then
C
C Ravenscraft's Price-Cost Margin

IF(PM75 .ne.9999 .0).and.(LBADV75 .ne.9999 .0).and.
- (DeprTo~ales75 .ne.9999 .0).and.(LBRD75 .ne.9999.0) then

INDPCM75 a (CPCM75 - LBADV75 - DeprToSales75 - LBRD75)
rimE

INDPCM75 - 9999.0
KII

IF(PCMA7rine.9999.0).and.(LBADV76.ne.9999.0).and.
- (DeprTalales76 .ne.9999 .0).and.(LBRD76 .ne.9999 .0) then

INDPCM76 u(CPCM76 - LBADVJ76 - DeprTo~ales76 - LBRD76)
ELSE

INDPCM76 u9999.0

KNII
IF(PCM7576.ne.9999 .0).and.(LDADV7576 .ne.9999 .0).and.

- (DeprToales757& .ne.9999 .0).and.(LBRD7576 .ne.9999 .0) then
INDPCM7576 (CPCM7576 - LBADV7576 - DeprTo~ales7576
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- - LDRD7576)
ELS

INDPCM7576 x 9999.0
ENDIP

C
C "'Definitional Price - Cost Margin

IF(INDPCM175.ne.9999 .0).and.(GenAdminToSales75 .ne.999.0) then
DerINDPCM75 r.INDPCM75 - GenAdminToSales75

ELSE
DerINDPCM75 z9999.0

ENDIF
IF(INDPCM76.ne.9999 .0).and.(GenAdminToSales76 .ne.9999.0) then

DerINDPCM76 a INDPCM76 - GenAdminToSales76
ELSE

DerINDPCM76 a 9999.0
ENDIF
IF(INDPCM7576.ne.9999.0).and.

- (GenAdmnlnToSales7576.ne.9999.0) then
DerINDPCM7576 = INDPCMI7576 - GenAdmnlnTa~ales7576

ELSM
DerJNDPCM7576 a 9999.0

ENDIP
writ(3,105) SIC,

- AdvrTaaes,LBADV76,LBADV75,LBADV7576,
- KO75 1KO76KO7576,KOftc75,KOftc76,KOftc7S7h,
- LBRD75,LBRD7&,LBRD7576,
- DeprTo~ales75,DeprToaales76,DeprToSales7576,
- LBOP175,LBOP176,LBOP17576,LBCU75,LBCU76,LBCU7576,
- LBASS75,LBASS76,LBASS7576,
- MID,MESCDRCAR,MCDRMESD2O,
- CPCM7576,CPCM75,CPCM76,PCM76,PCM75,PCM7576,
- INDPCM75,INDPCM76,INDPCM7576,
- DerINDPCM75,DerIDPCM76,DerINDPCM7576,
- AdJPCM75.AdJPCM76,AcdjPCM7576,DerPCM75,DerPCM76.
-DerPCM7576DspC4,,ZxportsToSaleszlmportsToalesGROW,

- NCO
105 tormat(14,4FI0.4J,6710.4J,6p10.4I,6Fl0.4j,3F10.4/.

- 6710.4,/,6Pl0.4 /,6P10 .4 ,/,6710.4 /,6P10 .4 ,15)
write(,*) SIC
goto 1

EmS7

write(*,*) SIC :'SIC
PAUSEgm)SC:c
PAUSE

150 STOP

end
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8mm.E.;. ooto -~g

Note: ** denotes value not given.

I CPC7576 CPCM?5 CP LOOP175 LO.P176 LBOP156

2026 .1430 .1440 .1429 .0230 .0236 .0237
2032 .3045 .3054 .3036 .1156 .1200 .1102
203? .2756 .2522 .2990 .035? .0561 .0469
2030 .2203 .2065 .2321 .0536 .0660 .0609
2043 .4380 .4174 .4602 .1774 .1765 .1769
2047 .3340 .3241 .3455 .1140 .0966 .1057
2040 .1390 .1342 .1454 .0431 .0497 .0464
2046 .2032 .3315 .2349 .1036 .0757 .1296
2051 **** **** **** .0450 .0460 .0459
2052 .3019 .3686 .3953 .1036 .1249 .1142
2063 .2691 .3212 .2170 .1543 .0543 .1043
2065 .2724 .2609 .2639 .0862 .1025 .0944
2066 .2544 .2442 .2647 .0961 .1050 .1006
2067 .4545 .4551 .4539 .1550 **
2005 .4245 .4202 .4209 .1105 .0084 .0994
2006 .2476 .2455 .2496 .0503 .0603 .0553
2087 .4409 .4126 .4692 .1479 .1931 .1705
2095 .2710 .3032 .2380 .0465 .0242 .0354
2253 .2273 .2356 .2189 .1137 .0022 .0979
2254 .1749 .1847 .1651 .0596 .0934 .0765
2641 .2040 .2902 .2779 .0970 .114 .1063
2642 .2277 .2329 .2225 .0594 .0492 .0543
2643 .2435 .2461 .2409 .0815 .0704 .0759
2647 .3130 .3154 .3105 .1005 .1227 .1156
2640 .2597 .2390 .2795 .1331 .0961 .1146
2013 .4000 .446 .4753 .1306 .1661 .1524
2016 .3101 .3077 .3124 .0502 .1003 .0752
2021 .2062 .2838 .2005 .0059 .1121 .0990
2022 .2097 .2206 .1968 -.0160 .0159 -.0001

| 2044 .5745 .5662 .5029 .1109 .1246 .1218
2079 .4426 .4617 .4234 .2222 .1690 .1956
2092 .3323 .3106 .3540 .1177 .0572 .0075
3221 .3430 .3554 .3306 .0796 .0742 .0769
3229 .4174 .4100 .4160 .0609 .1178 .0093
3261 .3647 .3607 .3600 .0038 .0967 .0902
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ILL CPCH576 CPCM75 CPCM76 LBOP175 LOOP176 LOO.1..
3264 .3079 .2965 .3193 .0994 .1107 .1050
3273 .2326 .2300 .2352 -.0031 -.0007 -.0019
3274 .3299 .3300 .3297 .1015 .1475 .1245
3275 .2408 .2449 .2366 .0640 .0661 .0651
3291 .3303 .3277 .3328 .1377 .1561 .1469
3292 .3122 .3016 .3227 .0984 .0750 .0867
3296 .3590 .3551 .3629 .1193 .1511 .1352
3331 .0965 .0453 .1477 -.0581 .0399 -.0091
3332 .1352 .1175 .1529 .0921 .1310 .1115
3333 .1980 .2321 .1656 .0669 .0669 .0669
3334 .2722 .2030 .2607 .0412 .0647 .0529
3339 .3624 .5055 .2193 .1831 .0920 .1375
3357 .2062 .2141 .1983 .0967 .0667 .0827
3411 .2448 .2430 .2465 .0664 .0707 .0685
3412 .2240 .2204 .2276 .0733 .0740 .0740
3421 .4701 .4654 .449 .2550 .2523 .2536
3429 .3069 .2922 .3215 .1085 .1278 .1102
3431 .2642 .2540 .2743 .0083 .0527 .0305
3432 .3062 .2900 .3224 .1404 .1528 .1466
3433 .2521 .2367 .2675 .0022 .0443 .0232
3441 .2348 .2494 .2201 .1201 .1239 .1260
3442 .2315 .2251 .2378 -.0189 .0626 .0220
3443 .2694 .2580 .2807 .0456 .0479 .0467
3465 .2284 .2200 .2367 .0786 .0880 .0833
3466 .2713 .2703 .2724 .0949 .1101 .1025
3469 .2553 .2537 .2568 .0965 .1225 .1095
3494 .3246 .3272 .3221 .1096 .1063 .1080
3511 .2766 .2591 .2941 .0175 .0446 .0311 J
3519 .2235 .2165 .2305 .0603 .0076 .0741
3523 .2679 .2613 .2145 .1056 .1164 .1110 64
3524 .2143 .1950 .2335 .0303 .0576 .0440
3531 .2475 .2513 .2436 .0909 .0870 .0889
3532 .2654 .3018 .2290 .1368 .1251 .1310
3533 .4022 1226 .3010 .1675 .1408 .1542
3534 .2475 .2568 .2362 -.0045 -.0004 -.0024
3535 .2009 .2699 .2920 .0676 .0974 .0825
3536 .2721 .2617 .2826 .1180 .1096 .1136
3537 .1860 .1754 .1965 -.0658 .0058 -.0300
3541 .3088 .2896 .3260 .1016 .0968 .0992
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sIL iFr37lI CPCn75 CPC76 P1.5 L.OOP176 LP156.. .
3545 .3374 .3354 .3393 .0955 .0909 .0932
3546 .3744 .3624 .3063 .0920 .1004 .0962
3551 .2614 .2697 .2532 .0577 .0920 .0749
3552 .2722 .2810 .2626 -.0027 -.0421 -.0624
3553 .3009 .3159 .2859 .0976 .1121 .1049
3551 .2229 .2231 .2226 .0827 .1186 .1157
3555 .2657 .2621 .2690 -.0051 .0190 .0068
3559 .2951 .2897 .3011 .0160 .0629 .0515
3561 .2968 .2930 .2999 .1494 .1323 .1109
3562 .2762 .2757 .2606 .0679 .0672 .0675
3563 .3052 .3105 .2990 .0768 .1028 .0908
3564 .2857 .2717 .2997 .0706 .0896 .0801
3566 .3442 .3346 .3538 .1777 .1023 .1000
3567 .2797 .2764 .2030 .0825 .1039 .0932
3566 .3292 .3233 .3351 .1300 .1187 .1244
3513 .3161 .2801 .3520 .1348 .1644 .1496
3574 .1723 .1712 .1734 .0609 .0266 .0536
3516 .4066 .3894 .4236 .0918 .1274 .10963565 .2637 .2423 .2851 .0066 .0581 .0324
3612 .2693 .2614 .2772 .0272 .0701 .0407
3613 .3376 .3255 .3498 .0867 .1046 .0967
3621 .2975 .2760 .3102 .0906 .0909 .09083622 .3062 .2943 .3100 .0063 .0620 .0046 "
3623 .2538 .2629 .2447 .1083 .0573 .0026 -.
3624 .3858 .4150 .3565 .1830 .1610 .1720
3629 .2894 .2748 .3040 .0909 .0726 .0819
3631 .2770 .2559 .2902 .0217 .0626 .0437
3632 .2504 .2210 .2798 .0179 .0503 .0491
3633 .2699 .2654 .3144 .0660 .0820 .0741
3635 .3712 .3413 .3980 .1146 .1328 .1237
3611 .1721 .4767 .4675 .1512 .1766 .1639
3651 .2245 .1910 .2580 .0158 .0460 .0309
3652 .3602 .3512 .3693 .0926 .0661 .0791
3671 .3161 .2996 .3325 -.0320 .0312 -.0001
3691 .2699 .2566 .2832 .0515 .0758 .0636
3692 .3850 .3709 .3991 .1619 .1997 .1808
3691 .2940 .2673 .3207 .1166 .146 .1476
3714 .2390 .2280 .2500 .0943 .11?5 .1059
3715 .1892 .1833 .1952 -.0125 .0040 -.0042
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U p756 CPCM75 IN"6 OP 175 LP16LBOP156

3724 .2599 .2542 .2656 .0672 .0734 .0703

3792 .1564 .1438 .1690 .0606 .0559 .0583

3843 .3242 .3197 .3280 .0748 .0426 .0587

3949 .2909 .2803 .3175 .0650 .0872 .0765

INOPCM INOPCM INOPCM
7.5 76 7576 D--.

2026 .1261 *** .1282 .1790 .6348

2032 .2413 .2357 .2385 .2014 .6300 .8140

2037 .1870 .2354 .2111 .7582 .2230 .5561

2038 .1537 .1757 .1647 .1464 .4000 .7246

2043 .2941 .3259 .3099 .8 0860 .9022

2047 .2075 .2133 .2103 .5748 .5840 .7913

2048 .1117 .1225 .1171 .3725 .2220 .7351

2046 .2724 .1601 .2162 **** .6260 .7050

2051 *** ** ** .1133 .3300 .8168

2052 ** .3548 ** .0877 .5870 .8632 L

2063 .3002 .1821 .2411 ** .6700 .7082

2065 .2204 .2422 .2313 .2147 .3830 .7753

2066 .2097 .2306 .2201 .7280 .8254

2067 .3038 ** ** ** .9300 .9403

2085 .2896 .2865 .2880 ** .5220 .7321

2086 .1903 .1907 .1905 .2570 .1480 .6667

2087 .3218 -5.8088 -2.7435 .2167 .6440 .9083

2095 .2527 .1955 .2240 .4464 .6120 .8410

2253 *** .1999 .7946 .1700 .6296

2254 .1467 .1283 .1374 *** .4210 .7197

2641 .2392 .2317 .2354 .5628 .2960 .6637

2642 .2063 .1980 .2022 .1580 .2820 .6483

2643 .2116 .2123 .2119 .3720 .2640 .6600

2647 .2303 .2256 .2280 .2060 .6500 .7757

2648 .2202 .2554 .2378 .2973 .3820 .7655
2813 .3889 .3816 .3853 .2390 .6540 .7776

2816 .2058 .2246 .2152 .4640 .5400 .6868

2821 .1975 .2161 .2068 .2526 .2220 .6082

2822 .1292 .1145 .1219 1.0190 .5980 .7170 -A

2844 .3940 .4061 .4001 .4360 .4040 .7266
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z

IHOPCI IHOPC1 IHOPCNULc 75 76 7576,Dim -C_-.I
2879 .3651 .3105 .3378 .3213 .4400 .6929
2892 .2706 .3159 .2933 .3310 .6430 .009"
3221 *** ** ** .1080 .5370 .7141
3229 .3219 .3272 .3246 .2613 .6130 .7849
3261 .3275 .3224 .3249 .0550 .6230 .7552
3264 .2101 .2582 .2191 .6760 .1830 .7523
3273 8888 8888 8888 .2060 .0490 .6049
3274 .2510 .2555 .2533 .2980 .3490 .6938
3275 .1934 .1922 .1928 .3600 .7870 .8611
3291 .2809 .2830 .2020 .6500 .5790 .8867
3292 .2501 .2701 .2603 .2394 .4220 .6646
3296 .2844 .3012 .2929 .2210 .7190 .8489
3331 -.0252 .0854 .0301 1.2680 .7680 .7680
3332 .0931 .1224 .1077 .5020 1.0000 1.0000
3333 .1732 .1128 .1429 .4990 .8060 .8060
3334 .2124 .2021 .2072 .9640 .7620 .8185
3339 .4441 .1598 .3021 .4703 .5640 .7402
3357 .1757 .1622 .1689 .3360 .3980 .7316
3411 .2073 .2125 .2099 .1530 .5910 .8008
3412 .2033 .2113 .2073 .1100 .3350 .7189
3421 *8 .2723 ** 1.1750 .5290 .8138
3429 .2461 .2710 .2586 .4233 .3870 .8677
3431 .2203 .2410 .2307 .5980 .5420 .7959
3432 .2288 .2778 .2533 .2230 .3290 .6687
3433 .1854 .2243 .2048 .2594 .1380 .5391
3441 8888 888* 8888 .1180 .1040 .6887
3442 .1995 .2159 .2078 .1360 .0810 .5436
3443 .2035 .2235 .2135 .2170 .2600 .8100
3465 .1864 .2026 .1945 .9700 .6490 .9338
3466 .1903 .2377 .2140 .1370 .5290 .7297
3469 .2106 .2107 .2107 .4259 .0910 .5796
3494 .2898 .2821 .2860 .1513 .1260 .6117
3511 .1905 .2274 .2090 .9530 .8610 .8895
3519 .1434 .1487 .1460 ** .4880 .6981
3523 .2222 .2302 .2262 .8640 .4620 .7624
3524 .1365 .1746 .1556 .7290 .2990 .5897
3531 .1961 .1766 .1861 .8790 .4740 .8007
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IHDPCl IHDPCl IHOPC1

3532 .2697 .1947 .2322 .1450 .3690 .7336

3534 .2264 *8888 .5550 .5150 .7514 -
3535 .2392 .2603 .2497 .2910 .1940 .6532
3536 .2280 .2476 .2378 .4400 .1630 .5452
3531 .1010 .1333 .1202 .2370 .4510 .1430
3541 .2415 .2712 .2624 .5510 .2220 .6416
3545 .2996 .3045 .3021 .5690 .2010 .6422
3546 .2960 .3234 .3098 .2420 .4980 .1114
3551 .2268 .2102 .2183 .3000 .1430 .6034
3552 .2241 .2046 .2143 .8960 .2230 .6408
3553 .2584 .2100 .2342 .3380 .3490 .1603
3554 .1894 .1900 .1898 .4590 .4040 .7814
3555 .2151 .2122 .2136 .4980 .3960 .7984
3559 .2449 .2595 .2522 .1400 .1330 .6552
3561 .2445 .2490 .2461 .2910 .1110 .5891
3562 .2169 .2229 .2199 .5680 .5620 .181
3563 .2612 .2642 .2621 .3660 .4470 .6952
3564 .2471 .2135 .2603 .2650 .1610 .5986 1
3566 .3000 .312? .3064 .6285 .2860 .6859
3561 .2496 .2551 .2523 .4320 .2580 .6565
3568 .2193 .2828 .2810 *88 .2600 .5936
3513 .0854 .1738 .1296 .6280 .4290 .1620
3514 .0604 .0361 .0486 .2300 .5910 .1138
3516 .3502 .3163 .3632 .5830 .5030 .1610
3585 .1819 .2385 .2132 .2843 .3540 .1390
3612 .2181 .2355 .2211 .2410 .5510 .1980
3613 .2865 .3082 .2913 .3800 .5080 .7864
3621 .2293 .2812 .2553 .2110 .4180 .1642
3622 .2561 .2751 .2660 .2340 .4210 .1825
3623 .2340 .2014 .2208 .5830 .4130 .7322
3624 .3488 .2861 .3179 .4680 .8020 .9093
3629 .2204 .2515 .2389 8** .2810 .6415
3631 .1942 .2359 .2151 .8150 .5090 .1139
3632 .108 .2389 .2099 .6620 .8160 .8344
3633 .2153 .2131 .2445 .8860 .8900 **

3635 .2867 .3366 .3117 .4580 .8260 .8661
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IHOPCM IHOPCM INDPCN
UL75 76 756- IRi

3641 *8 .3975 *.** 4090 .8960 .9442
3651 .1317 .1996 .1656 .5390 .5060 .7797 -. '
3652 .2684 .2897 .2791 .2820 .4820 .7762 ""
3674 .1590 .2179 .1885 .5200 .4200 .6796
3691 .2037 .2304 .2171 .1160 .5710 .6790
3692 .2854 .3178 .3016 .2900 .8680 .9214 S-.
3694 .2266 .2856 .2560 .9420 .6200 .8267 2>..-
3714 .1931 .2166 .2047 .9040 .6220 .8898 ,'
3715 *88 *8* 8888 .1550 .4270 .7584
3724 .1470 .1671 .1570 .*78 .1420 .8668 5
3792 .1216 8888 888* * .3120 .7091
3843 .2587 .2494 .2539 .5630 .3260 .7026
3949 .2158 .2528 .2342 **8 .2050 .7295

KOftc KOftc KOftc
KOK5 K7 lK0 25 2L 5 -

2026 .1555 .1414 .144 .1942 .1897 .1920
2032 .2436 .2316 .2376 .3510 .3706 .3608
2037 .2914 .2521 .2567 .3756 .3635 .3696
2038 .2318 .2251 .2300 .3312 .3295 .3319
2043 .2392 .2105 .2540 .3356 .3701 .3529
2047 .2976 .2656 .2816 .3405 .3282 .3344
2040 .1496 .1401 .1451 .2146 .2077 .2111
2046 .4986 .5957 .5471 .5767 .7123 .6445
2051 8888 8888 888 .3555 .3737 .3646
2052 .2428 .2514 .2471 .3119 .3275 .3197
2063 .3755 .5091 .4423 .4460 .8336 .6390
2065 .2373 .2352 .2363 .2605 .2592 .2600
2066 .2298 .2215 .2256 .2149 .2754 .2751
2067 .3176 .3172 .3174 .4353 **8 8888
2085 .2764 .2722 .2743 .4260 .4234 .4247
2006 .2714 .2820 .2771 .3326 .3417 .3372
2007 .1277 .1455 .1366 .2309 .2583 .2446 r
2095 .1601 .1205 .1445 .2139 .1731 .1935
2253 .2226 .2110 .2160 .3610 .3161 .3121
2254 .2206 .2260 .2237 .4193 .3595 .3894
2641 .3607 .2976 .3291 .6126 .531? .5722
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KOftc KOftc KOftcK07 KO? K07576 75 76 :
2642 .3161 .3089 .3125 .4256 .3607 .3931
2643 .2891 .2070 .2061 .3702 .3566 .3674
2647 .2273 .2187 .2230 .7868 .7822 .7055
2640 .2253 .2170 .2211 .2919 .2789 .2654
2013 1.3675 1.2019 1.3262 1.5193 1.5176 1.5334
2816 .0801 .7051 .7926 1.1962 1.0036 1.0999
2021 .7201 .6119 .6700 .9436 .0060 .0710
2822 .4690 .4242 .4466 .9350 .0165 .8762
2044 .1556 .1300 .1466 .2219 .2046 .2132
2879 .3338 .3865 .3601 .4437 .4896 .4666
2692 .4410 .4615 .4513
3221 .5202 .5415 .5309 .5742 .5690 .5716
3229 .7503 .6703 .7103 .9791 .8535 .9163
3261 .5200 .4667 .4943 .7557 .5921 .6739
3264 .6075 .5991 .6033 .6430 .7365 .6907
3273 .4630 .4300 .4469 .4603 .4482 .4542
3274 .9067 .0944 .9415 1.3707 1.1875 1.2791
3275 .9474 .7594 .0534 1.2954 1.1515 1.2235
3291 .4019 .3469 .3744 .6020 .5326 .5673
3292 .4808 .A1M4 .1476 .5209 .4925 .5067
3296 .6271 .5399 .5835 .7895 .6894 .7395
3331 .3559 .3124 .3342 2.1016 2.1739 2.1777
3332 .1067 .2243 .2055 .4775 .5291 .5033
3333 .4562 .4572 .4567 1.0470 1.0306 1.0380
3334 .9977 .7676 .0926 1.4425 1.1406 1.2956
3339 1.1271 .8573 .9922 1.0990 1.3654 1.2322
3357 .3994 .3600 .3797 .5160 .5034 .5097
3411 .3157 .2909 .3033 .4569 .4143 .4356
3412 .3170 .3040 .3109 .4001 .4102 .4051
3421 .3150 .2869 .3013 .4445 .4455 .4450
3429 .3617 .3034 .3325 .4317 .4076 .4197
3431 .4260 .3144 .3702 .6027 .4655 .5341
3432 .3070 .2546 .2012 .3305 .3199 .3252
3433 .2796 .2269 .2532 .4011 .3640 .3030
3441 .2228 .2330 .2203 **** ***
3442 .2095 .1972 .2033 .3393 .2977 .3105
3443 .2649 .2766 .2707 .3535 .3547 .3541
3465 .5427 .4135 .4701 .4346 .3689 .4017
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KOftc KOftc KOftcsic "O7 o? K07576 75 76 7576
3466 .3201 .2094 .3040 .4417 .3054 .4136
3469 .3319 .3010 .3225 .3966 .3246 .3606
3494 .3239 .3306 .3313 .4174 .4325 .4249
3511 .4540 .4305 .4426 .5223 .4051 .5031
3519 .3522 .3366 .3444 .4620 .4654 .4641
3523 .2105 .2011 .2091 .2509 .2610 .2509
3524 .1903 .2063 .2023 .2495 .2531 .2513
3531 .2623 .3045 .2034 .3604 .4299 .3952
3532 .2276 .2203 .2239 .2330 .2542 .2436
3533 .2051 .3320 .3000 .2213 .3015 .2644
3534 .3335 .3590 .3466 .3292 .3651 .3475 -

3535 .1970 .2037 .2000 .2429 .2452 .2441
3536 .2450 .2351 .2401 .2020 .3196 .3009
3537 .2903 .3056 .3020 .4535 .4291 .4413
3541 .3436 .4004 .3720 .3025 .4209 .4057
3545 .3116 .3590 .3607 .4141 .4202 .4211
3546 .2593 .2497 .2545 .3934 .3356 .3645
3551 .2004 .2051 .2027 .3474 .3024 .3649
3552 .4051 .3926 .3909 .7141 .0410 .7776
3553 .2386 .2540 .2467 .3905 .3392 .3649
3554 .2776 .2190 .218 .3021 .3330 .3179
3555 .3001 .2709 .2095 .3726 .3502 .3614
3559 .2600 .2655 .2668 .3040 .3311 .3209
3561 .3051 .3030 .3044 .3040 .3039 .3040
3562 .5699 .5606 .5653 .7165 .6199 .6982
3563 .2311 .2231 .2214 .2718 .2649 .2604
3564 .2543 .2417 .2400 .2100 .2112 .2136
3566 .4099 .4214 .4187 .4010 .4304 .4197
3567 .2230 .2223 .2226 .2714 .2553 .2634
3560 .3615 .3923 .3769 .4145 .4403 .4314
3513 .2600 .2265 .2436 .9765 .0934 .9349
3514 .3045 .2970 .3011 .0630 .4431 .2630
3576 .2119 .1960 .2040 .2360 .2405 .2302
3505 .3005 .2499 .2752 .3571 .2970 .3210
3612 .3276 .3160 .3222 .4404 .4370 .4301
3613 .2480 .2435 .2461 .2065 .2040 .2856
3621 .3602 .3390 .3496 .4291 .3970 .4135 -"

3622 .2660 .2410 .2539 .2609 .2592 .2641
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IL

KOftc KOftc KOftc

3623 .1959 .2149 .2054 .2337 .2814 .2575
3624 .7405 .7226 .7315 .8626 .8893 .8760
3629 .3176 .2906 .3041 .4549 .4391 .4470
3631 .2859 .2330 .2595 .3225 .2615 .2920
3632 .2216 .2432 .2324 .2539 .2549 .2544
3633 .2866 .2695 .2701 .3112 .2566 .2039
3635 .2933 .2665 .2799 .2457 .2458 .2458
3641 .4270 .3702 .3986 .6551 .5074 .6213
3651 .1509 .1355 .1432 .1060 .1606 .1773
3652 .2623 .2298 .2461 .2173 .2005 .2009
3674 .6638 .5249 .5944 .6220 .5133 .5677
3691 .3225 .3174 .3200 .4350 .4156 .4254
3692 .2962 .2475 .2716 .3221 .3207 .3214
3694 .3407 .2666 .3136 .3197 .2926 .3061
3714 .4484 .3485 .3905 .3609 .3012 .3311
3715 .2961 .1936 .2448 .5040 .4618 .5229
3724 .3436 .3358 .3397 .3281 .3131 .3206
3792 .1173 .0925 .1049 .1152 .1030 .1091
3843 .2000 .2049 .2024 .2677 .2670 .2677
3949 .2451 .2159 .2455 .4071 .3819 .3945

AdvrTo LBAOU LBAODU LBAOU
1L kIL slg 7 --I -5 fim

2026 .0054 .0077 .0072 .0075 .4673
2032 .0410 .0444 .0421 .0432 .5076
2037 .0285 .0373 .0399 .0386 .7836
2038 .0126 .0350 .0337 .0343 .7589
2043 .1017 .1084 .1015 .1050 1.2190
2047 .0608 .1065 .0916 .0992 1.2018
2048 .0069 .0051 .0047 .0049 .7444
2046 .0008 .0408 .0310 .0359 1.4208
2051 .0165 .0228 .0199 .0214 .5125

2052 .0106 .0233 .0195 .0214 .6788
2063 .0069 .0012 .0008 .0010 .3425
2065 .0386 .0260 .0251 .0255 .8194
2066 .0193 .0209 .0207 .0208 1.2151
2067 .0540 .1233 .4807

F - 10
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[-wJ

RdurTo LBAOU LBADU LBRDU

2085 .0775 .1134 .1105 .1159 .2771
2086 .0222 .0340 .0310 .0325 .8349
2087 .0047 .0930 .0703 .0816 .7060
2095 .0051 .0279 .0332 .0306 1.4110
2253 .0027 .0046 .0072 .0059 .37102254 .0032 .0163 .0163 .0163 .1915 .
2641 .0046 .0046 .0053 .0049 .7359 r:['

2642 .0000 .0015 .0019 .0017 .5955
2643 .0107 .0046 .0053 .0050 .0467
2647 .0275 .0335 .0334 .0335 1.3753
2641 .010 .001 .0043 .0052 .566
2613 .00* :0027 .0029 .0028 .0175
216 *.0031 .0032 .0032 .5810
221 .0107 .0026 .0029 .002 1.0157
2022 .0000 .0039 .0012 .0040 .71082844 .1840 .1431 .1301 .1406 .6161 "
2979 .0143 .0309 .0218 .0263 1.4161 -

292 .0060 .0021 .0017 .0019 .656l,3221 .0030 .0350 .029? .0320 .7231

3229 .0271 .0133 .0117 .0125 .6729
3261 .0039 .010 .0108 .0106 .5237
3264 .000 .0013 .0032 .0030 .333
3273 .0010 .0006 .0000 .0005 .5899
3274 .0000 .0012 .0012 .0013 1.0336
3275 .0000 .0039 .0037 .0023 .5616
3291 .0020 .0063 .0051 .0057 1.2022
3292 .0027 .0166 .0151 .0158 .15553296 .0012 .0122 .0119 .0120 1.3703

3331 .0016 .0001 .0002 .0002 .41393332 .0101 .0041 .0000 .0020 .5179

3333 .0000 .0002 .0066 .0074 1.04433334 .0013 .0024 .0032 .0028 1.3716..
3339 .0024 .0019 .0012 .0015 1.4347 '
3357 .0045 .0013 .0017 .0015 .4940 i

3411 .0000 .0004 .0003 .0003 .0273"'
3412 .0000 .0001 .0001 .0001 I1.0314 :.

3421 .1600 .1254 .1200 .1267 .6641
3429 .0002 .0106 .0086 .0096 .6060
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AdvrTo LBRDU LBADU LBRDU
sJL soles 76 75o
3431 .0077 .0121 .0129 .0125 .2901
3432 .0034 .0156 .0280 .0223 .6470

3433 .0090 .0093 .0111 .0102 .3639
3441 .0030 .0004 •0005 .0004 .4044

3442 .0030 .004? .0041 .0044 .5092
3443 .0016 .0021 .0015 .0018 1.2259
3465 .0011 .0092 .0092 .0092 .6425
3466 .0007 .0016 .0371 .0194 .5630
3469 .0020 .0223 .0199 .0211 .7613
3494 .0014 .0073 .0060 .0070 .9149
3511 .0000 .0015 .0013 .0014 .2470
3519 .0034 .0057 .0061 .0059 1.3193 '4
3523 .0000 .0061 .0056 .0059 1.2690 :
3524 .0102 .0247 .0250 .0249 .4674
3531 .0023 .0045 .0045 .0045 1.0733
3532 .0030 .0053 .0049 .0051 1.5891
3533 .0079 .0034 .0031 .0032 2.2254
3534 .0000 .000* .0126
3535 .0045 .0075 .0063 .0079 .9606
3536 .0000 .0071 .00 .0065 .5051
3537 .0000 .0040 .0063 .0055 .545
3541 .0022 .0003 .0061 .0072 .9679
3545 .0000 .0049 .0036 .0043 .9177
3546 .0047 .0236 .0255 .0245 1.2220
3551 .0000 .0049 .0052 .0051 .7666
3552 .0000 .0054 .0049 .0052 .1545
3553 .0000 .0305 .0293 .0299 .1626
3554 .0000 .0033 .0053 .0043 .6466
3555 .0000 .0063 .0068 .0075 .6404
3559 .0000 .0049 .0039 .0044 .3660
3561 .0065 .0043 .0041 .0042 .9682
3562 .0025 .0041 .0042 .0041 .6771
3563 .0154 .0038 .0012 .0040 1.410
3564 10041 .0056 .0057 .0057 .7767
3566 .0091 .0066 .0059 .0063 .9319
3567 .0004 .0036 .0041 .0039 .6639
3568 .0068 .0047 .0041 .0044 .8553
3573 .0011 .0044 .0046 .0046 .9971
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AdurTo LBAOU LBADU LBADU
i S013 76 75 2M

3574 .0058 .0250 .0202 .0266 .3342
3576 .0092 .0003 .0080 .0082 .7370
3505 .0018 .0107 .0111 .0109 .3606
3612 .0010 .0020 .0010 .0019 .5111
3613 .0000 .0053 .0054 .0053 .6777
3621 .0000 .0010 .0018 .0018 .7839
3622 .0000 .0047 .0051 .0049 .7635
3623 .0044 .0092 .0075 .0003 .8035
3624 .0000 .0021 .0015 .0010 .9481
3629 .0000 .0020 .0034 .0031 .5407
3631 .0374 .0327 .0260 .0293 .8166
3632 .0107 .0102 .0105 .0103 .4903
3633 .0237 .0094 .0093 .0093 .3216
3635 .0345 .0335 .0296 .0315 .3682
3641 .0082 .0154 .0150 .0152 .5072
3651 .0213 .0310 .0289 .0300 .2909
3652 .0162 .0644 .0671 .0657 1.0816
3674 .0031 .0047 .0056 .0051 .9695
3691 .0063 .0069 .0064 .0067 1.0460
3692 .0007 .0310 .0304 .0307 .9135
3694 .0019 .0000 .0000 .0000 .7922
3714 .0008 .0066 .0053 .0060 .9500
3715 .0063 .0102 .0102 .0102 .7087
3724 .0007 .0011 .0005 .0008 .7231
3792 .0039 .0091 .0082 .0086 .1790
3843 .0153 .0197 .0196 .0197 .9225
3949 .0334 .0371 .0352 .0362 .4024

SLC MlD ME Son _UL_ n20
2026 .0017 .0020 .0597 .7512 .0000 .0000
2032 .0185 .0496 .9306 1.1670 .0000 .0000
2037 .0080 .0127 -.974 .0797 .0080 .0127
2036 .0094 .0215 .9078 .6057 .0000 .0000
2043 **** 1 .0339
2047 .0200 .0316 .5653 2.0962 .0280 .0316
2040 .0008 .0015 .7991 1.5273 .0000 .0015
2046 **** 1 .6060 ** *
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2051 .0023 .0025 .7426 1.1914 .0023 .0025
2052 .0215 .0284 .1562 1.9256 .0000 .0264
2063 .2913 .0019 -1.1272 .6224 .2913 .0019
2065 .0062 .0172 .5644 .0615 .0062 .0112
2066 *2* *2* *2* 2.0410 **2 *22
206? 2222 2*** *2** 3.2661 **** **
2085 .0244 .0352 **2 2.3447 .0000 .0000
2006 .0014 .0019 .8255 .774 .0000 .0000
2067 .0077 .0130 1.2597 2.5017 .0000 .0000
2095 *2* 222* ** .9007 ** **
2253 .0046 .0113 .6731 .9006 .0046 .0113
2254 .0343 .0569 *22* .7710 .0000 .0000
2641 .0019 .0165 .5916 1.6079 .0019 .0165
2642 .0069 .0097 1.0657 .9225 .0000 .0000
2643 .0031 .0015 .9234 1.0291 .0000 .0000
2641 .0257 .0330 1** 1 .4476 .0000 .0000
2640 .0132 .0231 .9929 1.0621 .0000 .0000
2813 .0042 .0069 1.0424 1.3130 .0000 .0000
2616 .0269 .0534 * 1.5066 .0000 .0000
2621 .0060 .0116 -.9656 .9179 .0060 .0116
2822 ** *2* *** 1.1257 2222 *222
2644 .0163 .0196 .8510 2.0406 .0000 .0000
2619 ** *2* *22 1.5200 *2* **'
2092 *2** *2* *2 1.2157 **2* *
3221 .0104 .0130 -.9714 .9471 .0104 .0130
3229 .0173 .0247 .9934 1.1667 .0000 .0000
3261 .0389 .0519 **2 1.3138 .0000 .0000
3264 .0306 .074 ** 1.171 .0000 .0000
3213 .0003 .0006 1.0336 1.0036 .0000 .0000
3214 .0236 .0226 ** .1995 .0000 .0000
3275 .0144 .0144 *2* 1.0016 .0000 .0000
3291 222* **2 *2* 1.4584 *222 **2 t
3292 .0274 .0315 -1.0409 1.1090 .0274 .0315
3296 2*** 2222 *2* 1.4642 *22 *2*
3331 .0581 .0501 -1.0003 2.2741 .0561 .0561
3332 ** *22* *22* 2222 *2* **
3333 * * *2* 1.831 2222 *

3334 .0290 .0415 -1.0945 1.2472 .0290 .0415
3339 *2** *2 *22 2.5864 **2* **

F-
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s~ A& .. AlL..5-p Jon .-0- -MO nEso2o -
3357 .0042 .0089 .7836 1.2171 .0000 .0089
3411 .0058 .0069 1.4707 .8505 .0000 .0000
3412 .0123 .0153 1.0335 .9567 .0000 .0000
3421 .0751 .0751 -1.0119 2.5598 .0751 .0751
3429 .0060 .0185 .6865 1.5668 .0060 .0185 ItI.

3431 .0354 .1167 -1.0612 1.2961 .0354 .1167
3432 .0170 .0261 .8725 1.6738 .0000 .0000
3433 .0059 .0131 .9791 .7976 .0000 .0000
3441 .0016 .0025 .9633 1.0443 .0000 .0000
3442 .0025 .0037 .9635 1.3122 .0000 .0000
3443 .0026 .0060 .6688 1.1160 .0026 .0060
3165 .0305 .0305 .8212 1.3030 .0000 .0000
3166 .0253 .0558 1 .3597 .0000 .0000
3169 .0015 .0027 .8631 .8167 .0000 .0000
3494 .0031 .0054 1.0754 1.3359 .0000 .0000
3511 .1292 .0403 8888 1.0607 .0000 .0000
3519 .0177 .0623 .7888 1.0794 .0000 .0623 '.

3523 .0154 .0451 .6466 1.0506 .0154 .0451
3524 .0236 .0323 -1 .0855 .8939 .0236 .0323
3531 .0101 .0273 .8220 1.3805 .0000 .0000
3532 .0116 .0235 .9569 1.0863 .0000 .0000
3533 .0123 .0223 .9613 .9137 .0000 .0000
3534 .0548 .0520 -1.1226 2.2292 .0540 .0520
3535 .0044 .0102 .7052 .8638 .0044 .0102
3536 .0102 .0249 1.0263 1.1766 .0000 .0000
3537 .0260 .040 .0130 1.0760 .0000 .0000
3541 .0071 .0176 .9080 .9600 .0000 .0000
3545 .0026 .0071 .86?2 1.0906 .0000 .0000
3546 .0274 .0490 *8 1.1780 .0000 .0000
3551 .0043 .0007 .9006 .8631 .0000 .0000
3552 .0067 .0142 1.0560 .7922 .0000 .0000
3553 * * 8888 .1346 **8 **8
3554 .0180 .0492 .7180 1.5677 .0180 .0492
3555 .0174 .0256 .7584 1.4327 .0000 .0256
3559 .0021 .0075 .8236 1.1652 .0000 .0000
3561 .0057 .0119 1.0114 1.1516 .0000 .0000
3562 .0119 .044 8 1.0435 .0000 .0000
3563 .0257 .0441 .8700 1.1320 .0000 .0000
3564 .0056 .0142 .8703 1.2360 .0000 .0000
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3566 **** *8* *88 1.0942 *8*8 8*8* A
3567 ** **8 ** .0210 ** **
3568 .0097 .0329 -.9166 1.1183 .0097 .0329
3573 .0003 .0171 .6506 1.1951 .0003 .0171
3514 *88* *88* **8 1.0061 888* **
3576 .0270 .0450 *8* 1.3354 .0000 .0000
3505 .0123 .0103 .7442 1.8733 .0123 .0183
3612 .0156 .0340 .0141 1.9996 .0000 .0000
3613 .0093 .0147 .8537 1.2201 .0000 .0000
3621 .0068 .0116 .0034 .9732 .0000 .0000
3622 .0071 .0199 .9515 .9305 .0000 .0000
3623 .0303 .0977 .1045 1.3556 .0363 .0977
3624 .0839 .0840 *8* 1.2931 .0000 .0000
3629 .0095 .0357 .9241 1.6634 .0000 .0000
3631 .0291 .0555 *8* 1.3075 .0000 .0000
3632 .1187 .1181 *8* 1.5467 .0000 .0000
3633 ** *8** ** ** *** ***
3635 .3610 .1180 **8 1.10 .0000 .0000
3641 .0253 .0307 1.0018 2.6513 .0000 .0000
3651 .0081 .0081 .6041 1.3906 .0861 .0881
3652 .0165 .0441 1.0511 1.5773 .0000 .0000
3614 .0405 .0486 .6433 .7544 .0405 .0486
3691 .0130 .0161 .9235 1.2195 .0000 .0000
3692 .0097 .0896 **8 1.4852 .0000 .0000
3694 .1162 .1102 .6020 1.8201 .1182 .1102
3714 .0136 .0136 .8974 .9410 .0000 .0000
3715 .0136 .0196 .9699 .8922 .0000 .0000
3124 .0736 .0736 -1.2298 .9910 .0736 .0136
3192 .0060 .0092 .9244 .9132 .0000 .0000
3643 .0149 .0250 .8892 1.1168 .0000 .0000
3949 .0021 .0058 .0336 .6771 .0000 .0000

LOWU LDASS -,

IL LBCU5 LeCU76 -576 LeRSS75 LenSS76 7576
2026 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .3302 3.6690 1.9996
2032 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .6947 .7276 .7111
2031 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .6204 .1460 .1832

2036 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .5606 .5468 .5537
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LOWU LBRSS
LOCU75 LBCUJ76 7576 LBRSS75 LBRSS76 7576

2043 .0000 1.0 1.0 000 .5940 .5870 .5905
2047 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .5880 .5919 .58992040 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .3044 .3656 .3750

2046 1.0000 .9437 1.0000 .7521 .8560 .60402051 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .4772 .5012 .492

2052 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .5112 .5232 .5172
2063 .6680 .6176 .7426 .6953 .7933 .7443
2065 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .6212 .5972 .6092
2066 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .5659 .5096 .577B
2067 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .0944
2085 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.7421 1.7103 1.7302
2086 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .5961 .6252 .6107
2087 1.0000 .9599 1.0000 .6423 .7234 .6029
2095 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .5015 .5070 .5043
2253 .6230 1.0000 .9342 .4970 .7724 .6351
2254 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .0764 .840 .8622
2641 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .9871 .9012 .9441
2642 .9618 1.0000 1.0000 .7648 .6491 .7069
2643 .9414 1.0000 1.0000 .6270 .6392 .6331
2647 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0669 1.0635 1.0752
2648 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .5922 .6120 .6021
2613 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.7768 9.0674 5.6221
2816 .9719 1.0000 1.0000 1.6519 1.4399 1.5459
2821 .6795 1.0000 1.0000 2.3637 2.1747 2.2692
2622 .9120 1.0000 1.0000 1.1294 1.1187 1.1240
2844 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .6846 .6530 .6666
2879 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .9439 1.0039 1.0139
2892 1.0000 .9417 1.0000 .7916 .0326 .8122
3221 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .A500 .8972 .8736
3229 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.4083 1.2996 1.3540
3261 .6919 1.0000 1.0000 .7407 .9171 .8289
3264 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0215 1.2215 1.1215
3273 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .6704 .7000 .6852
3274 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.7005 1.4941 1.5973
3275 .8517 1.0000 .9971 1.3523 1.4351 1.3937
3291 .9025 1.0000 1.0000 .9869 1.0010 .9939
3292 .9359 1.0000 1.0000 .8428 .8912 .8670
3296 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.1027 1.0361 1.0694
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LBCU LOeSS
siCU7 LBCU76 56 LBRSS75 LQRSS?6 7576

3331 .0190 1.0000 .9635 2.2906 2.7390 2.5152

3332 B102 1.0000 .9296 .6667 .B336 .7501
3333 .6097 1.0000 .0047 .9724 1.4020 1.2272
3334 .374 1.0000 1.0000 1.6520 1.5048 1.6104
3339 .0163 1.0000 .9195 1.3010 1.9146 1.6082
3357 .7602 1.0000 .9191 .6046 .0921 .7883
3411 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .7047 .6665 .6056
3412 .0350 1.0000 .9304 .6195 .7342 .6760
3421 .9595 1.0000 1.0000 .8126 .0502 .8354
3429 .8972 1.0000 1.0000 .8922 .9325 .9124
3431 .7609 1.0000 1.0000 .6959 .7625 .7292
3432 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .8359 .0217 .0280
3433 .6699 1.0000 .0690 .6350 .9020 .7609
3441 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 ISI*

3442 .9399 1.0000 1.0000 .7096 .6923 .7010
3443 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .9979 .9617 .9790
3465 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .7552 .600 .7216
3466 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .7051 .6929 .7390
3469 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .9579 .8320 .0949

3494 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0408 1.0204 1.0306
3511 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.1672 1.0669 1.1171
3519 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .8353 .8717 .8535
3523 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .6144 .6966 .6555
3524 .9347 1.0000 .9012 .6910 .7477 .7194

3531 1.0000 .9322 1.0000 .0331 .803 .0567
3532 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .7413 .7649 .7531
3533 1.0000 .9822 1.0000 .7309 .9964 .0636
3534 1.0000 .0492 .9527 17.1319 .9547 9.0433
3535 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .7105 .7582 .7383
3536 1.0000 .9602 1.0000 .7002 .6992 .6997
3537 .7190 1.0000 .9040 .6702 .9397 .0050
3541 1.0000 .9340 1.0000 .9009 .9095 .9092
3545 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .0445 .9026 .0736
3546 .0590 1.0000 1.0000 .0647 .0950 .0790
3551 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .807 .9520 .9207
3552 .9018 .0730 .0874 1.1932 1.2401 1.2167
3553 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .9916 .8558 .9237
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LOW LOASS
S LKCU75 LKCUI6 7576 LORSS75 LRSS7 7576

3551 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .9651 1.0120 .9885
3555 .8651 .9749 .9200 .9015 1.0231 .9653
3559 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10.2794 10.2216 10.2505
3561 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .9200 .9303 .9252
3562 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.1952 1.1131 1.1515
3563 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .8261 .7110 .1989
3561 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .1634 .1613 .7638
3566 1.0000 1.0000 1 .0000 .8350 .8126 .8538
3561 .8150 1 .0000 .9999 .8915 .8591 .016
3568 1.0000 .9601 1.0000 .1191 .1181 .1189
3513 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.6101 1.5811 1.6258
3514 .6019 1.0000 .8155 .3396 1.1658 .1521
3516 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .1805 56.5102 28.6151
3585 .8131 1.0000 1.0000 .1551 .8129 .1810
3612 .8691 1.0000 .9121 .1128 .8051 .1593
3613 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .6688 .6911 .6801
3621 .9381 1.0000 1.0000 .1585 .1186 .1685
3622 .9419 1 .0000 1 .0000 .6399 .6853 .6626
3623 .9855 .8092 .8913 .6161 .5833 .6150
3624 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.2501 1.3135 1.2818
3629 .6510 1.0000 .8161 .5081 .1123 .6105
3631 .9391 1.0000 1.0000 .6611 .6398 .6536 -
3632 .9811 1.0000 .9981 .5612 .5556 .5581
3633 .9689 1.0000 1.0000 .5812 .5227 .5519
3635 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .6853 .6363 .6608
3611 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0190 1.0213 1.0502
3651 .9505 1.0000 1.0000 .64111 .6123 .6120
3652 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .8581 .8113 .8380
3611 .6120 1.0000 .9110 .1130 .9986 .80802
3691 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .9036 10.1526 5.5281
3692 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .8396 .7918 .0151
3691 .9884 1.0000 1.0000 .8191 .1811 .8031
3111 .9101 1.0000 1.0000 .1110 .6518 .6811
3115 .5983 1.0000 .9551 .6299 .9231 .1168
3121 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .8329 .1651 .1990
3192 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .1006 .3883 .3911
3813 .8288 .9926 .9101 .6213 56.8116 28.1180
3919 .9818 1.0000 1.0000 1.0753 1.0122 1.0131
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DeprTo DeprTo DeprTo LORD
IC Sale375 Sales76 Sales7576 LBRD75 LBRD76 77

2026 .0111 .0110 .0110 .0004 8888 *
2032 .0161 .0171 .0166 .0059 .0064 .0062
2037 .0201 .0210 .0206 .0052 .0053 .0053
2030 .0176 .0171 .0174 .0035 .0043 .0039
2043 .0147 .0160 .0154 .0071 0099 .0005
2047 .0165 .0165 .0165 .0083 .0092 .0008
2040 .0104 .0102 .0103 .0074 .0076 .0075
2046 .0211 .0269 .0240 .0070 .0071 .0071
2051 .0215 .0229 .0222 .0061 .0021 .0041
2052 .0150 .0147 .0149 .888 0025 8888

2063 .0169 .0291 .0230 .0033 .0046 .0040
2065 .0124 .0129 .0127 .0030 .0020 .0029
2066 .0101 .0091 .0096 .0037 .0011 .0039
2067 .0202 8888 8888 .0070 8888 8888
2085 .0100 .0178 .0179 .0021 .0032 .0027
2006 .0235 .0242 .0239 .0007 .0007 .0007
2007 .0145 6.1709 3.0967 .0060 .0061 .00612095 .0109 0007 .0090 .0064 .0067 .0066

2253 .0173 .0138 .0155 8888 .0006 8888

2254 .0196 .0189 .0193 .0021 .0016 .0019
2641 .0313 .0200 .0301 .0144 .0120 .0136
2642 .0229 .0214 .0221 .0018 .0016 .0017
2643 .0221 .0175 .0190 .0071 .0065 .0060
2647 .0314 .0313 .0313 .0203 .0201 .0202
2640 .0136 .0161 .0149 .0017 .0019 .0018
2013 .0007 .0017 .0012 .0121 .0093 .0107
2016 .0605 .0592 .0639 .0302 .0255 .0270
2021 .0502 .0427 .0464 .0332 .0271 .0302
2822 .0545 .045 .0515 .0327 .0319 .0323
2044 .0110 .0103 .0106 .0231 .0234 .0232
2879 .0254 .0284 .0269 .0494 .0537 .0516
2092 .0220 .0256 .0230 .0163 .0104 .0133
3221 .0312 .0316 .0314 8888 8888 8888

3229 .0439 .0393 .0416 .0405 .0370 .0307
3261 .0261 .0230 .0245 .0043 .0050 .0047
3264 .0325 .0343 .0334 .0207 .0225 .0216
3273 .0301 .0281 .0291 8888 8888 888*
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DeprTo DeprTo DeprTo LORD
SIC Sales75 Sales?6 Sales756 LORD75 LORD76 7576
3274 .0700 .0661 .0681 .0078 .0067 .0072
3275 .0420 .0350 .0305 .0048 .0055 .0052
3291 .0268 .0284 .0276 .0149 .0151 .0150
3292 .0231 .0240 .0236 .0130 .0120 .0125
3296 .0414 .0365 .0389 .0174 .0130 .0152
3331 .0645 .0571 .0608 .0058 .0051 .0054
3332 .0196 .0209 .0203 .0048 .0055 .0052
3333 .0439 .0384 .0412 .0084 .0062 .0073
3334 .0544 .0450 .0497 .0138 .0112 .0125
3339 .0460 .0421 .0444 .0134 .0155 .0144

3357 .0298 .0275 .0287 .0069 .0073 .0071
3411 .0238 .0227 .0233 .0116 .0109 .0113
3412 .0153 .0151 .0152 .0017 .0011 .0014
3421 .0468 .0441 .0454 *.* •0331 ***
3429 .0266 .0316 .0291 .0109 .0083 .0096
3431 .0164 .0180 .0172 .0044 .0032 .0038
3432 .0200 .0202 .0201 .0124 .0086 .0105
3433 .0250 .0214 .0232 .0152 .0125 .0139
3441 .0004 .0013 .0079 ***

3442 .0189 .0148 .0166 .0026 .0024 .0025
3443 .0186 .0180 .0187 .0344 .0363 .0354
3465 .0196 .0199 .0198 .0048 .0050 .0049
3466 .0247 .0227 .0237 .0182 .0102 .0142
3469 .0196 .0166 .0181 .0036 .0072 .0054
3494 .0229 .0225 .0227 .0077 .0102 .0089
3511 .0322 .0301 .0311 .0351 .0351 .0351
3519 .0335 .0311 .0323 .0335 .0450 .0393
3523 .0137 .0155 .0146 .0196 .0227 .0212
3524 .0159 .0180 .0169 .0176 .0162 .0169
3531 .0224 .0295 .0260 .0263 .0330 .0306
3532 .0123 .0153 .0138 .0149 .0137 .0143
3533 .0138 .0164 .0151 .0080 .0096 .0088
3534 .0153 .0009 .0121 .0163 .0091 .0130
3535 .0107 .0111 .0109 .0117 .0131 .0124 V

3536 .0150 .0167 .0159 .0127 .0112 .0119
3531 .0308 .0300 .0304 .0313 .0284 .0299
3541 .0170 .0193 .0101 .0190 .0232 .0211
3545 .0261 .0224 022 .0061 .0075 .0068
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DeprTo DeprTo DeprTo LBRO

SIC Sol375 Sae37 Sokhs57 LD752 LilRD76
3546 .0230 .0218 .0224 .0179 .0175 .0177
3551 .0167 .0202 .0195 .0190 .0179 .0105
3552 .0325 .0375 .0350 .0203 .0151 .0177
3553 .0217 .0243 .0230 .0065 .0211 .0136
3554 .0157 .0167 .0162 .0127 .0126 .0126
3555 .0165 .0202 .0184 .0240 .0203 .0262
3559 .0179 .0170 .0178 .0230 .0169 .0210
3561 .0241 .0240 .0244 .0211 .0216 .0215
3562 .0411 .0412 .0412 .0135 .0124 .0130
3563 .0152 .0150 .0155 .0299 .0160 .0230
3564 .0117 .0114 .0115 .0072 .0092 .0062
3566 .0217 .0265 .0241 .0070 .0070 .0074
3567 .0139 .0127 .0133 .00080 .0116 .0102
3568 .0215 .0273 .0244 .0184 .0203 .0194
3513 .1012 .0007 .0950 .0887 .0851 .0069
3574 .0316 .0420 .0398 .0450 .0691 .0513
3576 .0110 .0134 .0122 .0202 .0250 .0230
3505 .0219 .0193 .0221 .0101 .0166 .0115
3612 .0246 .0250 .0240 .0163 .0147 .0155
3613 .0151 .0134 .0143 .0185 .0229 .0207 -

3621 .0310 .0223 .0266 .0111 .0129 .0138
3622 .0153 .0161 .0151 .0118 .0215 .0196
3623 .0118 .0160 .0139 .0096 .0121 .0100
3624 .0406 .0407 .0406 .0241 .0270 .0255
3629 .0253 .0226 .0240 .0257 .0211 .0234
3631 .0210 .0171 .0190 .0147 .0125 .0136
3632 .0196 .0206 .0201 .0101 .0101 .0101
3633 .0310 .0222 .0266 .0098 .0091 .0095
3635 .0177 .0100 .0179 .0103 .0099 .0101
3641 .0294 .0300 .0297 .0246
3651 .0100 .0102 .0101 .0204 .0172 .0100
3652 .0110 .0117 .0117 .0039 .0035 .0037
3674 .0642 .0494 .0568 .0708 .0605 .0657
3691 .0335 .0310 .0322 .0130 .0149 .0139 -
3692 .0242 .0174 .0206 .0309 .0329 .0319
3694 .0174 .0141 .0150 .0233 .0210 .0222
3714 .0207 .0106 .0197 .0089 .0082 .0086 N
3715 .0423 .0334 .0319
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DeprTo OeprTo OeprTo LORD

SIL Sole375 Sale7s6 Sni3I7 LOD7?5 LRD76 5
3724 .0190 .0183 .0191 .0069 .0791 .0830
3792 .0066 .0065 .0066 .0074
3843 .0139 .0224 .0182 .0275 .0373 .0324
3949 .0222 .0199 .0211 .0071 .0077 .0074

Exports Imports
SIC ToSalos ToSaleN
2026 .0007 -.0005 1516
2032 .0149 -.0042 172
2037 .0316 -.0188 190
2038 .0017 .0000 331
2043 .0111 -.0014 32
2047 .0125 -.0156 218
2048 .0147 -.0023 1439
2046 .1223 -.0117 22
2051 .0052 -.0010 2549
2052 .0000 -.0197 263
2063 .0523 -1.2342 14
2065 .0172 -.0313 865
2066 .0144 -.2872 46
2067 .0155 -.0217 14
2085 .0201 -.3441 64
2086 .0057 -.0009 1757
2067 .0372 -.0139 317
2095 .0187 -.0636 133
2253 902
2254 **** 80
2641 .0475 -.0157 454
2642 .0135 -.0006 182
2643 .0071 .0000 461
2647 .0050 .0000 72
2648 .0239 -.0190 221
2813 **** **** 109
2016 ** *8* 71
2821 .0979 -.0117 221
2822 .1681 -.0780 56
2044 .0278 -.0275 644
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Exports Imports ..
ILL ToSaleg T NC0 e3

2879 .1192 -.0413 338
2892 .0534 -.0141 62
3221 .0171 -.0065 31
3229 .2074 -.2007 325
3261 .0338 -.0194 54
3264 .0865 -.0912 77
3273 .0000 .0000 4319
3274 .0060 -.0311 64
3275 .0136 -.0061 60
3291 .0603 -.0714 354
3292 .0113 -.0385 87
3296 .0283 -.0113 95
3331 .0224 -.1363 9
3332 .0054 -.2420 4
3333 .0063 -.9238 8
3334 .0392 -.2624 13
3339 .2653 -1.9271 81
3351 .0112 -.0201 215
3411 .0054 .0000 153
3412 .0363 -.0569 120
3421 .0381 -.1627 119
3429 .0353 -.0330 1063
3431 .0348 .0000 96
3432 .0286 -.0019 191
3433 .0800 -.0476 681
3441 .0251 -.0219 2319
3442 .0156 -.0006 1496
3443 .0510 -.0077 1683
3465 .0012 -.0001 495
3466 .0713 -.0040 42
3469 .0149 -.0141 2541
3494 .1058 -.0575 N44
3511 .3239 -.0421 69 -
3519 .1440 -.0458 106
3523 .1129 -.0943 1064
3524 .0503 -.0556 136
3531 .2457 -.0595 007
3532 .1409 -.0317 293
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Exports Imports
SIC ToSale ToSales N
3533 .2652 .0000 306
3534 .0627 -.0102 134
3535 .0517 -.0193 572
3536 .1378 -.0736 231
3537 .0953 -.050? 450
3541 .0920 -.1691 072
3545 .1071 -.0816 1270
3546 .1110 -. 0950 99
3551 .1013 -. 1559 606
3552 .1730 -.4460 599
3553 .2170 -.0569 290
3554 .1073 -.1962 193
3555 .2202 -.1201 520
3559 .3541 -. 0510 1511
3561 .2721 -.0021 515
3562 .0632 -.1114 102
3563 .4947 -.1493 14 -
3564 .0406 -.0523 432
3566 .2072 -.1214 307
3567 .2311 -.0307 311
3560 .1550 -.0913 104
3573 .2444 -.0090 002
3574 .0665 -.4314 60
3576 .0982 -.0419 92
3505 .1011 -.0117 725
3612 .0571 -. 0523 229
3613 .1071 -. 1189 51
3621 .1459 -.0709 340
3622 .0377 -.0006 675
3623 .0994 -.0267 161
3624 .0996 -.0756 50
3629 .1103 -. 3001 214
3631 .0436 -.1070 03
3632 .0530 -.0404 33
3633 .0422 -.0033 20
3635 .1005 -.0140 33 :,-:
3641 .0632 -.0592 128
3651 .0820 -.0066 547
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Exports Imports
S ToSole ToSleN
3652 .0520 -.0276 679
3674 .2536 -.2840 502
3691 .0316 -.0205 134
3692 .1082 -.0563 41
3694 .0725 -.0536 372
3714 .1391 -.1215 2196
3715 .0360 .0000 316
3724 .1962 -.0217 226
3792 .0313 .0000 775
3843 .0651 -.0364 507
3949 .0695 -.2623 1757
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APENDIX f. F_ Comiarison

Entry
1) CPCM f(I,Disp,K0,Advr,GROW)

K07576 KOftc7576 2.191352 2.150000 Reject
K075 KOftc75 3.403467 2.150000 Reject
K076 KOftc76 1.165505 2.150000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV7576 .432368 2.150000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV75 .353482 2.150000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV76 .333018 2.150000 Accept
KOftc7576 LBADV7576 1.017766 2.600000 Accept
KOftc75 LBADV75 1.694001 2.600000 Accept
KOftc76 LBADV76 .383762 2.600000 Accept

2) LBOPI = f(I,Disp,KO,Advr,GROW)
K07576 KOftc7576 .189756 2.150000 Accept
K075 KOftc75 .375316 2.150000 Accept
K076 KOftc76 .134196 2.150000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV7576 .275067 2.150000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV75 .229245 2.150000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV76 .555089 2.150000 Accept
KOftc7576 LBADV7576 .273381 2.600000 Accept
KOftc75 LBADV75 .207639 2.600000 Accept
KOftc76 LBADV76 .400633 2.600000 Accept

3) CPCM = f(I,Disp,K0,Advr,GROW) Case Omitted
K07576 KOftc7576 .801904 2.150000 Accept
K075 KOftc75 1.133614 2.150000 Accept
K076 KOftc76 .426801 2.150000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV7576 .485562 2.150000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV75 .764479 2.150000 Accept ""-
AdvrToSales LBADV76 .586210 2.150000 Accept
KOftc7576 LBADV7576 .665568 2.650000 Accept
KOftc75 LBADV75 .985397 2.650000 Accept
KOftc76 LBADV76 .375198 2.650000 Accept

4) LBOPI a f(I,Disp,K0,Advr,GROW) Case Omitted
K07576 KOftc7576 .109208 2.150000 Accept
K075 KOftc75 .292796 2.150000 Accept
K076 KOftc76 .059537 2.150000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV7576 .003591 2.150000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV75 .027854 2.150000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV76 .002056 2.150000 Accept
KOftc7576 LBADV7576 .021808 2.650000 Accept
KOftc75 LBADV75 .077599 2.650000 Accept
KOftc76 LBADV76 .044370 2.650000 Accept I
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Entry
5) CPCM - f(I,Disp,KO,Advr,GROW) Standard vs Omitted

K07576 AdvrToSales .004656 2.600000 Accept
K075 AdvrToSales .162043 2.600000 Accept
K076 AdvrToSales .017097 2.600000 Accept
KOftc7576 AdvrToSales .456769 2.600000 Accept
KOftc75 AdvrToSales .741632 2.600000 Accept
KOftc76 AdvrToSales .103702 2.600000 Accept
K07576 LBADV7576 .008244 2.600000 Accept
KOftc7576 LBADV7576 .679918 2.600000 Accept
KOftc75 LBADV75 .893070 2.600000 Accept
KOftc76 LBADV76 .292579 2.600000 Accept

6) LBOPI - f(I,Disp,[0,Advr,GROW) Standard vs Omitted
[07576 AdvrToSales .689570 2.600000 Accept
K075 AdvrToSales .624491 2.600000 Accept
K076 AdvrToSales .633964 2.600000 Accept
KOftc7576 AdvrToSales .790770 2.600000 Accept
KOftc75 AdvrToSales .778565 2.600000 Accept
KOftc76 AdvrToSales .666878 2.600000 Accept
K07576 LBADV7576 .511808 2.600000 Accept
K075 LBADV75 2.130919 2.600000 Accept
K076 LBADV76 .511361 2.600000 Accept
KOftc7576 LBADV7576 .547611 2.600000 Accept
KOftc75 LBADV75 .522445 2.600000 Accept
KOf tc76 LBADV76 .476740 2.600000 Accept

7) CPCM z f(I,Disp,KO,Advr,GROW,MCDR)
K07576 KOf tc7576 1.593028 3.020000 Accept
K075 KOftc75 1.996578 3.020000 Accept
K076 KOftc76 1.008425 3.020000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV7576 .324268 3.020000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV75 .233303 3.020000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV76 .281167 3.020000 Accept
K0ttc7576 LBADV7576 .655729 2.650000 Accept
KOftc75 LBADV75 .771597 2.650000 Accept
KOftc76 LBADV76 .428305 2.650000 Accept

8) LBOPI = f(I,Disp,KO,Advr,GROW,MCDR) j
K07576 KOftc7576 .038063 3.040000 Accept
K075 KOftc75 .078662 3.040000 Accept
K076 KOftc76 .039147 3.040000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV7576 .1644 15 3.040000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV75 .145609 3.040000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV76 .215712 3.040000 Accept .. "
KOftc7576 LBADV7576 .150388 2.650000 Accept
KOftc75 LBADV75 .066544 2.650000 Accept
KOftc76 LBADV76 .299719 2.650000 Accept

.%I
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Entry
9) CPCM f(I,Disp,KO,Advr,GROWMCDR) Case Omitted

K07576 KOftc7576 .322270 3.040000 Accept
K075 KOftc75 .345727 3.040000 Accept %
K076 KOftc76 .221461 3.040000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV7576 .346571 3.040000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV75 .694973 3.040000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV76 .378092 3.040000 Accept
K07576 LBAD7576 .443587 2.650000 Accept
K075 LBADV75 .518952 2.650000 Accept
K076 LBADV76 .449138 2.650000 Accept

10) LBOPI = f(I,Disp,KOAdvr,GROW,MCDR) Case Omitted
K07576 KOftc7576 .010903 3.040000 Accept
K075 KOftc75 .064597 3.040000 Accept
K076 KOftc76 .012121 3.040000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV7576 .033829 3.040000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV75 .053947 3.040000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV76 .018470 3.040000 Accept --,
KOftc7576 LBADV7576 .052708 2.650000 Accept
KOftc75 LBADV75 .050887 2.650000 Accept
KOftc76 LBADV76 .101456 2.650000 Accept

L.
11) CPCM = F(I,DIsp,K0,Advr,GROW,MCDR) Standard vs Omitted =

K07576 AdvrToSales .008512 2.650000 Accept
K075 AdvrToSales .226016 2.650000 Accept
K076 AdvrToSales .004026 2.650000 Accept
KOftc7576 AdvrToSales .639885 2.650000 Accept
KOftc75 AdvrToSales .835537 2.650000 Accept
KOftc76 AdvrToSales .371221 2.650000 Accept
107576 LBADV7576 .008702 2.650000 Accept
K075 LBADV75 .901034 2.650000 Accept
K076 LBADV76 .016246 2.650000 Accept
KOftc7576 LBADV7576 .944712 2.650000 Accept
KOftc75 LBADV75 1.049174 2.650000 Accept
KOftc76 LBADV76 .738940 2.650000 Accept

12) LBOPI - f(I,Disp,KO,Advr,GROW,MCDR) Standard vs Omitted
K07576 AdvrToSales .905707 2.650000 Accept
K075 AdvrToSales .822496 2.650000 Accept
K076 AdvrToSales .849722 2.650000 Accept
KOftc7576 AdvrToSales .958071 2.650000 Accept
KOftc75 AdvrToSales .890220 2.650000 Accept

, KOftc76 AdvrToSales .877450 2.650000 Accept
K7576 LBADV7576 .542851 2.650000 Accept
K75 LBADV75 2.074140 2.650000 Accept
K076 LBADV76 .295820 2.650000 Accept
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12) LBOPI = f(I,Disp,K0,Advr,GROW,MCDR) Standard vs Omitted con't
KOftc7576 LBADV7576 .565335 2.650000 Accept
KOftc75 LBADV75 .544402 2.650000 Accept
KOftc76 LBADV76 .503750 2.650000 Accept

Entry
13) CPCM = f(I,Disp,K0,Advr,GROW,CAR)

K07576 KOftc7576 2.457033 3.040000 Accept
K075 KOftc75 3.822440 3.040000 Reject
K076 KOftc76 1.321996 3.040000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV7576 .226115 3.040000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV75 .195917 3.040000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV76 .200878 3.040000 Accept
KOftc7576 LBADV7576 .900350 2.650000 Accept I-
KOftc75 LBADV75 1.696669 2.650000 Accept
KOftc76 LBADV76 .308285 2.650000 Accept

14) LBOPI = f(I,Disp,K0,Adv,GROW,CAR)
K07576 KOftc7576 .389720 3.040000 Accept
K075 KOftc75 .575171 3.040000 Accept
K076 KOftc76 .290581 3.040000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV7576 .254163 3.040000 Accept

kAdvrToSales LBADV75 .197006 3.040000 Accept "

AdvrToSales LBADV76 .353469 3.040000 Accept

KOftc7576 LBADV7576 .296018 2.650000 Accept
KOftc75 LBADV75 .265708 2.650000 Accept
KOftc76 LBADV76 .346037 2.650000 Accept

15) CPCM = f(I,Disp,K0,AdvrGROW,CAR) Case Omitted
K07576 KOftc7576 .734160 3.040000 Accept
K075 KOftc75 1.260528 3.040000 Accept
K076 KOftc76 1.912682 3.040000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV7576 .153867 3.040000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV75 .142779 3.040000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV76 .210117 3.040000 Accept
KOftc7576 LBADV7576 .467965 2.650000 Accept
KOftc75 LBADV75 .811173 2.650000 Accept
KOftc76 LBADV76 .683030 2.650000 Accept

16) LBOPI a f(I,Disp,K0,Advr,GROW,CAR) Case Omitted
K07576 KOftc7576 .282374 3.040000 Accept
K075 KOftc75 .476277 3.040000 Accept V
K76 KOftc76 .182799 3.040000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV7576 .006853 3.040000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV75 .007528 3.040000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV76 .030881 3.040000 Accept
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16) LBOPI f(I,Disp,KO,Advr,GROW,CAR) Case Omitted con'tKOftc7576 LBADV7576 .112940 2.650000 Accept

KOftc75 LBADV75 .177652 2.650000 Accept
KOftc76 LBADV76 .054377 2.650000 Accept

Entry
• 17) CPCM = f(I,Disp,K0,AdvrGROW,CAR) Standard vs Omitted

K07576 AdvrToSales .021885 2.650000 Accept
K075 AdvrToSales .033472 2.650000 Accept
K076 AdvrToSales .215939 2.650000 Accept
KOftc7576 AdvrToSales .755141 2.650000 Accept
KOftc75 AdvrToSales 1.251736 2.650000 Accept
KOftc76 AdvrToSales .191365 2.650000 Accept
K07576 LBADV7576 .028282 2.650000 Accept
K076 LBADV76 .178723 2.650000 Accept
KOf tc7576 LBADV7576 .915439 2.650000 Accept
KOftc75 LBADV75 1.273066 2.650000 Accept
KOftc76 LBADV76 .384787 2.650000 Accept

18) LBOPI = f(IDisp,KO,Advr,GROW,CAR) Standard vs Omitted
K07576 AdvrToSales .008123 2.650000 Accept
K075 AdvrToSales .013499 2.650000 Accept
K076 AdvrToSales .092443 2.650000 Accept
KOftc7576 AdvrToSales .206461 2.650000 Accept
KOftc75 AdvrToSales .262403 2.650000 Accept
KOf tc76 AdvrToSales .071747 2.650000 Accept
K07576 LBADV7576 .014183 2.650000 Accept
K075 LBADV75 .978618 2.650000 Accept
K076 LBADV76 .108945 2.650000 Accept
KOftc7576 LBADV7576 .306581 2.650000 Accept
KOftc75 LBADV75 .297388 2.650000 Accept
KOftc76 LBADV76 .174032 2.650000 Accept

19) CPCM = f(I,Disp,K0,Advr,GROW,LBRD)
K07576 KOftc7576 1.942705 3.040000 Accept
K075 KOftc75 3.361706 3.040000 Reject
K076 KOftc76 .778925 3.040000 Accept
AdvrTo8ales LBADV7576 .326012 3.040000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV75 .274590 3.040000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV76 .290601 3.040000 Accept
KOftc7576 LBADV7576 .725706 2.650000 Accept
KOftc75 LBADV75 1.520958 2.650000 Accept
KOftc76 LBADV76 .193050 2.650000 Accept

20) LBOPI - f(I,Disp,KO,Advr,GROW,LBRD)

K07576 KOftc7576 .143221 3.040000 Accept

K075 KOftc75 .406417 3.040000 Accept
K076 KOf tc76 .107929 3.040000 Accept
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20) LBOPI = f(I,Disp,KOAdvr,GROW,LBRD) con't
AdvrToSales LBADV7576 .009891 3.040000 Accept
AdvrTo~ales LBADV75 .033021 3.040000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV76 .328775 3.040000 Accept
KOftc7576 LBADV7576 .028367 2.650000 Accept
KOftc75 LBADV75 .139323 2.650000 Accept
KOftc76 LBADV76 .366836 2.650000 Accept

Entry
21) CPCM = f(I,Disp,KO,Advr,GROW,LBRD) Case Omitted

K07576 KOftc7576 .782766 3.040000 Accept
KO75 KOftc75 1.294579 3.040000 Accept
K076 KOftc76 .814752 3.040000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV7576 .384125 3.040000 Accept I.
AdvrToSales LBADV75 .333887 3.040000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV76 .384737 3.040000 Accept
KOftc7576 LBADV7576 .419571 2.650000 Accept
KOftc75 LBADV75 .699094 2.650000 Accept
KOftc76 LBADV76 .209966 2.650000 Accept

22) LBOPI = f(I,Disp,KO,Advr,GROW,LBRD) Case Omitted
K07576 KOftc7576 .372462 3.040000 Accept
K075 KOftc75 .742042 3.040000 Accept
K076 KOftc76 .042050 3.040000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV7576 .008294 3.040000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV75 .028329 3.040000 Accept
AdvrToSales LBADV76 .000164 3.040000 Accept

KOftc7576 LBADV7576 .115353 2.650000 Accept
KOftc75 LBADV75 .028256 2.650000 Accept
KOftc76 LBADV76 .023137 2.650000 Accept

23) CPCM = f(I,Disp,KO,Advr,GROW,LBRD) Standard vs Omitted
K07576 AdvrToSales .007100 2.650000 Accept
K075 AdvrToSales .007855 2.650000 Accept
K076 AdvrToSales .017129 2.650000 Accept
KOftc7576 AdvrToSales .358655 2.650000 Accept
KOftc75 AdvrToSales .681288 2.650000 Accept
KOftc76 AdvrToSales .017080 2.650000 Accept
K07576 LBADV7576 .014335 2.650000 Accept
K075 LBADV75 1.598835 2.650000 Accept
K076 LBADV76 .024236 2.650000 Accept
KOf tc7576 LBADV7576 .578937 2.650000 Accept
KOftc75 LBADV75 .821268 2.650000 Accept
KOftc76 LBADV76 .024458 2.650000 Accept
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24) LEOPI =f(I,Disp,KOAdvr,GROW,LBRD) Standard vs Omitted e.
[07576 AclvrTo~ales .011544 2.650000 Accept
[075 AdvrToSales .009158 2.650000 Accept
[076 AdvrToSales .744029 2.650000 Accept
K~f tc7576 AdvrToSales .020818 2.650000 Accept
[Of tc75 AdvrTo~ales .021325 2.650000 Accept_
[Of tc76 AdvrTo~ales .778682 2.650000 Accept 1
K07576 LBADV7576 .012593 2.650000 Accept
K075 LBADV75 1.425521 2.650000 Accept
K076 LBADV76 .634322 2.650000 Accept
[0ftc7576 LBADV7576 .015465 2.650000 Accept
[Oftc75 LBADV75 .139118 2.650000 Accept

KOftc76 LBADV76 .551939 2.650000 Accept
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